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Notes to the Text

This work is based on published and manuscript sources. A list of manuscripts consulted is appended to the bibliography. Where quotations from sources, whether manuscript or published, are made in Russian, the orthography is simplified according to the principles advocated by Trudy otdeleniya drevnerusskoj literatury, vol. XI, pp.494-8.

For the transliteration of Russian words the system recommended by the Slavonic and East European Review, vol. 30, 1952, pp.531-49 is used, with the following exceptions:

1) e and ə are always transliterated e (e.g. Elena).
2) The endings -ui and -ulu in nouns and adjectives are always rendered by -y (e.g. Vasily, novy).
3) Both the so-called "soft sign", the letter ѣ, and the "hard sign" Ь (when it occurs in the middle of a word) are rendered by an apostrophe (e.g. Kazan').
4) In the spelling of feminine nouns ending in -iya, the ending -ia has been used throughout (e.g. Sofia).

Foreign names commonly encountered in Russian sources are transliterated. All abbreviations used in the footnotes are explained in the Bibliography.
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The most complete contemporary account of the history and beliefs of a group of men accused of heresy in Russia in the late fifteenth - early sixteenth centuries and known to historians as the Judaizers, is to be found in the writings of Iosif of Volokolamsk.

In his *Skazanie o novoyavivsheysya eresi Novogorodskikh eretikov*, an introduction to his voluminous anti-heretical work, the *Prosvetitel\'^, Iosif tells us that 6,500 years after the Creation and 1000 years after the birth of Christ the light of Christianity descended upon Russia and, for 470 years, remained pure and unsullied by heresy. But in the year 1470, a Jew called Skharia came to Novgorod and seduced the priest Denis and the archpriest Aleksey into the Jewish faith. These two converts soon found followers and 'they did so much that was unlawful that they even exceeded the heretics of old!'\(^2\)

According to Iosif these heretics:

1) denied the Virgin birth, the Resurrection and the Trinity;
2) did not accept the sacred authority of any books which speak of the Holy Trinity, but rather held to the Law of Moses;
3) denied Christ as the Son of God promised in the Scriptures;
4) blasphemed against icons;
5) claimed that the Fathers had forecast that the world would end in the year 7000; since that year had passed and the world had remained, the writings of the Fathers were untrue;
6) denied the truth of the Scriptures and all sacred writings, and
7) condemned the monastic way of life.\(^3\)

Having listed the ideas of the Novgorod heretics, Iosif tells us of their fate. In the year 1480, Ivan III came to Novgorod and, on his return to Moscow, he took with him the archpriest Aleksey, whom he

2. ibid., pp.30-2.
3. ibid., pp.33-7.
appointed to the Cathedral of the Assumption, and Denis the priest, who was assigned to the Cathedral of the Archangel Michael. There they converted many Muscovites to the Jewish faith, among them Ivashko Cherny and Ignat Zubov.¹

But in 1485 the holy Gennady was appointed by God's will to the archbishopric of Novgorod, 'and like a lion he was loosed upon the evil heretics ....',² many of whom sought refuge in Moscow, where they found protection in high places. The heresy, spreading to the court of the grand prince, was embraced by Fedor Kuritsyn and other d'yaki. ¹And the archpriest Aleksey and Fedor Kuritsyn dared further than anyone else in their relations with the ruler: for they devoted themselves to astronomy (literally: laws of the stars) and fables, astrology, magic and the black arts. This is why so many joined them ....¹³ This continued as long as the weak and ineffectual Geronty remained metropolitan of Moscow, until, on his death in 1490, his throne passed to a heretic, Zosima.⁴

In 1490 a Council of the Church, convened on Gennady's initiative, anathematized the heretics Gavrila, Denis, Maksim, Vasily, Makar, Gridya, Vaska, Samukha and all who held the same heretical views. They were then sent by the grand prince to Novgorod, where, according to losif, they received just punishment from Gennady.⁵

But although losif states that all the heretics were anathematized, he goes on to describe how Zosima, Kuritsyn and their circle continued their activities, secretly upholding the heresy and making use of the Ten Commandments to gain further converts. They did not attempt to seduce everyone to Judaism but, by their misinterpretation of the Old and New Testaments and by other arts, they taught many to 'revile the sacred books.'⁶

2. ibid., p. 38.
5. ibid., pp.41-2.
6. ibid., pp.43-5.
Iosif's *Skazanie* does not go into the further fate of Zosima, Fedor Kuritsyn and their associates. Zosima was in fact deposed in 1494, and in December 1504 Ivan III, together with his son and heir Vasily, presided at a Council of the Church against Fedor's brother Ivan Volk Kuritsyn, Mitya Konoplev, Ivan Maksimov and others, who were found guilty of heresy and executed.

Even so brief an account as the foregoing is sufficient to indicate why this heresy has been found so interesting by historians of Russia. The Judaizers were accused of serious denials of Christian dogma; yet many among them were members of the clergy and some, like the metropolitan Zosima, held high church office. The high position in the service of the grand prince achieved by others, such as Fedor Kuritsyn, and the alleged conversion to the heresy of the daughter-in-law of the grand prince, Elena of Moldavia, suggest that the heresy exerted a wide influence at the court of Ivan III: indeed, Iosif's evidence implies that the grand prince was, if not sympathetic, then at least tolerant to the ideas of such Judaizers as Aleksey, Denis and Fedor Kuritsyn. Yet it was Ivan III who, in 1504, destroyed the sect of the 'Novgorod heretics': little trace of the heresy remained after the Council of that year.

Many attempts have been made to resolve the apparent contradictions in the evidence available to us, for an understanding of the history of the Judaizers' heresy is important to our understanding of both the ecclesiastical and secular history of Russia in the reign of Ivan III.

In Russia, as in the rest of later mediaeval Europe, the fifteenth century saw the rise of the 'stronger state', 'the gradual ousting of the mighty subject'. Ivan III wanted more than the hegemony of Moscow over the great Russian states already established by his father Vasily II: he wanted to be the first *gosudar' vseya Rusi,* to gather together all

2. ibid., p. 375.
5. Ivan III was the first ruler of Muscovy to use this as an official title. Fennell, *Ivan the Great*, pp.147-8; Grekov, *Ocherki*, p.202, n.236.
Russian lands, many of which were under the political authority of Lithuania, into one centralised state. To the achievement of this aim Ivan III directed his internal and foreign policy.

His first task was to consolidate the authority of Moscow over Great Russia. By marriage, bribery and force Ivan III managed to ensure that by the end of his reign there were, with the exception of Pskov and Ryazan, no independent principalities or city republics on his territory. The annexation of Novgorod, with its rich boyar families, powerful archiepiscopacy and extensive political and commercial contacts with the West, proved a particularly difficult and slow process; it was only after the total destruction of the republic's independence that Ivan III could begin his campaign to reclaim his 'patrimony' from Poland-Lithuania.

In the reign of Vassily II, Muscovy was still paying tribute to the Golden Horde. In order to maintain a defensive front against attack from the south-east, Vasily concluded in 1449 a treaty of peace and friendship with Casimir IV. In his will Vasily entrusted his widow and sons to the protection of Casimir; Ivan III, however, soon made it clear that this was not the relationship he desired with his western neighbour.

In fact, Ivan virtually reversed his father's policy: in order to be free to pursue his aims in the west he sought to protect his southern and south-eastern flank by a treaty with the khan of Crimea, Mengli-Girey,

1. United with Poland for much of Ivan's reign under Casimir IV Jagiellon (grand prince of Lithuania from 1440, crowned king of Poland in 1447, died 1492). Under his sons Central Europe virtually became a 'Jagiellonian state': Vladislav became king of Bohemia in 1471 and king of Hungary (and its dependencies Croatia, Moravia, Silesia and Lusatia) in 1490; on Casimir's death in 1492 Jan Olbracht inherited Poland and Alexander the grand principality of Lithuania.
2. Pskov remained technically independent of Moscow until 1510.
3. Yaroslavl was annexed by force in 1463, Rostov by treaty in 1474, Novgorod by force in 1478, Tver and Vyatka were also annexed by force in 1485 and 1489 respectively.
4. Fennell, Ivan the Great, pp.29-65
5. Cherepnin, Russkie feodal'nye arkhivy (hereafter RFA), vol.1, p.150
6. ibid., p.160
the aim of which was joint defence against the Golden Horde and joint aggression against Casimir. After 1480 Muscovy no longer paid tribute to the Golden Horde, and after 1487 the Khanate of Kazan became a client-state of Muscovy. By the end of the decade Ivan III felt his southern borders were sufficiently secure for him to concentrate on campaigns in the West.

Although his policy towards his immediate neighbours in the west, Lithuania, Livonia and the Hanseatic cities, was belligerent, Ivan's relations with other western states were peaceable. At a time of rising anti-Catholicism in Muscovy, fanned by official propaganda in preparation for the war 'in defence of Orthodoxy' against Lithuania, diplomatic relations with the Papacy were established. Nor was the Papal State the only Catholic state with which Ivan was on good terms. In the eighties and nineties of the fifteenth century, Ivan III exchanged ambassadors with Matthias Corvinus of Hungary, the Hapsburg Emperors Frederick III and Maximilian and with King John of Denmark. In the south-west the strategically important Orthodox principality of Moldavia played a large part in Ivan's foreign policy in this period.

Ivan's frequent missions to the West also had purposes other than negotiations with foreign courts: an important duty of his envoys was the recruitment of specialists for Muscovite service: few missions returned from the cities of Italy without bringing men skilled in the arts of architecture, armoury and fortification.

At the same time as official diplomatic and cultural contacts with the West increased, traditional ecclesiastical contacts with the East suffered a decline. The signing of the Act of Union between the Byzantine Orthodox and Roman Catholic Churches at the Council of Ferrara/

2. Fennell, Ivan the Great, pp.66-105; Grekov, Ocherki, pp.164-201; Bazilevich, Vneshnyaya politika, pp.61-3.
3. Grekov, Ocherki, pp.181-4; Pierling, La Russie et le Saint Siège, Book 2; Kazakova, Russko-livonskie i russko-ganzeyskie otnosheniya, pp.154-310.
Florence in 1349 was not recognised by the Russian Church, even though one of the signatories was a metropolitan of Moscow, Isidor. The subsequent dismissal of Isidor and appointment of a new metropolitan without the approval of the patriarch showed that Constantinople had lost much of its authority as the centre of Orthodoxy. After the fall of Constantinople to the Turks in 1453 the Russian Church was de facto independent of Constantinople, but independence of the patriarch meant, as the Church was to find, greater dependence on the grand prince; relations between Church and State had to be re-defined. Moreover, in disputes within the Church, or between Church and State, the patriarchate could no longer be appealed to as an authoritative independent mediator.

That such disputes occurred in the late fifteenth - early sixteenth centuries is attested by a number of polemical works which appeared in this period. According to Ya.S. Lur'e 'the most important new feature of Russian literature from the end of the fifteenth century was the appearance of numerous works openly polemical in character ... forming an independent genre, rather than remaining as component parts of some chronicle redaction'. Another aspect of the literary history of the period is the appearance in the late fifteenth century of works described by Iosif of Volokolamsk as nepoleznuye povesti, the reading of which was

3. Thus in 1347 Archbishop Vasily replied to the Swedish monks who asked for a dispute on faith: 'оже хощешь уведати, которая веера лучше, наша или ваша, пошли в Царьгород к патриарху' (PSRL, vol. 5, p. 225), whereas the d'yak Filip Petrov, writing to Archbishop Gennady ca. 1491, reports from Pskov that he received a letter proposing such a dispute from Yur'ev 'серьё верны ... и тую грамоту князу и посланником есми явил, и князь соебе взял.' When the 'серьё верны из нмеч' arrived in Pskov, the city's priests had no hesitation in answering without reference to the Patriarch: 'не всем вера права, верен есть Бог; аще верует в Сына Божия, то ппочтогоубившим жицам последуете, субостуете постясья в ню ...' AI, vol. 1, No. 286, pp.522-3.
4. Lur'e, Ideologitcheskaya bor'ba v russkoy publiteistike kontsa XV - nachala XVI veka (hereafter IB), p. 3.
5. 'Да будет ти горко неполезных повести послушание, суть же медвении святых муж повести, и Божественных писаний прочитание,' Prosvetitel', p. 325.
regarded as not merely unprofitable, but even harmful because of their worldly nature: 'In the fifteenth century, in addition to new works belonging to the genre of translated belles-lettres which penetrated into Russia in this period (Stefanit i Ikhnilat, the Serbian Aleksandriya and others), the first original works of the same type appear: tales which have no "practical" purpose (whether religious or secular) and which are not intended for historical compilations.'

In the secular, ecclesiastical and cultural history of Russia the late fifteenth - early sixteenth century was a period of change, and the Judaizers' heresy is relevant to an understanding of several aspects of this change.

The history of the heresy is closely linked with the history of the fall of Novgorod: not only was the heresy allegedly imported into Russia when Novgorod 'treasonably' attempted to assert its independence by inviting the help of a Lithuanian prince, but it apparently spread from Novgorod because of the activities of heretics brought to Moscow by Ivan III after a visit to the recently-annexed city. In Moscow at least one Judaizer, Fedor Kuritsyn, was so active in the administration of the grand prince's foreign policy that he has acquired the reputation of 'one of the most prominent statesmen in the reign of Ivan III;' he and other heretics served in the grand prince's 'civil service' and were involved in the administration of internal policy.

A central issue in the domestic policy of Ivan III was the relationship between Church and State, especially the question of the grand prince's right to appropriate land belonging to the Church (in practice primarily, though not exclusively, monastic land). Iosif of Volokolamsk alleges that the Judaizers were opposed to the monastic way

of life: he was himself a leader of the so-called Possessors, a faction of the Church which defended ecclesiastical property ownership against those who advocated 'saintly poverty'. The ideas attributed to the Judaizers and their activities in the service of the grand prince link the heresy with the history of secularization in Russia.

In the history of Russian literature of the late fifteenth - early sixteenth centuries losif of Volokolamsk is a central figure and his major work, the Prosvetitel', is a refutation of the heresy of the Judaizers. The heresy is important to the history of Russian literature of the period not only because it was the occasion of much polemical writing by the opponents of the heresy: for the first time in Russian history we also have at our disposal writings which can be ascribed to the heretics themselves, such as the Laodikiyskoe poniye of Fedor Kuritsyn and one of the early Russian nepoleznye povesti, the Povest' o Drakule, ascribed to the same author.

The wide relevance of the Judaizers' heresy to the study of Russian history is reflected in the very varied approaches to the heresy taken by historians. The first detailed study of the heresy was published in 1838 by Rudnev in his Rassushdeniya o eresyakh i raskolakh. Basing himself almost entirely on evidence provided by losif of Volokolamsk, Rudnev remarked on the many contradictions it contained. His conclusion was that the 'Judaism' of the heretics was difficult to accept and that the heresy was compounded of two trends of thought: rationalist and Judaist - with the rationalist strain predominant.

This view was not entirely shared by later accounts of the relationship between the Judaizers and the Church. Zhmakin, Makary and Golubinsky are inclined to accept the authority of losif of

1. Rudnev, N.Z., Rassushdeniya o eresyakh i raskolakh, byvshikh v russkoy tservkii so vremen Vladimira Velikogo do Ivana Groznogo, pp.89-142.
3. Makary, Istoriya russkoy tservkii, pp.82-6.
Volokolamsk, treating the Judaizers as heretics who were incited by Jews to undermine Orthodoxy during the unsettled times following the fall of Constantinople. A similar opinion is expressed in a recent work on the history of the Russian Church by A.V. Kartashev, who sees the Judaizers as a 'small secret society' of 'free-thinking Jews'.\(^1\) Zhmakin also drew attention to the political contacts of the heretics, and concluded that the Judaizers were 'not only a religious but also a political society sympathising with the traditions of the old-boyar / and anti-Grand Prince / party'.\(^2\)

The unsettled times, and particularly the non-fulfilment of the prophecy of the end of the world in the year 7000 are regarded by A.I. Nikitsky\(^3\)as the starting point of the heresy, but among historians of the Church he is exceptional in considering the heresy to have had a Christian rather than a Jewish background. The grand prince's attitude to the Judaizers was, according to Nikitsky, dictated by Ivan's desire to weaken the power of the metropolitan and the church, and by the Judaizers' sympathy for his plans for secularization.\(^4\)

Discussing the extra-ecclesiastical aspects of the heresy in his manuscript notes on the 'Heresy of the Judaizers', V.O. Klyuchevsky noted that too much attention had been paid to the alleged beliefs of the group and not enough to the historical setting of the heretics' activities. He advised that 'in order to get closer to a clear general historical picture of the entire movement it is first of all necessary to distinguish two features which are usually either ignored or merely mentioned in passing: the attitude of the main sources of our information on the heresy to the course of its development, and the views on heresy of its main opponents'.\(^5\) It would seem, however, that Klyuchevsky felt

2. Zhmakin, 'Mitropolit Daniil', *ChOiDR*, 1881, pt. 1, p. 49.
4. ibid., pp.169-70.
5. Klyuchevsky, 'Eres' zhidovstvuyushchikh', cited from *AED*, p. 79.
compelled to agree with Sobolevsky that 'the real nature of the heresy presents an insoluble problem':¹ his *Kurs russkoy istorii* does not mention the Judaizers.²

Among the first Soviet historians to propose a solution was B. Titlinov, who in 1923 published his study of heresy in Russia.³ He described the heresy of the Judaizers as the 'second stage in the development of a Russian ideology of religious revolt (*religioznobuntarskoy mysli*), an episode in the gradual emergence of a movement which began in the fourteenth century with the Strigol'niki heresy.⁴

Titlinov dismissed the possibility of a Jewish, Bogomil or Husite⁵ influence on the ideas of the Judaizers: 'The reality of life in Russia provided such fertile ground for criticism of the Church and of religion, that it is quite unnecessary to seek outside causes for the appearance of the Novgorod and Moscow free-thinkers.'¹⁶ This view of the heresy as part of an indigenous movement of protest has been firmly accepted by Soviet historians, though the credit for developing it has been given not to Titlinov but to Rybakov,⁷ whose article on the 'Church militant'⁸ was published over a decade later than Titlinov's study. This is because Titlinov considered that the movement was partly born of the backwardness of fifteenth century Russian society as compared with the West. Rybakov asserted that the heresy demonstrated the similarity of social conditions which, in Russia as in the West, gave rise to heresies among the bourgeoisie, directed against the feudal Church and State.⁹

The Judaizers' heresy, like the 'renaissance', 'reformation' and 'humanistic' spirit of Russian culture postulated by Soviet historians, was accepted

3. Titlinov, 'Religioznye "bunty" i "inkvizitsiya" na Rusi'.
4. See *AED*, pp.7-74 for a discussion of the Strigol'niki heresy.
5. Titlinov was attacking the theses of Il'insky - 'Russkie bogomily XV v. ("zhidovstvuyushchie"), and of Botsyanovsky - *Bogoiskateli*, pp.21-30.
6. Titlinov, op.cit., p. 47.
7. AED, p. 88.
8. Rybakov, 'Voistuvuyushchie tserkovniki XVI v.'
9. ibid., pp.31-3
as proof of the parallel historical development of Russia and Europe in the late fifteenth–early sixteenth centuries. But none of the proponents of this approach, which had few critics, provided more than an interpretation of the Prosvetitel' account of the heresy.

In the first, and so far only, published monograph on the Judaizers, Ya.S. Lur'e tried to remedy this situation. His study of the Novgorod-Moscow heresy, published in 1955, investigates the historical and social background of the heresy and draws on a wide range of sources. This monograph not only provided valuable primary material for the history of the Judaizers' heresy, some of it previously unknown or available only in manuscript; Lur'e's commentary on such sources as the Skazanie o novoyavivsheysya eresi also gives a valuable insight into the problems of evaluating the evidence. In all his writings on the heresy Lur'e stresses the need for a critical attitude to sources, and his work on the dating and textual history of the Prosvetitel' demonstrates the validity of his approach. The conclusions made by Lur'e in Antifeodal'nye eretteheskie dvizheniya and in Ideologicheskaya bor'ba v russkoy publitsistike, published in 1960, will be discussed in detail later. In general Lur'e supports the view that the Judaizers' heresy was part of a humanistic reformation movement which owed its existence to discontent with the established church rather than to any Jewish influence. He considers that the Novgorod Judaizers, drawn from among the lower orders of the Church, supported Ivan III in a campaign against the Novgorod boyars, and were

1. Orlov, Drevnaya russkaya literatura, p. 290; Budovnits, Russkaya publitsistika, p. 64; Gudzy, Istoriya drevney russkoy literatury, p. 236. An interesting exception is the 1945 edition of Istoriya russkoy literatury (vol. II, p. 378) which describes the heresy as an anti-clerical movement which developed under the influence of Jewish humanism of the late fifteenth century.
2. Tikhomirov, 'Kul'tura Rusi', pp. 246–7; idem., 'Pamyatnik russkoy kul'tury', p. 253. For a criticism of the notion that the Judaizers were part of an anti-feudal reformation movement see Smirnov, cited in AED, p. 90, n. 89.
3. AED, pt. 2.
4. Term employed by Lur'e and other Soviet historians to describe the heresy of the Judaizers.
5. AED, pp. 256–521. The sources were edited by Lur'e, Zimin, Klibanov and Sokolov.
7. ibid.; IB, pp. 112–21.
protected by the grand prince in pursuance of his designs on monastic property. The Moscow Judaizers, on the other hand, owing to their higher social position, were not as antagonistic toward the feudal class - nor, unlike the Novgorod heretics, were they opposed to the basic tenets of Christian belief. But, having achieved their position in the service of the grand prince, they had some interest in the restriction of monastic landownership and supported Ivan in his 'centralizing' measures.

Lur'e's work renewed interest in the heresy and in its historical and cultural background: in 1967 an article reviewing the results of Soviet research into early Russian history commented that the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century attracted more interest than any other period. Between 1955 and 1960 Klibanov published a series of articles on oppositional thought in Russia from the fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries. These articles formed the basis of his book on 'reformation movements' in Russia, a large part of which is devoted to a discussion of the thought of the Novgorod-Moscow heretics and to a study of the sources attributed to two Judaizers - Ivan Cherny and Fedor Kuritsyn. Klibanov aims to substantiate Rybakov's concept of the heresy as one episode in a continuously developing movement of reformation which, he claims, spread to Moscow from the north-western cities of Pskov, Tver' and Novgorod, drawing throughout on the support of the 'progressive' lower and middle classes of the urban populations. At the same time Klibanov points out parallels between his interpretation of the ideas expressed by the heretics and the humanistic ideas of contemporary writers in the West.

Several Soviet historians have tried to find new source material for the heresy of the Judaizers. Begunov investigated the Kormchaya transcribed by Ivan Cherny, Zimin the anathemas pronounced against the

2. Listed in IB, p. 89, n. 49.
4. ibid., pp.167-251.
5. ibid., pp.12-81.
6. Begunov, 'Kormchaya Ivana Volka Kuritsyna'.
Judaizers,¹ and Prokhorov the evidence of the 'Dispute of Gregory Palamas with Khionians and Turks',² a fourteenth-century Greek work translated in Russia in the fifteenth century.

According to Prokhorov the mysterious term 'Khionians' refers to the Karaite, a Jewish sect, and he shows that Palamas' 'Dispute' was used by losif of Volokolamsk in two chapters of his Prosvetitel'. Drawing parallels between the beliefs attributed by losif to the Judaizers and those held by the Karaite, Prokhorov concludes that losif recognised 'Khionians' in the Novgorod and Moscow heretics and was therefore correct in identifying them as Judaizers. But Prokhorov is alone among contemporary Soviet historians in altering the interpretation of the heresy first provided by Rybakov.

Such disagreements which exist centre not on the origins or nature of the Judaizers' beliefs, but on the relationship between the Novgorod and Moscow heretics. In his earliest article on the subject, published in 1953, Zimin drew a sharp distinction between the two 'groups' of heretics. In 1498 Ivan III crowned his grandson Dmitry (son of Ivan's deceased eldest son by his first marriage) as his co-ruler and successor. But in 1501 Dmitry was imprisoned and Vasily (Ivan's eldest son by his second marriage, to Sofia Palaeologa) was appointed heir. Zimin considered that this dynastic crisis was a reflection of the conflict between the separatist boyar faction at the court (supporting Dmitry) and the progressive faction which defended centralism and autocracy (and supported Sofia and Vasily). And since losif of Volokolamsk testified that Elena, Dmitry's mother, had been converted to heresy by the Judaizers, Zimin concluded that the Novgorod heretics were progressive and the Moscow heretical group reactionary.³ Though in later writings Zimin modified his view of the Moscow Judaizers as 'reactionary', he continued to emphasize the difference between the Novgorod and Moscow groups and the

1. Zimin, 'Sobornye prigovory'.
2. Prokhorov, 'Prenie'.
links between the Moscow Judaizers and the 'conservative' Elena/Dmitry faction.¹

Lur'e also makes a distinction between the Moscow and Novgorod groups of heretics, based on social differences between the Novgorodians, mainly belonging to the lower orders of the clergy, and the Muscovites, who were associated with the court of the grand prince. Lur'e considers that social differences gave rise to differences in ideology: while the Novgorod heretics were opposed to such basic tenets of Christian belief as the dogma of the Trinity,² the ideology of the Moscow faction was characterized by a 'criticism of the Christian post-evangelical tradition',³ and especially of monasticism. N. Smirnov⁴ and Klibanov⁵ emphasize similarities more than differences, but even they regard the Moscow group as a sort of 'moderate wing' of the Judaizers, sharing the ideas of the Novgorod group as regards dogma, but less radical in their criticism of the Church hierarchy (which, these authors suggest, implied criticism of feudal society as a whole), because of their involvement in the political and social concerns of the court.

But the basic view on the nature of the Judaizers' heresy remains the same: it is still seen as the 'social protest of the lower classes against feudal oppression',⁶ as an 'anti-feudal movement'.⁷ And, in spite of warnings about the 'bias' of the evidence of Iosif of Volokomansk,⁸ contemporary Soviet accounts of the beliefs of the heretics (iconoclasm, anti-Trinitarianism, denial of the Resurrection, etc.), differ little from the account given in Iosif's Skazanie.

2. AED, pp.122-6, 169-203; IB, pp.178-81.
3. IB, p. 181.
5. RD, pp.204-5.
8. IB, p. 122; RD, pp.189, 201; Lur'e, '0 nekotorykh printsipakh kritiki istochnikov', pp.94-7.
Iosif's evidence on the beliefs of the heretics has also been largely accepted by non-Soviet historians, who, with a few notable exceptions, have concentrated on the interpretation of available material. Vernadsky considered that the Novgorod heretics were indeed converted by a certain Skharia, whom he identifies with Zaccaria Ghizolfi, prince of Taman. As Muscovite diplomatic sources of the late fifteenth century show, Zaccaria Ghizolfi contemplated entering the service of Ivan III; Vernadsky suggests that he did go to Russia, travelling to Novgorod via Kiev. According to Vernadsky there were several groups among the Judaizers: some actually accepted Jewish dogma (though not ritual), some were interested only in Jewish science and philosophy, and others were not really Judaizers but reformers. The anti-monasticism of the last group, and Ivan's desire to gain allies among influential Jews outside Russia apparently explain the grand prince's sympathetic attitude towards the heretics. An inconsistency in the accepted Soviet interpretation has been pointed out by Shul'gin. Though he states that Soviet historical science has proved the autochthonous nature of Russian heresy as a product of the development of social contradictions, and has correctly related 'Russian heresies and progressive Russian socio-political ideology' to contemporary 'pan-European reformation and humanistic trends', he notes that reformation and humanism are, in Marxist terms, phenomena proper to the process of establishment of a bourgeois society. It is generally accepted that such a process took place in Russia only in the seventeenth century.

Among non-Soviet historians, the chosen line of approach often determined the conclusion reached about the origins and nature of the heresy. Popruzhenko's study of the Beseda of Kozma Prezviter, a work which Gennady of Novgorod cited as being in use among the Judaizers, led

1. Vernadsky, 'The heresy of the Judaizers'
2. Popruzhenko, 'Kozma Prezviter i novgorodskie eretiki XV veka'.
3. Shul'gin, 'Problemy istorii', p. 154
him to conclude that the heresy was a form of Bogomilism. Oljančyn's investigation into the activities of Husites in Eastern Europe (especially at the courts of Stephen of Moldavia and Matthias of Hungary) resulted in a very different conclusion: the heresy of the Judaizers was not a Jewish heresy but the result of the spread of 'Husite-Taborite' teaching. Florovsky, who devoted a special study to the relations between Bohemia and Eastern Europe, agrees that some of the ideas of the Judaizers may have been formed under the influence of the Bohemian Reformation, but he warns that there exists 'not one incontestable instance of Husite influence on the Eastern Slavs'.

Zhmakin's hypothesis that the appearance of the Judaizers' heresy was, in part, due to the state of transition in which the Russian Church found itself after the fall of Constantinople, was revived by Denissoff. Denissoff concluded that the Judaizers' heresy united several trends and was partly a form of opposition to the Moscow-Third Rome ideology, which he suggests, was a symbol of the growing closeness between Church and State in late fifteenth-century Muscovy.

It is the relevance of the heresy to the dynastic struggle of the late fifteenth century that has most interested Fennell. He accepts Iosif's evidence about Elena's conversion to the heresy and suggests that her membership of the sect, as much as the anti-monasticism of the Moscow Judaizers, explains the grand prince's support for the heretics in the last two decades of the fifteenth century.

The heresy has particularly attracted the attention of German historians. Onasch considered that at the end of the fifteenth century Russia was open, for the last time, to spiritual trends from Western

1. Possible Bogomil influence on the Judaizers is mentioned by Obolensky: 'the Massalian doctrines attributed [by Gennady] to the Russian Judaizers may well be elements of Bogomilism'; but he adds: 'several doctrines ... are scarcely compatible with the tenets of Bogomilism'. *The Bogomils*, pp.280-1.
2. Oljančyn, 'Aus dem Kultur- und Geistesleben der Ukraine'.
4. Denissoff, 'Aux origines'.
6. Onasch, 'Renaissance und Vorreformation'.

Europe, especially the Renaissance and humanism,\(^1\): the Judaizers\(^1\) heresy, which brought Renaissance works to Russia, was the outcome of this influence. Stökl,\(^2\) reviewing the work of Soviet historians and particularly Klibanov, concludes that the distinction between the Moscow and Novgorod heresies is so clear that they can be described as 'two different heresies with different origins'.\(^3\) He considers that the ideas expressed in *Laodikiyskoe poslanie*, written by the heretic Fedor Kuritsyn, are not heretical or atheistic, but humanist ideas, and revives the hypothesis about a possible Husite influence on the Moscow Judaizers.

It is to *Laodikiyskoe poslanie* that most recent studies have been devoted, and they have produced several conflicting interpretations: Ettinger,\(^4\) Fine,\(^5\) Kämpfer\(^6\) and Maier\(^7\) see in it an expression of Jewish philosophy, Fairy von Lilienfeld\(^8\) suggests that it is a translation of a Kabbalistic poem and to Freydank\(^9\) and Haney\(^10\) it is a paean to the *ars grammatica*. The views of these authors on the nature of the heresy are primarily determined by their attitude to the *Laodikiyskoe poslanie*: the heresy is accordingly seen either as proof of Jewish or humanist influence in Russia.

There are only two areas of broad agreement among historians of the heresy:

1. the Judaizers were a group, or groups, of Novgorodians and Muscovites, whose ideas brought them into conflict with the established church;

1. A very different view is held by Kirchner: 'the effect of the Renaissance on Russia is still overestimated ... its meaning remained alien to the East'. 'Russia and Europe in the Age of the Reformation', p. 185.
2. Stökl, 'Das Echo'.
3. ibid., p. 418.
4. Ettinger, 'Jewish influence'.
5. Fine, 'Fedor Kuritsyn's *Laodikiyskoe poslanie***'.
6. Kämpfer, 'Zur Interpretation'.
7. Maier, 'Zum jüdischen Hintergrund'.
8. von Lilienfeld, 'Das *Laodikiyskoe poslanie***'. This hypothesis was dismissed in Maier's article: 'The *Laodikiyskoe poslanie* contains no trace of Kabbalistic speculation or terminology'. Maier, op.cit., p. 3.
9. Freydank, 'Der *Lodicenerbrief***'.
2. As a result of a campaign by the established church, representatives of this group, or groups, were executed in 1490 and 1504.

But as to the origin and nature of the Judaizers' ideas, or the importance of the Judaizers' heresy to our understanding of Russian history in the late fifteenth - early sixteenth century, there is no agreement.

Some of the difference of opinion might, perhaps, have been avoided, had historians adopted the approach advocated by Klyuchevsky. He, as already mentioned, considered that the movement could only be comprehended if we understand the 'views on heresy' of the main opponents of the Judaizers. Such labels as 'humanist', 'Renaissance' or 'Reformation' can only be attached to the thought of the Judaizers by our contemporaries. The men who were executed in 1490 and 1504 were, apparently, condemned because their contemporaries thought them guilty of heresy.

What the term 'heretic' meant to the mediaeval churchman has been the subject of much discussion among historians of the Western church. The French historian and theologian Chenu, taking the word heresy in its literal sense (αἵρεσις = choice), suggested that a heretic is someone who chooses one particular aspect of religious thought and excludes certain others. This makes him impertinent in the sight of God, and defiant of

1. In contrast to the importance assigned to the heresy by Soviet historians, a recent Western history of Russia dismisses the Judaizers (and with them the Strigol'niki) in a few sentences: 'In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the Russian church immersed itself so deeply in secular affairs that it ceased to uphold Christianity ... This worldliness in time produced the inevitable reaction which, for all its superficial resemblance to the western Reformation, was an event sui generis with an entirely different outcome ... foreign reform movements succeeded in penetrating Muscovy. One of these, the Strigol'nik heresy, spread in the middle of the fourteenth century in Novgorod ... In the 1470s a related heresy of the so-called 'Judaizers' emerged in Novgorod. Its adherents ... attacked the church for its materialism ... and called for a simpler, more spiritual religion. The Judaizing heresy became very dangerous to the established church because it gained converts among priests close to the tsar and even members of his immediate family.' Pipes, *Russia under the Old Regime*, p. 228.
the consensus of the community.\textsuperscript{1} This definition indicates that heresy can signify opposition to the 'consensus of the community' in any sense - dogmatic, ritual or institutional.

Among historians of the Judaizers few attempts have been made to define what the terms 'heresy' and 'heretic' meant to their contemporaries, or what was the accepted procedure for identifying heresy in the Russian church.\textsuperscript{2} If we accept that 'the historian must regard as a heretic someone whom religious authority at a given moment in history recognises as such'\textsuperscript{3} it is less important to consider whether the Judaizers' movement was a 'heresy' or a 'movement of free thinkers'.\textsuperscript{4} The first question must be what, in the Russian church, constituted religious authority in matters of heresy, and whether those who achieved the condemnation of the Judaizers followed procedure accepted by such religious authority.

Such a question can be answered if, through the evidence of the accusers, we consider by what methods and on what grounds heresy in general, and the Judaizers' heresy in particular, was identified. If the condemnation of the Judaizers was achieved according to accepted procedure, we must conclude that they were heretics in the sense defined above: it only remains to establish whether their opposition to the 'consensus of the community' was dogmatic, ritual or institutional.

If, however, condemnation was achieved without satisfying the accepted criteria of religious authority, it is necessary to look particularly carefully at such evidence as the accusers and the accused.

\begin{enumerate}
\item H.D. Chenu in \textit{Hérésies et sociétés}, pp.9-11.
\item This question is posed in a new work by Hösch, \textit{Orthodoxie und Härésie im alten Russland}, which, unfortunately, I was only able to consult after completing work on this thesis. Hösch considers the history of heresy in Russia from the eleventh to the sixteenth centuries and devotes a considerable part of his monograph to a discussion of the heresy of the Judaizers (pp.32-120). He makes valuable observations on the procedure used by the Russian church for combating opposition, and suggests that heresy, real or supposed, played an important role in Russian theology as the impulse for the defence of \textit{starina} - the inviolability of the accepted view of Orthodoxy.
\item R.P. Morghen in \textit{Hérésies et sociétés}, p. 16.
\item Likhachev, 'Kul'tura Rusi', p. 80.
\end{enumerate}
provide in order to attempt to explain why the campaign of Gennady and Isosif against the Judaizers was successful. It will then be possible to answer the question implicit in the approach of many historians to the history of the Judaizers - was the heresy a sign of a Russian Reformation?
CHAPTER II - THE EVIDENCE OF THE ACCUSERS: 1487-1490

The earliest specific reference to the existence of a 'judaizing' heresy in Russia is to be found in a letter written some time before January 1488 by Archbishop Gennady of Novgorod, who directs the following appeal to Bishop Prokhor of Saray:

Слоборструй по Христе Бозе и Пречистьте Его Матере честнаго Ея образа ... на еже хулою возносящихся на Господа нашего Иисуса Христа и обеществивших образ Пречистыя Владычица нашей Богородицы новгородских еретиков жидовская мудрствующих.¹

This, the first known letter to Prokhor, opened an important correspondence on heresy and other matters concerning the welfare of the Church - a correspondence which the archbishop continued until 1490, after which year he apparently ceased referring to the Judaizers in his writings.² Taken together with the evidence of losif of Volokolamsk, who claimed that the 'judaizing' heretics were able to proselytize freely in Novgorod until Gennady was appointed to the see,³ this correspondence has led most historians to regard Gennady as the initiator of the Church's campaign against the heresy of the Judaizers and as a leader of this campaign until the Council of 1490.

Gennady's role in the pre-1490 stage of the heresy (the Novgorod stage) was first challenged by Ya.S. Lur'e, who suggested that the campaign was, in fact, initiated by losif of Volokolamsk himself in a letter discussing the dogma of the Trinity, written some time before 1479.⁴ Not only does Lur'e believe that Gennady's part in the anti-heretical campaign has been over-estimated - he is also inclined to dismiss the evidence afforded by the Archbishop's correspondence as being too biased: 'Though written before the fall of the heresy in Novgorod ... Gennady's letters offer only scant examples of polemic

1. AED, pp. 309-10
2. A possible exception is a reference to the Archpriest Aleksey in a fragment of an anonymous letter (AED, pp. 388-91) ascribed by Lur'e to Gennady, and dated c. 1492. Aleksey is described as a 'judaizing' heretic in several contemporary sources, though not in this fragment (see below, ch. III, pp. 85-86
3. AED, p. 471
4. AED, p. 109; PIV, p. 34; IB, p. 156
5. AED, pp. 305-9
against the views of the heretics .... As regards a general
colorization of the ideology of the heretics the importance of
Gennady's letters lies primarily in the fact that, unlike losif's
"Prosvetitel", they do not label the heresy as "Judaism"."1

For the Novgorod stage of the heresy of the Judaizers, Lur'e
therefore relies largely on the evidence in the writings of losif of
Volokolamsk (of which only the letter on the Trinity can be dated
earlier than 1490), on the evidence of the chronicles and, finally, on
the verdict of the Council of 1490. His conclusion is that the heresy
of the Judaizers in Novgorod was an anti-trinitarian and iconoclastic
heresy which took hold among the lower orders of the clergy and was
directed against the church hierarchy.

This opinion has been generally accepted by historians2 and, as a
result, the earlier stage of the heresy has received relatively little
attention. The present chapter will re-examine the evidence available
to us for this period in order to establish the extent to which the
accepted view is supported by purely contemporary sources considered in
chronological order.

The first of these is the letter from losif of Volokolamsk to
Archimandrite Vassian3. As already mentioned, this letter was first
used as a source on the heresy of the Judaizers by Ya.S. Lur'e. It
starts as follows:

Господин архимандриту Васияну.
Что, господине, мене, глупаго и ненаученаго, во учимом чину
живущаго, пытаешь о таинстве Святая Троица, а ино то,
господине, выше нашей меры.4

losif's opening words have enabled historians to date the letter,
since the only known Archimandrite Vassian before 1479 (when losif

1. IB, p.155
2. Zhmakin,'Mitropolit Daniil', pp. 40-43; RD, pp. 187-204 (Klibanov
pays greater attention to Gennady's evidence as an 'eye-witness', but
more to illustrate than to develop his argument that antitrinitarianism
was the most important aspect of the Novgorod heresy); Stökl, 'Das Echo',
p.419; Fennel, Ivan the Great, p.325.
3. AED, pp. 306-9
4. AED, p.306
became an abbot, no longer *vo uchimom chinu*) was the Vassian of the Tver' Otroch' Monastery, who was appointed to the bishopric of Tver' in 1478.

After further protestations of his unworthiness and inability to deal with such a subject, losif opens his discussion on the dogma of the Trinity with a quotation from Genesis i, 26: 'And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness ...' in order to demonstrate that when God speaks, He speaks as the Trinity.

This, like all the subsequent examples quoted by losif (of which the most celebrated is the story of the appearance of the three angels to Abraham and Sarah at Mamre, in Genesis xviii), is employed to demonstrate that the 'mystery of the Holy Trinity' announced the coming of Christ even in the Old Testament.

In this letter there is only one reference to heretics:

Here losif is resolving certain questions raised by the archimandrite on the contradiction between the belief that Abraham saw God in the form of the three angels, and the statement, made by John of Damascus in his *Exposition of the Orthodox faith*, that God is incorporeal: 'For how could that possess a body which is infinite and boundless, and formless and intangible, and invisible ...?' He observes that it poses a problem only to 'us, Lord, who are foolish and without understanding, or to heretics', who wilfully refuse to recognise the truth of the dogma of the Trinity.

This latter accusation was one commonly made against heretics in general, and thus gives us no reason to suppose that it is here specifically directed at the Judaizers. As will be seen from the study

1. *AED*, p.308
2. *MPG*, vol. 94, col. 797 (the italics are mine).
of sources dealing indisputably with this heresy, churchmen were usually careful to describe it in precise terms as the heresy of the 'Novgorod priests who accepted Jewish teaching' or of the 'Novgorod heretics who philosophize judaistically.' Moreover, it seems hardly likely that losif would be so incautious as to compare himself and Archimandrite Vassian with active heretics. losif's letter to Vassian can be considered purely as a treatise on the dogma of the Trinity, written in response to a request from the archimandrite, and not, as Lur'e suggests, as evidence for the anti-trinitarian teaching of the Judaizers. Since the argument on which Lur'e based this conclusion is illustrative of his general attitude to the sources connected with the heresy, and is shared by Klibanov, it should perhaps be summarized here.

Lur'e considers that all works written by representatives of the established church on the subject of heresy fall into one of two categories, according to whether their purpose was polemical or denunciatory. Writings belonging to the first category are devoted to a concrete dispute with real adversaries, while those belonging to the second merely provide grounds for the condemnation of such adversaries. This they do by describing their heretical views and actions in so distorted a manner as to ensure their condemnation. Owing to this distortion, works in the second category are far less useful in identifying the views of the adversaries of the church than polemical works, whose very existence shows that the views they defend have actually been challenged.

While there can be no doubt that it was not uncommon for church writers to ascribe to their opponents heretical views they never held, it is, as Lur'e admits, frequently difficult to distinguish polemic from denunciation. In the case of losif's letter to Vassian,

1. Belokurov, 'Poslanie inoka Savvy', p.1
2. AED, p.310
3. Lur'e, 'O nekotorych printsipakh kritiki istochnikov', pp. 94-7; IB, p.122; cf. RD, pp.189, 201.
4. Thus, in 1553/4, d'yak Viskovaty was charged with subscribing to the heresy of the Galatians, of which no trace can be found in any source. Andreyev, 'O dele d'yaka Viskovatogo', p.223, n. 188. See below, pp 64, 67.
Lur'e argues that because it contains little denunciation its primary purpose is polemical. Since he considers that 'all the sources on the history of the heresy testify to the anti-trinitarianism of the Novgorod heretics',\(^1\) he assumes that this letter, written at a time when the Novgorod Judaizers were active, and later incorporated in Iosif's Prosvetitel', is a polemic against the anti-trinitarianism of the Judaizers. The dangers of such a circular argument are clear from a reference to the actual text.

Gennady, Archbishop of Novgorod, makes no secret of the fact that denunciation is the purpose of his writings about the heresy in Novgorod, as can be seen from the opening lines of his first known letter on the subject, quoted above. His evidence does, however, deserve careful attention, not only because he was a central figure in the events connected with the heresy during its Novgorod stage, but because most of it comes to us in the form of private correspondence (inasmuch as any correspondence in Russia of this period can be described as private), and not through theological tracts directed at a wider audience, as is the case with the later evidence of Iosif of Volokolamsk.

It is clear from Gennady's letter to Prokhor that he had been engaged on an investigation of the heresy for some time and this was not his first report on it.\(^2\) He warns Prokhor against its adherents:

> хуже возносящихся на Господа нашего Иисуса Христа и обезчестивших образ Пречистыя Владычица нашей Богородицы новгородских еретиков жидовская мудрствующих. Покрыты же суть оних еретик клявтою укоризно маркиански глаголю и месалиански. Сии бо, егда въпрощаем, от своих велений отметницы бывают и безстудно и усердно кленуются и проклинаютъ вся тако мудрствующая ...\(^3\)

This characterization of the 'Novgorod heretics who philosophize judaistically, stamped with the curse of those (judaistically philosophizing) heretics, the Marcionites and Messalians'\(^4\) was dismissed

1. *AED*, p.119
2. *AED*, p.310
3. Ibid.
4. Μεσαλιανοι or Μασσαλιανοι
by Lur'e as of little use for an understanding of the 'true nature' of
the heresy. Yet Gennady chose to compare the Novgorod heretics with
the Marcionites and Messalians precisely in order to convey a clear
picture of the beliefs of the 'new' heretics - by referring Prokhor to a
work on the 'old' heretics:

2. AED, p. 310.
4. BIL, MDA No. 187
5. Begunov, op.cit., p. 86.
6. BIL, MDA No. 187, f. 250
7. BIL, MDA No. 187, f.251
8. Begunov, op.cit., p. 86.
glavy o markianekh, not o massalianekh, and the attack on those who 'swear without fear' cannot be described as the 19th glava of the Kormchaya list of the 'same heresies'.

The Kormchaya list based on the same pravila as those used by Gennady. These are found in a work entitled On the reception of heretics written by the priest Timotheos of Constantinople (6th-7th cent.). This divides all heresies into three groups, according to the procedures their adherents must undergo before being received into the true faith. The discourse on those required to forswear and anathematize their heresies, contains a sub-heading 'Those who anathematize their own heresies', with a passage on the Nestorians and three tracts: 'On the Theodosians', 'On the Marcionites', and 'On the Hesitants'.

The introduction to the second tract begins: 'The Marcionites and Messalians ...', and after a few words on the different names of the Marcionite heresy and on the writings against it concludes: 'So that the readers may learn and beware of the rest it is necessary to add chapters on the same heresies (τὰ κεφάλαια τῶν δογμάτων αὐτῶν). There are nineteen such chapters, and a comparison between the text of the 12th and 19th chapters and Gennady's letter to Prokhor shows that these are the glavy o markianekh of which he spoke:

On the Marcionites

12. They say that the Holy Blood of Christ our true God, the Holy Communion, cannot aid or injure those who participate in it, worthily or unworthily, and that it is not necessary to separate anyone from the community of the Church because of this alone - they are indifferent to this matter. And thus they do not partake with faith and fear of that which is, and is to be believed to be, the incarnation of God.

Gennady

Да что они недостойно служат Божественную Литургию, то явлено в 12 главе ...

1. MPG, vol. 86, cols. 11-68
2. ibid., col. 41
3. Μαρκιανισταὶ καὶ Μεσσαλιανοὶ. ibid., col. 45
4. ibid., col. 48
5. ibid., col. 49
6. AED, p.310
19. When asked about their own beliefs, they deny them, fearlessly and willingly anathematizing all who think or thought thus; they swear without fear that they hate and abhor such beliefs ...

Since Gennady claims that the Novgorod heretics profess all the Messalian heresies, we will summarize the remaining seventeen chapters. According to Timotheos the heretics believe that man is joined to the Devil because of original sin, against which even the sacrament of baptism is ineffective. Only fervent and continuous prayer can evict the demons which reside in men's bodies, and such prayer can make both demons and the Holy Trinity manifest to human eyes. The heretics corrupt the dogma of the Trinity and deny the divine nature of Christ at the moment of his birth. They do not believe in the possibility of redemption, take upon themselves the right to priesthood, claim to have the power of prophecy, are against alms-giving and appoint women as their leaders and priests.  

It is difficult to see why Gennady claims that in spite of such beliefs, the heretics manage to convince people of their righteousness by employing the 'Jewish decalogue'. This claim, not repeated in the archbishop's further correspondence, is very suspect. Even without the 'Jewish decalogue' the heretics could have appeared virtuous to the theologically uneducated. Unless we are to believe that Gennady was here referring to the Biblical Ten Commandments, which is very unlikely, this phrase would suggest the existence of a special, heretical, decalogue. Yet when Gennady informs Prokhor of the heretical writings which he has sent to the metropolitan there is no mention of such a work:

1. MPG, vol. 86, col. 52
2. This passage is cited from GPB, Q.XVII.64. In another MS., TsGADA, sobr. Mazurina No. 1054 \* - * is omitted. See AED, p.310, n. 2.
3. MPG, vol. 86, cols. 48-52
4. cf. AED, p.118
The published text of Gennady's letter to Prokhor is based on a relatively late manuscript, belonging to the mid-sixteenth century. Comparison with another manuscript of the same period suggests that the passage containing the reference to the 'Jewish decalogue' may have been edited by a later writer. It is possible that either the epithet 'Jewish', or even the entire clause with the 'Jewish decalogue', is a later interpolation - the passage certainly makes perfectly good sense without either of them.

Before we consider the evidence of Gennady's letter further we must look at the reasoning which led the archbishop to the conclusion that the Novgorod heretics were 'philosophizing judaistically'.

The words zhidovskaya mudr'stvuyushchi are a translation of the Greek epithet του θαυμάσαντα ἃρείαν or θουδαίος ἑρμήν. This, like the words 'Judaizers' (θουδαίοις, τρόοθρως) and 'judaizing' (τοιαυτή ἐπιφάνεια) became very common in Byzantine anti-heretical literature because of the theories first developed in the Panarion of St. Ephiphanios of Cyprus and later re-worked by St. John of Damascus in a tract which became the reference work for Orthodox theologians dealing with heresy.

St John's work, entitled On heresies, traces the origin of all heresies back to four heretical archetypes: Barbarism, Scythism, Hellenism and Judaism. Judaism superseded all the rest, and all heresies which sprang up after the victory of Christianity have Judaism as their archetype. The accusation of 'judaistic philosophizing' thus does not necessarily imply adherence to the Jewish faith - only the holding of heretical beliefs.

1. AED, p.310
2. PGL, pp. 674-5
3. MPG, vol. 41, cols. 174-1199; vol. 42, cols. 10-74
4. ibid., vol. 94, cols. 678-1231. This work is found in Russian MS. from the late fifteenth century. See Arkhangel'sky, 'Tvoreniya otsov', pt.2, p.257.
5. MPG, vol. 94, cols. 678-82
A clear illustration of such a use of the 'judaizing' accusation occurs in a fourteenth century Russian manuscript of the Epistle of Michael Cerullarius, an attack on the Church of Rome written in 1054. This contains a list of nineteen offences against the orthodox faith allegedly committed by the Latins. The list is headed:

СЪТВОРИЯТ УБО ЖИДОВСТВУЮЩЕ СУТЬ СИЯ ... ¹

and accuses the Latins of such practices as using unleavened bread in Communion, shaving their beards, eating the meat of strangled animals and forbidding their priests to marry. ² Only a few of the practices thus listed could be described as Jewish and many would have been equally abhorrent to Latins and observant Jews, but this did not worry the compiler of the list. Roman Catholics had chosen to disagree with the Orthodox and thus, though Christian, they 'judaized'.

The need for such works as John of Damascus' On heresies, the Epistle of Michael Cerullarios or Timotheos' On the reception of heretics was conditioned by the Orthodox procedure for identifying heresy, which was ruled by precedent. As the quotations we have cited from Gennady's letter show, the accepted procedure went as follows:

1. Note observed heretical practices or reported doctrines ³ (e.g. improper officiation at Holy Communion, swearing without fear).

2. From the observed 'symptoms' identify the heresies to which such practices or doctrines belong by reference to anti-heretical writings.

3. By reference to the same writings deduce other practices and doctrines of the 'newly appeared' heretics and establish the appropriate method of dealing with them (e.g. excommunication, anathematization, banishment, etc.)

¹ Popov, Obzor, p.47
² ibid., pp. 47-51; cf. AI, col. 523
³ But, as Nina Garsoian has noted, 'the Orthodox sources ... are more apt to concern themselves with heretical practices which are readily observable than with abstruse points of doctrine ...'. See The Paulician Heresy, p.158
⁴ Another term common in anti-heretical literature. cf. Begunov, Kozma Prezviter, p.297
How far deduction could go is clear if we consider that Gennady told Prokhor that the Novgorod heretics hold all Messalian heresies. All accusations against the Messalians (and tracts against them are numerous) therefore automatically applied to the Novgorod heretics. But this was not the end of the evidence which could be deduced against them, for in the eyes of Orthodox theologians anyone opposed to any tenet of Christian belief blasphemed against the Tradition as a whole and against its constituent parts. Thus St. Theodore of Studion attacking the beliefs of the Iconoclasts, argues: 'All of us may be depicted ... Hence Christ too may be depicted, even though the godless (Iconoclasts) think otherwise and so deny the mystery of the salutary incarnation. How, indeed, can the Son of God be acknowledged to have been a man like us ... if He cannot, like us, be circumscribed ... For if He was not circumscribed then it was not out of her virginal blood that He fashioned a temple unto Himself ... It also follows that His mother was not really His mother, but one falsely so called; that He was not similar to us, but of a different nature; furthermore, that Adam has not been redeemed ... Further, it would follow that death has not been swallowed up and that worship according to the Law has not been abrogated ... Seest thou, o man of God, the abyss of impiety into which the Iconoclasts have been precipitated by believing that Christ should not be depicted on panels? Without doubt they are judaizing.'

An almost identical line of reasoning could be applied to the Novgorod heretics, taking their attitude towards Communion as the starting point from which the denial of the Trinity, calumny against the Virgin, denial of the doctrines of redemption and resurrection could all be deduced.

A consideration of Orthodox procedure in heretical matters shows that the vital distinction to be made in considering our sources is not between polemical and denunciatory literature, but between observed and deduced evidence. Unfortunately much valuable observed evidence has not

1. MPG, vol. 99, cols. 1187-90
reached us. The *gramota*, *podlënnik* and *tetrati* which Gennady sent to the metropolitan have not been found, and without them it is impossible to say what he meant by saying that the heretics prayed in the Jewish manner, and whether his reference to the psalms, *kak li prevrashchenny psalmy na ikh obychay*, is a statement or a question.

The mention of the psalms ends Gennady's report to Prokhor on the beliefs of the heretics. Before again appealing for support in his struggle against the heresy, the archbishop warns:

Да та прелесть здесе распространялся не токмо в градех, но и по селом. А все то от попов, которыя еретики ставили в попы ... Да того ради и в попы ставят, чтобы кого как можно в свою ересь привлечь, занеже уже дети духовныя имут держати.

Here, perhaps, is the main reason for Gennady's concern over the Novgorod heresy. In canon law only bishops had the right to confer orders. In theory episcopal control over ordination was intended to ensure that only suitable candidates entered the ministry - in practice it also ensured a steady income for the episcopal court, since it was customary to charge an ordination tax. Simony was one reason given for Gennady's eventual removal from his see in 1503 and it may have been the loss of revenue which troubled him most; but there is also evidence to show that Gennady paid close attention to the education and moral suitability of the priests under his jurisdiction and was concerned to maintain his right to veto the appointment of unsuitable candidates.

1. See above, p.29
2. Speransky (Psaltyr' zhidovstvuyushchikh, p.13) considers that the psalms mentioned by Gennady in this earlier letter can be identified with the book known as *The Psalms of Fedor the Jew*. Fedor, a Jewish convert, came to Moscow in the 1460s and apparently transcribed the psalms for Metropolitan Filipp. This theory is dismissed by Lur'e (IB, p.192) on the grounds that it is unlikely that Fedor would have written a heretical work for the Metropolitan, and also because Filipp died in 1473, long before there was any evidence of the Judaizers' heresy in Russia. Recently, however, the Hebrew scholar S. Ettinger ('Jewish Influence', pp.231-2) has revived this identification of Fedor's book with the psalms referred to by Gennady. He argues that Fedor's *Psalms* are not in fact psalms at all, but Jewish prayers - the author of which merely appended the celebrated name of Fedor to his own work. No proof is adduced, however, that this book was ever found in Novgorod. See below, ch.IV, pp.162-3.
4. *AED*, p.310
5. *PSRL*, vol.28, p.337
6. *AI*, vol.1, No.101, p.144
It would be wrong, however, to assume that Gennady could only be referring to priests appointed without episcopal sanction, for in 1490 he was to stress:

... и паны литовские ставленники служат в моей архиепископии. 

Unfortunately Gennady tells Prokhor very little about the priests 'appointed by heretics' apart from the standard allusion to the tactics employed by them in order to gain converts, common in anti-heretical literature:

Gennady

Да иногда будет в православных, и они таковы же себя являют. Аще ли вида кого от простых, и они готова себе имеют на лов.

Kozma Prezviter

... виде бо человеки толико и такое их съмнение и меньше я правоверы суща .... Ониже ... где узрать человека проста суща и груба, туже сеют плевелы учения своего...

Even the reference to the heretical priests' willingness to forgive sins:

А что он съгрешил или блуд, или прелюбодеяство, или иные грехи сътворил, то удобь прощаю ...

is of little help. Though such an accusation was commonly levelled against the Latins here it is probably a paraphrase of the 16th chapter of the Marcionite heresies.

The warning about the spread of the heresy in Novgorod closes with a final appeal to Prokhor to help against the heretics:

и грозою и обыском великого князя, да и подвигом господина отца нашего Геронтия митрополита вся Руси, да и вашего боголюбья потщанием купно с архимандриты и прозвитеры.

It is clear that Gennady's report on the heresy, though addressed to Prokhor, was, like the documents sent to the metropolitan, intended for a wider audience, compiled as evidence to be presented before a synod of

1. AED, p.375
2. ibid., p.310
3. Begunov, Kozma Prezviter, pp. 300-1
4. AED, p.310
5. cf. Primary Chronicle story of St. Vladimir's baptism which contains a warning against the Latins 'их же учение разъвращено... прощаю же грехи на дару, еже есть зле всего.' Povest' vremennykh Let, vol.1, pp.79-80.
7. AED, p.310.
8. See above, p. 29.
bishops kupno s arkhimandrity i s prosvity. Contrary to the opinion of Lur'e, this report does represent an attempt at a 'consistent and conscientious exposition of the views of his enemies', the Novgorod heretics, in spite of its 'accusatory' nature. The beliefs and practices of the heretics, as described by Gennady, are consistent with the Marcionite and Messalian 'type' of heresy under which he classed them. By directing Prokhor, and through him the synod, to the pravila on the Marcionites, Gennady not only provided a list of further accusations which could be applied to the Novgorod heretics, but also an authoritative source on the treatment they deserved. Timotheos' work makes it clear that this 'type' of heresy deserves the severest treatment; moreover, to Gennady's contemporaries it would be clear that the precedent for dealing with the Novgorod heretics was set by the treatment meted out to their 'prototypes': the Nestorians, Theodosians and all other sects mentioned under the same heading as the Marcionites in Timotheos' work.

But before considering whether any further conclusions can be drawn from the parallels made by Gennady between the Novgorod heretics and the Marcionites and Messalians (such as Begunov's conclusion that the Novgorod heresy was a type of Bogomil heresy, on the grounds that Messalianism was a term commonly applied to Bogomilism in Russian sources) we must consider further evidence on the Novgorodians' beliefs as presented in the archbishop's correspondence.

In view of the origins and applications of the terms 'judaizing', 'judaistically philosophizing' etc., discussed above, we must be careful not to assume that such terms, when employed by Gennady, necessarily imply that he is speaking of the Novgorod heretics. Such an assumption has been made in previous discussions of the heresy and, as a result, the

1. AED, p.117
2. Perhaps the most famous 'judaistically philosophizing' heresy in patristic sources, cf. The definition of the Orthodox faith by John of Damascus, MPG, vol. 94, col. 1032.
3. See above, p.27.
5. This work will, nonetheless, continue to use the term Judaizers as a group term for the heresy, whether in Novgorod or in Moscow.
second part of Gennady's letter to Prokhor has been treated as a
continuation of the discussion on the heresy in Novgorod.

But with the appeal for help against the Novgorod heretics Gennady
in fact closes that particular subject, and with the words:

А что числа поставлены в Шестокрыле ... ¹
turns to another matter altogether - the problem of the Second Millenium.
The oldest manuscript of the letter to Prokhor, BIL, Muz. 3271, contains
only the second half of the text, beginning with the words just quoted.²
It is very probable that this part of the letter was originally a
separate work, later incorporated in Gennady's letters to Prokhor and
Iloasaf. Since the discussion on the millenium in the letter to Iloasaf,³
written in February 1489, expands the argument first developed in the
letter to Prokhor, the two letters will here be discussed together.

As is well known, the belief that the end of the world and the
commencement of the Kingdom of God would come in the year 7000 of the
Orthodox calendar (1492 A.D.) was common in Eastern Christendom. As the
year 1492 approached, the end of the world ceased to be a distant
prophecy, and Gennady became preoccupied with certain contradictions in
the 'writings' on the imminence of the Second Coming:

Ино мнит ми ся по Еноху век работает человечеству, а семь
тысяч лет человеческа ради пременения положена. А по
Богослову и нам на всяк век ждать скончания.⁴

Inquiry into the calendar predictions of other religions was of little
help:

Занеже у латыни нашего больше осмию леты ... А татарове
сказывают: еще у них до скончания мира, сиригье до второго
пришествия Христа, 100 лет да два.⁵

There was no certainty about the date on which the world would end,
and this presented not only a theoretical, but also a practical problem.
The paschal tables, from which the correct dates for all events of the

1. AED, p.311
2. ibid., p.311, n.4
3. ibid., pp.315-20. Iloasaf was archbishop of Rostov and Yaroslavl' who
resigned from his archbishopric shortly before 1489.
4. ibid., p.319
5. ibid.
Orthodox Church calendar could be established, only gave information to
the year 7000. Allowing for the possibility that
однова в нашей паскалии делания время не исполнилось¹
Gennady commenced his work on the compilation of new paschal tables
sometime before the letter to Prokhor was written.

For help with his researches into the calendar Gennady turned to a
great variety of sources. As his works show, he paid close attention to
the works of the Greek Fathers and theologians, but he also sought
answers outside the traditional 'writings'. He commissioned a tract by
Dmitry Trakhaniotes,² who, like his brother Georgy, could be described as
a Byzantine by birth, a Latin by experience and a Russian by service.³
Dmitry's tract, O letakh sed'moy tysyachi, discussed the historical role
of the mystical number seven, which would provide the key to the date of
the Second Coming, and was illustrated by a table of calendar
calculations. Calendar calculations were also provided by two Latin
works, translations of which Gennady ordered: the Rationale divinorum
officiorum by Durandus⁴ and Etymologiarum sive originum libri XX by
Isidore of Seville.⁵ In addition to Greek and Latin sources Gennady
consulted a Jewish work, the Shestokryl, and it is clear from his letters
to Prokhor and loasaf that he paid very careful attention to this work:

1. AED, p. 320.
2. The date of this tract is difficult to establish (AED, p. 135; IB,
p. 269), but it probably antedates the known versions of Gennady's letter
to Prokhor. This letter explains: Ино там (в писании) писано 5000 лет и 6
сот и 21 в неже лето и пленение их (жидовское) бысть последнее. И оттоле
do сех мест 400 лет да 1000 в гневе Божи пребывают. (AED, p.311). Do sekh
mest according to these figures is 5621 + 1400 = 7021. The oldest known
MS. of Trakhaniotes' tract, BIL. Muz. 2469, also gives calculations to the
year 7021 (divisible by the mystical seven): e.g. от Адама до състава
арапских канони суть 6169, а от того году до сех мест сут лет 852 и по
всех 7021..., and was probably one of the sources for the calculations
found in the letter to Prokhor (the MS. is not paginated).
3. After the fall of Morea to the Turks in 1461 he went to the papal
court in Rome in the suite of Thomas, despot of Morea. In 1472 he came
to the court of Ivan III in the suite of Thomas' daughter, Ivan's bride,
Sofia (Zoe).
4. IB, p. 269. This work is also used in Gennady's letter to Prokhor,
even though the translation, made from an edition printed in 1486, was only
completed in 1495. Beneshevich, 'Iz istorii', pp.378-80; Raynov, Nauka v
Rossii, p. 234.
5. Raynov, Nauka v Rossii, p. 234.
А что числа поставлены в Шестокриле 276 девятнадесятиц, ино то учинили на прелест христианскую — хотя вести: лета христианского летописца скрытая, а наша пребывают.... Ино те числа, что поставлены, 276 девятнадесятиц лет будет 5228. И потому ино у них еще пришествия Христова несть, ино то они ждут антихриста. Ино то прелест велика!

3. It was translated into Greek in the late 14th-early 15th centuries, and the earliest known Russian MS. of the work, a Slavonic translation made in Western Russia, belongs to the 16th century. Sobolevsky, 'Perevodnaya i teratura', p.418.

4. Ibid.

5. Several years after Gennady's discovery the Shestokryl was recommended by the monk Filofey as a reference work for calendar calculations:

М во имя миро полезание и подвиг велик, а приобретения мало.

There can be little doubt of the Orthodoxy of the author of the 'Moscow the Third Rome' theory. Malinin, Starets Filofey, Appendix, p.38; cf. p.39, n.5. 6. The Shestokryl tables were divided into sections, each containing information about a nineteen year cycle (lunar and solar years, dates of Passover, etc.). Gennady's copy brought this information up to the year 5244 (276 x 19 = 5244, not 5228 as the archbishop erroneously calculated. Evidently his arifmitikiya was not too strong.) According to the Jewish calendar A.D. 0 = 3761. Gennady's copy was therefore compiled before 1483 (5244 - 3761 = 1483 A.D.).
Christian Orthodox tables in their dating of the same biblical events, but also because they showed no evidence of concern over the imminent end of the world.

But at the same time as stressing the 'heresy of the Shestokryl numbers', Gennady was at pains to point out that there was nothing wrong with studying the work, for though it was put to improper use by the Jews, it concerned one of the four 'arts', knowledge of which was proper for Christian theologians:

А что Шестокрыл они собе изучив да тем прельщают христианство, мняя яко же с небеси знамение сводят, ино не по их съставления бысть! Шестокрил бо взят от астрономии, яко копля от моря. А то звездозаконное дано бысть Сифу третьему сыну Адамову. Да потом Енох праведный исписал дни и часы и тела .... Да потом и жидова от них тому навыкли. А во всякъ языце то есть, а христианства учители тому были велми горазди - Иоан Златоуст, Василий Кесарийский, Григорий Богослов. А в Григориеве житии Акраганского писано: дондеже де арифметику и кгеметрию и музыку и астрономию всю до конца извыче.'

Сего ради въспомняху твоею богообию онех мерозстоя съпротивоглаголема божественному повелению учения еретическя числы онеми жидовскими преставляема. А о летех скончания Богу мощно приложить и уложить.1

Though God alone would decide when the end of the world would come, Gennady could not help wondering whether, if it were to fall in the year 7000 as prophesied by Enoch, or in any other year defined by the mystical seven, the Russian Church would be aware of the significance of the date, since its calendar was different from the calendars of other religions, and, most worrying of all, seemed to have fewer years than the calendars of the 'heretics':

Да и то ми ся мнит: однова будют еретици у нас украли лет!2

The worry which the 'stolen years' caused Gennady is particularly strongly expressed in his letter to Ioasaf:

Да чтобы еси послал по Пансея, да по Нила, да с ними бы еси о том посоветовал: 'Прейдят три лета, кончается седьмъ тысяща,3 и мы, деи, тогда будемъ надобны.' Да и Шестокрил есми учил того для .... Да что которые лета украли у нас еретици жидовскыя числы, и в те лета которые цари, или папы, или патриархи писаны

1. AED, p.311; cf. AED, p.319
2. ibid., p.319
3. In the only known MS. (early 16th century) of this letter, an insertion into this sentence is subscribed in the lower margin of the folio: Ино и яз сляхал у Алексея. cf.AED, p.318, no.3
Aleksey, mentioned in a subscribed sentence in the letter to loasaf, has been identified with the Novgorod heretical archpriest Aleksey, who figures in the later evidence on the heresy. The subscribed sentence may well be a later interpolation, and the appearance of a Novgorod heretic (and the first known mention of Aleksey) in a discussion about the Shestokryl is very suspect. Though Gennady speaks of zhidovskaya mudy
tvuyushchie heretics in his letter to loasaf, this, as we have already mentioned\(^2\) cannot be seen as a term necessarily denoting the Novgorod heretics. In fact the context in which the reference to the zhidovskaya mudy
tvuyushchie occurs shows quite clearly whom Gennady has in mind under this epithet - it was not the Novgorod heretics, but the Jews, Tatars and particularly the Latins who would be delighted if the Russians were to find themselves without a calendar after the year 7000.

If his rendering of a conversation with the Latins is to be credited, Gennady was quite right to fear their ridicule:

\[
\text{Da еще говорят: У нас, деи, писано седьмь тысяч лет да 8 до скончания века. И яз их съпросил: Что ж тълкуется 8? И они мъляют: То, деи, тому слову имя: аще будете добры, придам вам, аще ли будете злы, уйму вас.}\]^3

Neither the structure nor the content of Gennady's letters to Prokhor and loasaf allow us to share the accepted view that the archbishop regarded the Shestokryl as a work written, or even used, by the Novgorod heretics\(^4\) (who, if they really understood this work, would have been unlikely to bother with a copy several years out of date). In fact, his defensive explanation for his own use of the 'Jewish numbers'\(^5\) and his disquisition on astronomy as an art acknowledged by the Fathers
demonstrate that Gennady became interested in the Shestokryl while preparing for his 'great feat' - the compilation of paschal tables for the eighth millenium.

It is not surprising to find that heresy and the millenium preoccupied Gennady equally. One of the manuscripts written at his court, containing such works as the tract 'Against the Arians' by Athanasius of Alexandria, ends with this postscript:

Лета 6997, декабря 9, в седьмой в 9 час моих послужит в руце моей, архимандрит Тимофей Евгенианова ... писах к вечеру солнечной дне захода; седмичинаго реку века ... в то лето здесь в преименом ту неуполоев менози священники и диаконы и от простых люди диаки явились сквернители на веру непорочную...

Any student of the 'writings' about the end of the world would, like Timofey Veniaminov and Gennady, have associated the appearance of heretics with the last years of the seventh millenium, when the Devil 'must be loosed a little season' (Rev. XX, 3). However much Gennady stressed that the date of the end could be known to God alone, his eschatological fears are very much in evidence and should be considered in any discussion of the reasons behind his investigation into the heresy in Novgorod. The letter to Prokhor does not offer sufficient evidence that 'the conviction of the {Novgorod} heretics' leaders that there would be no end of the world in 1492 was among such reasons, especially as Gennady himself evidently considered 1492 an unlikely date for this event.

Gennady may have considered the appearance of heresy in Novgorod a 'sign of the times', but this did not prevent him from demanding prompt action against it. From a letter dated January 1488 and addressed to Nifont, bishop of Suzdal, and to Filofey, bishop of Perm, it would seem that his appeal to the metropolitan and to Prokhor did not bring the desired response, since he renews his request for support against the Novgorod heretics:

2. RD, p.205.
3. AED, pp.312-3.
The first of the malpractices described here was undoubtedly an act of desecration, though we are in no position to know whether it was a conscious 'denial of the cross' or perhaps a custom born of ignorance. The second piece of evidence cited by Gennady, apparently a blasphemy against Christ expressed through a strange visual pun on the word *obrezanie*, is far more complex. Gennady gives the subject of the heretical icon as *Preobrazhenie z deyanim*, yet there is little evidence that a subject such as *Transfiguration with the Acts* ever existed in Russian (or Byzantine) iconography. From his description of the icon it is clear that it was, in fact, a *Transfiguration with the Feasts*, a common

1. *AED*, p.312.
2. In this letter there is, in fact, no mention at all of the heretics' 'judaizing'.
enough composition, and one particularly appropriate to a church dedicated
to the Saviour of the Transfiguration.

The feast of the Circumcision could have been depicted on such an
icon, except that it is apparently unknown in Russian iconography before
the seventeenth century, when it is represented by a composition similar
to that employed for the Presentation of Mary in the Temple. The subject
of the composition described by Gennady has been identified by Popov as
the Eucharist, a rare iconographical version of which shows Basil of
Caesarea, author of the liturgy, literally 'taking the body of
Christ'. Gennady's reaction to this unfamiliar composition is perfectly
understandable; it is interesting, however, that he expresses no surprise
at the apparent contradiction inherent in an icon which emphasizes the
God-like nature of Christ in its central scene (the Transfiguration) and
blasphemes against it in another.

The carved cross which testified to the third heretical malpractice
on Gennady's list was very probably given to its unfortunate victim with
the promise that it would bring fertility. He received this cross from
two servants of the church: not surprising in an area where the bond
between Christianity and pagan tradition was particularly strong.

Blasphemy against the cross and against icons was not on Timotheos' list of Marcionite and Messalian heresies, but, as would have been clear to Gennady's fellow churchmen, it was symptomatic of yet another 'judaizing' heresy - the heresy of the Iconoclasts. As the letter to

1. For this information I am obliged to A.S. Veselovskaya and her colleagues
at the Rublev Museum. When I consulted them, in the summer of 1975, they had
just received an icon of the Circumcision, their first and only known 17th
century example. There are, to the best of my knowledge, no icons of the
Circumcision among published Russian icons. (See Appendix 1)
2. Popov, Zhivotopis' i miniatyura, p.51.
3. cf. the letter of Abbot Pamfil of Pskov, written about 1504, inveighing
against the unseemly heathen revelries with which the Pskovites celebrated
4. See above, p. 27-8.
5. See above, p. 31. The report on the origins of the Iconoclast heresy
presented to the Seventh Oecumenical Council at Nicea in 787 described it as
the result of Jewish propaganda (Mansi, vol. 13, col. 197) and condemned the
Iconoclasts for: 'Imitating the Jews, Saracens, Hellenes and Samaritans, as
well as Manicheans and Phantasiasts or Theopaschites, they wanted to banish
sacred images'.
6. From a letter written by Dmitry Gerasimov c. 1518 it is clear that Gennady was
suspicious of any work with an unfamiliar iconography. Andrejey, 'Inok Zinovy',
pp.272-3; Podobedova, Izchovskaya Ishkus', pp.44-5.
Nifont and Filofey shows, Gennady felt it necessary to strengthen his case against the Novgorod heretics, as presented in the podlinniki sent to the grand prince and the metropolitan, by concrete and clearly identifiable evidence.

By January 1488 Gennady had assembled the necessary material for a conciliar trial. He did not have to wait long for results. A Council apparently met, though without his participation, for in February 1488 Gennady received a joint document from the grand prince and the metropolitan, acquainting him with their findings as regards the heretics. The quick response is significant: the convocation of a synod of the church was a lengthy business and it seems reasonable to assume that when he wrote to Nifont and Filofey, Gennady was aware that they were already in council in Moscow. Thus it is unlikely that this particular Council had met to deal with the Novgorod heresy, but was simply the normal annual assembly ordained by canon law.

The document issued in the name of the grand prince states:

1. A list of the heretics, evidence against them and references to the relevant anti-heretical literature (AED, pp.310, 312). It seems he also sent out additional anti-heretical tracts, for the letter to Nifont ends: Противень послал Нифонт епископу Суздальскому да Филофей епископу Пермскому в оде речи о ереших с Семеном в Ездевтом. The rechi to which Gennady here refers may perhaps be the apocryphal 'Dispute of St. Peter with Simon Magus' (Semen v Zezevitom = Simon Magus?). Simon is often called the 'source of all heresy' (New Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 13, p. 223; cf. Prosvetitel', p. 480; Popov, Obzor, pp.22-3).
2. AED, pp.313-4.
3. ibid., pp.314-5.
The communication from Metropolitan Geronty, which is an expanded version of the grand prince's document, sheds further light on Gennady's evidence:

"... Писал еси к нам свои грамоты, к господину и сыну моему великому князю Ивану Васильевичу всея Русии, да и ко мне, о том, что прозьбае ереси в Новегороде, хулы и поруганья от священников, и от дияконов, и от дияков, и от простых людей, да и списке еси на тех ересянков прислал к нам, по чему еси обыскивал, как они хулили Христа Сына Божия и Пречистую Его Богомать и ругались святым иконам, а величают жидовскую веру, а нашу плавославную христианскую веру хулят ..."

From this we learn that Gennady was concerned to show how the heretics blasphemed against Christ, the Virgin and the holy icons, and how they lauded the Jewish faith, blaspheming against Christianity. Having once identified the Novgorod heretics as 'judaistically philosophizing' heretics who committed outrages against icons, Gennady, like Theodore of Studio, knew them to be guilty of blasphemy against Christ and the Virgin. These accusations of doctrinal heresy, couched in the traditional language of anti-heretical literature and later incorporated in the earliest known anathema against the Novgorod heretics, did not require proof. All that was needed, and this Gennady had provided, was proof of disciplinary heresy.

The metropolitan ends with a reminder and an exhortation:

"... А князь великий приказал с тобою того дела обыскивать наместником Якову да Юрью Захаричем: и ты бы с ними того дела обыскивал вместе ... Да обыскивал бы еси, сыну, то дело прилежно, чтобы христианство в змущенье не было, а Церковь бы Божия безмятежна была."

This was not the first time that a Metropolitan of Moscow felt the need to remind an Archbishop of Novgorod to keep faith with Ivan III before

1. AED, pp.313-4.
2. ibid., p.314 (the italics are mine).
3. See above, p. 31.
6. AED, p. 315.
exhorting him to protect the faith of the Orthodox. Early in 1471, at the
time of Novgorod's ill-starred attempt to enter an anti-Muscovite union with
Poland-Lithuania, Metropolitan Filipp wrote two letters to the then
archbishop of Novgorod, Filofey, and to his flock, lamenting the fact that:

Нынеча же, сынове, слышанье мое таково ... от христианского
Господаря Русскаго отступаете, а старину свою и обычаи забывши, да
примстаете деи, к чужему к Латьнскому Господарю к Королю ...

and warning:

Ино, сынове, не съвлекнайтесь о том, а помните, сынове, апостоль-
ское слово: 'братье, Бога бойтесь, а князя читите, Божий бо слуга есть.'

Filipp's letters left no doubt that in his eyes those who betrayed the grand
prince of Moscow betrayed the true faith; it was the duty of the Novgorod
archbishop to report all otstupleniya, whether from Orthodoxy or from Moscow:

А ныне слышу в детех ваших, в Новгородцах, да и в многих у вас в
молодых людях ... поострятся на многая стремления и на великое
земли неустроение, нетишину, хотя ввести мятеж велик и расколу
в святей Божьей Церкви, да оставя православие и великую старину
da приступит к Латынскому. А ты ми, сыну, того не взвестишь и не
опишешь, занеже, сыну то есть церковное правление паше и
попеченье наше святительское.

In Novgorod matters political were never far from matters religious,
and it is this which explains Ivan's insistence on the presence of his
namestniki at any further interrogation of the heretics. This is also clear
from a consideration of the events of 1488 as recorded in the few chronicles
which actually mention the Moscow flogging of the Novgorod heretics. All
report this in one phrase, the substance of which does not vary:

Тое же зимы биша попов Новугородских по торгу кнутем: присла бо
их из Новагорода к великому князю владыка Генадей, что пьяни
поругали святым иконам; и после их опять ко владыце.

1. Fennell, Ivan the Great, pp.37-41.
2. AI, vol. 1, No. 280, p. 513.
3. ibid., No. 281, p. 516.
4. PSRL, vol. 6, p. 238. This account, quoted from the Sofiisky II chronicle,
is also found in the L'vov chronicle (PSRL, vol. 20, p. 353) and later
derivations from these two chronicles (see AED, p. 111, n. 9). The source of
this account is the hypothetical 1489/90 chronicle svod sympathetic to
Metropolitan Geronty (Lur'e, 'Nezavisimy letopisny svod', p. 415). It has been
suggested that the inclusion of information about the Novgorod heretics in only
one svod, characterised by its opposition to the policies of Ivan III, was not
accidental but was intended as a record of further evidence that all was not
well in the Russian state, evidence intentionally omitted from official
chronicles (AED, p.111-2). This may indeed have been the motivation of the
chronicle. In view of the detailed information given in all
contemporary chronicle accounts on the second trial of the Novgorod heretics
in 1490 (see below, pp.69-72) it is less likely that the 1488 omission is due to.../
The *torgovaya kazn'* of the Novgorod priests is but one of three mentioned under 1488 in an account almost exclusively devoted to the enumeration of punishments given to those who incurred the wrath of the grand prince, among them more than 7,000 Novgorodians:

Тое же зимы послал князь велики, и привели из Новагорода боль
семи тысяч житьих людей на Москву, понеже хотели убить наместника
великого князя Яков Захарьича; иных же думцов много Яков пересек и
перевешал.¹

This was the same *najmestnik* who was to be present at all further investigations into the case of the Novgorod priests ordered by the grand prince in February 1488. It is unlikely that the grand prince's insistence on the presence of his *najmestnik* was simply due to his distrust of Gennady's 'hidden motives', as has been suggested by Klibanov.² Their role was more complex: they were a symbol of the right of the grand prince to take part in such church matters as the investigation of heresy and of his duty to support the church in such an investigation; at the same time they were present in order to protect the grand prince's political interests, to make sure that no *myatezh* was involved.

The actions of Ivan III in 1488 ill accord with the widely held view that the 'lenient and even protective attitude of the grand prince towards the heretics ... is noticeable already in the beginning of the heresy's existence'.³ Since the relationship between the grand prince and the heretics is one of the key issues in our understanding of the heresy, let us in the light of contemporary sources quoted above consider the arguments used to support this view.

It is argued that though Gennady was successful in obtaining a conciliar trial in Moscow, the Council of 1488 tried only four of the heretics listed in his *spiski*,⁴ men 'of relatively secondary importance',⁵

¹...official censorship. In 1488 the flogging of three 'Novgorod priests' may not have been considered important enough to be recorded. It is interesting to note that Tatisheev so little understood that the priests were heretics that he rephrased the reason for the flogging thus:

Тогож лета биша вновь новгородских попов по торг, прислал их из
Новагорода Генадий владыка, что поругались ему пияни.(Tatishchev*Istoricheskia,* vol. VI 1. *P-SRL*, vol. 6, p. 238; *ibid.*, vol. 20, p. 353. p. 75)
3. *AED*, p. 112.
and even acquitted one of the four. The grand prince did not condemn all the heretical practices mentioned by Gennady, nor did the Council impose the excommunication and anathematization demanded by him.

As we have seen from Gennady's letter to Prokhor, the archbishop began sending his reports to Moscow in 1487. Quite properly, the first annual Council to meet following receipt of the reports investigated the matter of the heresy and declared:

The Council and the grand prince did, in fact, do all that canon and civil law required. The heretics who were named in Gennady's spiski were tried for all the eresi, kliuly i poruganiya listed by him and three were dismissed from their posts, excommunicated and anathematized. The fourth, Gridya Kloch, could not be sentenced because, as the metropolitan was at pains to point out, canon law required at least two witnesses against him if he was to be found guilty - but even in this case Gennady was given carte blanche to deal with Gridya as he thought fit. The same applied to all others under suspicion, not named in Gennady's spiski, and covered by the stock phrase svyashchenniki, diakony, i diaki, i prostye lyudi.

1. IB, p. 138; RD, p. 189.
2. AED, p. 112; IB, pp.138-9. Lur'e probably means the 'grand prince with the council' here, since the condemned practices and beliefs mentioned in the grand prince's document as sent to Gennady are identical with those mentioned in the document sent by the metropolitan.
3. IB, p. 139.
4. AED, pp.314-5.
5. On these the verdict is every bit as vague as most of the reports written by Gennady which have reached us. The fact that even the metropolitan svod refers only to the Novgorod priests' blasphemy against icons suggests that even in the spiski which are unknown to us he did little to substantiate his other accusations.
6. It seems that Gennady's case against Gridya, 'chto v podlinnik ne pisan', (see above, p. 41) was not properly prepared in time for the Council meeting.
On the basis of contemporary sources we have considered so far there is thus no evidence of the grand prince's 'lenient attitude' towards the heretics. There is, however, clear evidence to suggest that the grand prince and the synod had agreed to treat the heresy as a local Novgorod matter, for the final responsibility for eradicating the evil was firmly placed on Gennady's shoulders. This may explain the surprising absence of the archbishop at the Council meeting in Moscow, to which, in his capacity as a member of the synod and as chief witness against the Novgorod priests, he should properly have been summoned. In fact he was probably kept away from Moscow on the express orders of the grand prince, on the same grounds as were to be advanced against his attendance at a Moscow synod in 1490, when, as Gennady wrote to the newly-appointed metropolitan, Zosima:

Эдесе пакы, господине, наказ государя великого князя о его о великих делах, а велел ми того беречи, а к Москве ехати не велел за своими делы.¹

In 1486, the year in which Novgorod suffered the harshest in a series of repressions designed to deprive the former republic of all traces of its independence deportations and confiscations on a massive scale,² – Ivan III must have required the archbishop to keep an eye on his velikie dela.

Gennady was also needed in Novgorod in order to convene a local synod for the second trial of the heretics, ordered by the grand prince.³ There can be little doubt that this was to be a show trial, a lesson to the Novgorodians: for the further investigation of Gridya there was some excuse, but in the case of Grigory, Gerasim and Samsonko, excommunicated and anathematized, only a solemn public proclamation of the verdict of the Moscow synod and the inclusion of an appropriate anathema in the service books would normally have been required.

Far from wishing to disguise the appearance of a group of heretics in Novgorod, it seems that Ivan III wanted their case to be given maximum

1. AED, p. 374.
2. Fennell, Ivan the Great, pp.59-60.
3. See above, pp. 43-4.
publicity. This it certainly received, if we are to believe the evidence given by the monk Savva in a work dated 14881 which is headed:

Сия книга събрана от апостол, и пророк и святых богоносных отец. Творение инока Саввы Сенного Острова - на жидов и на еретики послание.

and is addressed to one gospodin Dmitrey Vasil'sevich. Savva explains his reasons for writing thus:

Поминаю, господине, твою любовь первую к нам и веру .... Сице аще человек будет добр и украшен всеми добродетелями и примиет к ним мало нечто житовскаго семени, ино то все его житье непотребно пред Богом и человеки, и Бог не стерпит ему и обличит его, якже и новгородских попов, учение житовское принять. И ты, господине Дмитрей, коли был еси послом, и говорил еси с тем жидовином с Захариею с Скарою. И я, господине, молясь тебе: что еси от него слышал слова худы, то покажуй, господине, отложи их от сердца своего и от уст своих, якоже некоторое скверное ...

Savva was probably a monk of the Trinity monastery on Senny Island in Lake Ladoga3 - apart from that nothing is known about him. The gospodin Dmitrey to whom the letter was addressed has been identified as Dmitry Vasil'evich Shein, a boyar of the grand prince,4 sent in October 1487 on an embassy к Захарье к Скарою in 1487 from which he returned sometime after March 1487.6 Zakhar'ya Skara (or Zakhar'ya Guil Gursis)7, variously described in Muscovite diplomatic documents as zhidovin, Taman'sky knyaz' and Cherkasin8, was Zaccaria Ghizolfi, signore di Matrega (Taman') in 1471.9 After Taman', a possession of the Genovese Banco di San Giorgio, fell to the Turks, Zaccaria evidently contemplated entering the service of Ivan III.10

1. This work was published by Belokurov from a single manuscript, now lost. The unsatisfactory archaeographic introduction and the absence of a control manuscript leave no way of testing the accuracy of the date, entered in the margin of the original. (Belokurov, 'Poslanie', pp.11-IV).
2. Belokurov, 'Poslanie', p. 1. (the italics are mine).
3. ibid., p. V.
4. ibid., p. VI; AED, p. 110, IB, pp.131-4.
5. 'RIO', vol. 41, No. 19, p. 71.
6. ibid., No. 20, pp.73-4.
7. This was the Russian transliteration of his Latin name.
8. AED, p. 110, n. 5; IB, pp.130-1.
9. This was a post, a governorship, not a hereditary title. Atti della Societa Ligure di Storia Patria, 1872, part 1, f. 3, pp.841-8. The Latin spelling of Zaccaria's name was Zacharia de Guisulphis.
10. 'RIO', vol. 41, No. 10, p. 41.
Zaccaria's religious affiliation is unimportant to us here. What is important is that Savva's belief that Zaccaria was a Jew stimulated him to write a polemical work against the Jews, interesting on two scores. Firstly because at the time Savva was writing, the Novgorod heresy had already gained notoriety as the heresy of Novgorod priests who had embraced the Jewish faith, in other words Gennady's epithet zhidovskaya mudr'stvuyushchie had come to be accepted as a statement of fact. Secondly, though Savva tells us nothing more about the Novgorod heresy itself, he is quite informative on the attitude of the Church to heresy in general.

He considers that only Russia is true to the Christian faith, but will remain so only if Ivan III rejects contacts (such as diplomatic negotiations) with those who are not Orthodox Christians:

... Подобает государю великому князю Ивану Васильевичу радоваться со своими людьми христианы. А где бо ныне такова вера, яко в Русской земли, аще государь наш последует прадеду своему Владимиру и дели добрыми, яко Владимир жил ... аще исперва был поган и болваном покланялся.2

He distinguishes between Christian and Jew not by race but by belief:

... не по плоти, но по духу и по благодати от того Авраамова колена изъде Исаак ...3

- and warns:

... Сего ради всяк прилагаюся ко Христу во христианскую веру, аще жидовин, аще татарин, аще им кто ис поганския веры, приложится во Христову веру, той будет семя Аврамово благословенное и наследник будет царства небесного. Аще ли кто преложится от христиан к жидовин, той не токмо отпадет от благословенаго семени Аврамова, но с теми будет проклят ...4

From Savva we learn that the term zhidovskaya mudr'stvuyushchie signified a renegade from the true faith, and that in the eyes of the Church a renegade deserved the harshest of punishments.

This, certainly, was Gennady's view of the treatment due to the Novgorod heretics, and his letters written after 1488 show that he felt the Novgorod heresy to have been inadequately dealt with. In February 1489, a

1. See AED, loc. cit., and IB, loc. cit. for a discussion of Zaccaria's nationality and religion.
3. ibid., p. 11.
4. ibid., p. 12.
year after the Novgorod heretics were condemned in Moscow, he wrote to
Ioasaf, former archbishop of Rostov and Yaroslavl, reminding him of the
circumstances in which the heresy was first discovered and stressing the
gavity of the affair. Though the letter to Ioasaf is largely based on
Gennady's own letter to Prokhor, his pique at the Moscow Council of 1488 for
treating the heresy as a purely Novgorod matter and the archbishop's own
affair, prompts him to expand the arguments first mentioned in the letter to
Prokhor.

Gennady claims that the heresy which he discovered in Novgorod is the
first to appear in the Orthodox church since the restoration of icons, the
first in Russia since the conversion of St. Vladimir. Yet in spite of this,
and in spite of the reports he sent to the grand prince and the bishops as a
result of the investigations ordered in 1488:

ныне вы положили то дело ни за что, как бы вам мчится, Новгород с
Москвою не едино православие; не поболезновали есть о том ни мала.

What is Novgorod's concern should also be Moscow's, for the heretics
are dangerous. Here Gennady enlarges on the heretics' willingness to
forswear their own beliefs, which first led him to identify them as judaizing
Marcionites and Messalians:

Сице и сии еретиць говорят явственон, и учат православное
христианство своей злобе, и как их спроси, и он говорит: яз, дени,
православной христианин, а того всего своего лиховдо дела заперся.

It is this which made the heretics so difficult to deal with, for even
under interrogation they refused to call themselves anything but Orthodox
Christians:

1. AED, pp.316-20.
2. ibid., p.316. In a letter written just over a year later, however, he
accused a certain monk Zakhar of holding the beliefs of the Strigol'niki, a
Russian heretical sect of the late XIVth - early XVth centuries. (see below,
p. 60)
3. ibid., p. 317.
4. See above, p. 25.
5. AED, p. 316.
6. This interrogation involved the use of torture; in 1490 Gennady had to
defend himself in a letter to the synod of bishops, against the accusation
that he tortured the priest Samsonko, with the words: ... пытал его сын
боярской великого князя, а мой толко был сторож. (AED, p. 380)
By their very claim that they were Christians the men under Gennady's interrogation condemned themselves in his eyes. Again he quotes the pravila in support of his conclusions, adding another example of the heretics' malpractices:

И попы их завтракав и пив до обеда, обедню служат.  

As in the letter to Prokhor, Gennady does not confine himself to the problem of the heresy. He admonishes Ioasaf for incurring the displeasure of the grand prince and losing his archbishopric:

Ты будешь нечто оскорблен от кого в телесном деле, да оставил архиепископъ ... Да и се в слух мой пришло, что, дей, посылал по тебе князь великий, и не одинова, и ты, дей, не поеха к нему, а могл бы еси и тамо крепость свою подржати, за что будешь оставил архиепископъ, а государствъ бы еси сердце не ожестил. Да не мни: то мал грехъ створил еси;  

Saddened by the loss of an ally in his struggle against heresy, he entreats Ioasaf to pray that the grand prince will help to protect the church against the 'new iconoclasts':

А ныне бе еси о государе о великом князы Божа молил, чтобы государя Бож положил на сердце, чтобы управил церковь Божию ... от еретическаго нападания, от тех еретиков, жидовскую мудрствующих ... Понеже образу Господа нашего Иисуса Христа и Пречистыя Его Матери наругались!  

Gennady's disquisition on the Shestokryl and the seventh millenium, which takes up the greater part of his letter to Ioasaf, has been already discussed. As we tried to show in our discussion of the Shestokryl, it would be erroneous to assume that when speaking of heretics Gennady necessarily means the Novgorod heretics. This is particularly important when we consider the next matter to which he turns in the letter to Ioasaf:

1. AED, p. 316.  
2. ibid. Neither a particularly grave nor uncommon misdeed at that time, as we can see from the letter of Metropolitan Foty to the Pskovites written sometime between 1422 and 1425:  
А что мы пишете, что суть у вас некоторые попове, до обеда пьют в праздники и во иные дни: имо который священник до обеда пьить, и таковой первое и второе и третие да накажется, яко да перестанеть. И по сем того аще нерадити начнеть, имо въздержание от священства таковому 40 днім. (AED, p. 250).  
3. ibid, p. 317.  
5. See above, pp. 35-40.
It is generally accepted that the books listed here were in the possession of the Novgorod heretics, testifying to their 'astounding breadth of cultural interests'. If these books did indeed belong to the Novgorod heretics, it is surprising that Gennady did not mention them previously, for example in his report to Prokhor on the heretical writings which he had sent to the metropolitan.

In view of this we must consider the possibility that Gennady is here referring to another group of heretics altogether. Two other alternatives offer themselves. He may be speaking of the Latins (the heretics who 'stole years' from the Orthodox) or to another group of Judaizers — the Moscow group. For, as we learn from two of Gennady's letters written in 1490, he discovered the existence of this group during the interrogation of the Novgorod heretics mentioned in the letter to Ioasaf. One of the Novgorodians he interrogated told him:

The two letters written by Gennady in 1490 were written on the occasion of a conciliar meeting in Moscow, from which he was excluded on the orders of the grand prince. Though unable to attend Gennady nonetheless ensured he should not be forgotten by his fellow churchmen, for his letters were composed to be read at the Council: one to the metropolitan Zosima and one to the bishops.

1. AED, p. 320. See below, ch.IV, pp.150-161, for a discussion of the books on this list.
2. IB, p. 197.
3. See above, p.29
4. See above, p.39
5. AED, pp.380-1.
6. See above, p.48
7. AED, pp.374-9. Zosima was appointed metropolitan on 26 September 1490. The council which elected him also condemned the Judaizers, on 17 October 1490. (PSRL, vol. 25, p. 331). Gennady's letters were written sometime between the two dates.
8. ibid., pp. 379-82.
The letter to the metropolitan, a copy of which was probably sent to the grand prince, carries a very different emphasis from the letter to the bishops, although ultimately it is also directed at them.¹ It opens with the first of a series of complaints:

Стоит отметить, как это, господин мой, прислал ко мне грамоту да списки з грамот с митрополичих з Геронтиевых, а велел мнё, господине, по тому же написать грамоты, каковы те списки: ино то ми, господине, велиш сверено от Москвы отписываться ... Не молви тако:

'Архиепископу большему отписаться от митрополита и от владык'; да тою грамотою наше святительство под ногами положили!²

Gennady is aggrieved not only by his enforced isolation from Moscow³ but also because he has been required to transmit a second ispovedanie. The meaning of this is made clear in the letter:

А что мы, господине, велиш писать исповедание: ино, господине, исповедание еси положил отцу своему Геронтию митрополиту да всему божественному собору, архиепископу и епископам; да то исповедание у вас в казне. А как еси исповедал пред Богом и пред избранными ангелом, так в том исповедании стою и теперь неподвижно. Ниже к Львом посылал грамоты, ни из Львов ко мне посылают грамоты, ни паки литовские становники служат в моей архиепископии.⁴

Evidently the metropolitan had demanded that Gennady repeat in writing the 'confession of faith' required of all newly-appointed bishops, as part of the ceremony of consecration. Following the break with the Byzantine Church over the issue of Union with the Church of Rome, and the establishment of an independent metropolitan see of Kiev, this confession included a promise to have no dealings with the metropolitan of Kiev or any of his clergy.⁵

1. Setting forth his objections to the procedure adopted at the election of the bishop of Kolomna in his letter to the bishops, Gennady adds: ... о том еси отписал к великому князю да и митрополиту, а вам то братии нашей ведомо же будет, как митрополит велит чести пред вами ту грамоту. (AED, p. 379)

2. ibid. p. 374.

3. This complaint is voiced repeatedly in both letters (see AED, pp.374, 378 & 381), though characteristically it is couched in far stronger terms in the letter to the bishops (1) than in that to the metropolitan (2):

(1) Да чтобы есте отцу нашему митрополиту поговорили, да с ним великому князю, чтобы по мне однолично прислал; а только князь великий хотя не хочет по мне прислать, а вы без мне не из чего дела делати никакова. (AED, p. 381)

(2) Да чтобы еси, господине, сыну своему великому князю поговорил накрепко, чтобы и мне велел быть у себя да и у тебя ... (AED, p. 378)

4. ibid., p. 375 (the italics are mine).

5. See the oath sworn by Bishop Genady of Tver¹ in 1461 before Metropolitan Feodosy of Moscow. RIB, VI, No. 93.
Gennady's protestations reveal his fear of being held responsible for any contact with Lithuania - the worst treason of all, in the context of Ivan's Novgorod policy. And his words show clearly why the grand prince's insistence on the participation of his representatives in Gennady's investigations into the heresy was not without political motivation.¹

This, the sole reference in Gennady's correspondence to the origins of the heresy,³ is for several reasons highly suspect. As Lur'e points out,⁴ it seems hardly likely that the 'Jew-heretic' of the archbishop's story would have been in a position to exert much influence during the few months that Mikhail Olel'kovich spent in Novgorod.⁵ Iosif of Volokolamsk, who later gave the nameless Jew of Gennady's narrative the name of Skharia, stresses that Mikhail Olel'kovich was a Christian in every sense:

... христианину сущу, и христианскую мудрствующу ...⁶

- and it is highly improbable that this Prince, arrested by Casimir in 1481⁷ for joining in a conspiracy of the Orthodox Lithuanian nobility, would have allowed such an active heretic in his suite.⁸ Moreover, the context of this vague account casts doubts on its veracity. Clearly, it is there to serve a double purpose: on the one hand, to provide solid proof of the archbishop's

1. See above, pp.43-6.
2. AED, p. 375.
3. This may have been mentioned in the reports sent by the archbishop to Moscow (and which have not been found among the manuscripts relating to the heresy), but this is unlikely, since he is usually careful to remind his correspondents of any previous references to matters under discussion. ⁴. AED, p. 109.
5. Fennell, Ivan the Great, pp.37-40.
7. Fennell, Ivan the Great, p. 85.
8. The Jewish heresiarch of Gennady's letter has a famous prototype in a Byzantine source. John of Jerusalem, reporting to the Seventh Oecumenical Council at Nicea ascribed the introduction of the Iconoclast heresy to 'a certain leader of the lawless Jews ... called Forty Cubits High' (Mansi, vol. 13, col. 197)
anti-Lithuanian zeal, and on the other, to remind the metropolitan and the grand prince of the need for further action against the heretics.

To this end, Gennady recalls the events leading up to the first trial of the heretics in Moscow - and in so doing shows explicitly that Ivan III should be 'cleared' of the accusation of sympathy toward the heretics in the early stage of the heresy:

Having made the point that he had fulfilled the instructions of both the grand prince and the metropolitan, and had punished those who had repented spiritually - handing over only the unrepentant heretics to the grand prince's agents - Gennady then turns to the events following the trial of 1488. The investigation authorized by the grand prince and the metropolitan had apparently yielded further evidence, which Gennady sent to Moscow:

In order to disentangle this evidence and the way it was obtained, it is necessary to compare Gennady's letters to the metropolitan Zosima (who would have had ready access to Geronty's podlínnik), and to the bishops:

Gennady to Zosima

A то се, господине, състала та беда с тех мест, как Курицин из Угорские земли приехал, да оселе еретики збежали на Москву; а писано в подлиннике, что протопоп Олексей, да Истома, да Сверчек, да поп Денис приходили к Курицину, да иные еретики ...

1. AED, p. 375.
2. See above, pp.43-4.
3. AED, p. 375.
4. ibid., p. 375.
5. ibid., p. 377.
A comparison of the two letters shows how Gennady transforms hearsay evidence, evidence, moreover, obtained under torture, into a statement of fact. His list of heretics active in Moscow (where he had not been for several years) was compiled from Samsonko's testimony: of the heretics who visited Fedor Kuritsyn, with the possible exception of Aleksey, we hear nothing in previous letters, nor was there any mention of Gavrila and Denis who appear for the first time in the letter to Zosima:

Gennady makes no suggestion that the priests Gavrila and Denis had at any time been accused of heresy in Novgorod: 'And it was said that other heretics (i.e. other than those who had confessed to Gennady) even officiated there...' Neither is Gennady trying to suggest, when describing the 'dancing' and the 'desecration of the cross', that these are Jewish religious customs any more than was the heretical act perpetrated by the subdeacon Alekseyko:

He is merely citing more examples of heretical acts. With the exception of Alekseyko, all the heretics named for the first time in Gennady's letter, as

1. AED, pp. 380-1.
2. If protopop Aleksey is the same person as the Aleksey whose name is subscribed in the lower margin of Gennady's letter to loasaf (see above, p. 39). He is an altogether shadowy figure, for by the time Gennady wrote to Zosima he was dead. (AED, p. 376)
3. AED, p. 375.
4. Ibid., p. 380.
living proof of the spread of the heresy from Novgorod, are mentioned because of their activities in Moscow. In the letters to Zosima and the bishops
Gennady transforms the heresy Новгородских еретиков, жировская мудрствующих into литовские оконные дела which have spread to Moscow.

The letters to Zosima and the bishops bear an altogether different emphasis from Gennady's previous correspondence. The archbishop is no longer trying to prove the existence of a heresy in the Russian church, for this was confirmed by the Council of 1488. He is no longer appealing for help and support from his fellow ecclesiasts - he is demanding it.

The letter to Zosima is marked by an aggressive humility. From a criticism of his predecessor in the metropolitan see, Gennady first turns to canon law in order to demonstrate the Church's obligation to protect the faithful against heresy. With flattering praise:

И в ныне благодарию Божа, что те еретицо от тебя прещение приняли, как уже ты, благодатью Святаго Духа, поставлен былъ на той высокий степень святительства великиа митрополита всела Русския земли;

he introduces a lengthy exhortation to the metropolitan, which ends with a programme for a thoroughgoing purge within the church ('проверка кадров' in the words of Klibanov):

To бе, господину отцу моему, да с тобою наши братья, архипелоскопы и епископы, собор учинив, да тех проклятье предать, которые исчезли от жития сего: Алексей протопоп, да Истома, да Ивашко Черны, что зажевал з Зубовым, да и в жировскую веру стали. Да которые в подлинниках писаны, тех бы всех проклятьем предать, да и тех, къ кому они приходили в соглашение, или кто по них поручу держал, или кто у них печаляк, и кто ни будет послевал их прелести; да и ко мне бы еси, к своему сыну, о том наказал, веля то учинити: и язы бых, твой сын, также тех еретиков и их единомысленников съборне проклятью предал, того для, чтобы лихо престало.

1. AED, p. 316. This description, which figures in all Gennady's previous correspondence on the subject, is conspicuously absent in his letters to Zosima and the bishops.
2. Ibid., p. 375.
3. Ibid., p. 375.
4. Ibid., pp. 375-6. Gennady's automatic use of anti-heretical phraseology is particularly in evidence when he cites canon law on heresy, and then adds: ... Ино те еретицо все то действовали, да не токмо то, но хулу на самого Христа говорили ... quite unconcerned that the laws he quotes were directed precisely against those who 'blasphemed against Christ himself', i.e. non-Christians. (AED, p. 376)
5. Ibid., p. 376.
6. RD, p. 216.
7. AED, p. 376.
At this point Gennady makes his first accusation against Kuritsyn, which, in the letter to the metropolitan, ends thus:

... да он-то у них и печальник, а о государствской чести попечения не имеет.¹

- affording a further opportunity for the author to affirm his vigilance in the interests of the grand prince, and at the same time forming a prelude to an attack on him:

А ныне беда с стала земска да не честь государствска велика: церкви старые извыены из города вон, да и манастыре старые извыены переставлены.

Interestingly, he prefers to stress the dishonour brought upon the State rather than upon the Church by the desecration of holy ground, and he cites the words of a Lithuanian Jew (condemned both by his citizenship and by his race) in illustration of the enormity of this act:

А что вынесли церкви, да и гробы мертвых, да на том месте сад посадили, а то какова не честь учина? От Бога грех, а от людей сором. Здесь приехал жидовин новокрещеный, Данилом зовут, а ныне христианин, да мне сказал за столом во все люди: понарядился, деи, еси из Кевеа к Москве, ино ми, деи, почали жидове лаяти: "Собака, деи, ты ся куда нарядил? Князь, деи, великий на Москве церкви из града все выметал вон."²

The archbishop was not exactly a model diplomat, for he follows up this rebuke with an instance that could scarcely have been pleasing to Ivan III, then in the midst of preparations for a war against Lithuania - a war that was to be waged under the banner of the defence of Orthodoxy:

А то ли государь нашь, сын твой князь великий, того не обынет, а тех не казнит: ино как ему с своей земли та сорома свести? Ано фразове по своей вере какову крепость держат. Сказывал ми послом цесарев про шпансского короля, как он свою очистил землю! И аз с тех речей и список к тебе послал.³

Nor was Gennady likely to win support from the metropolitan with such an appeal as this:

¹. *AED*, p. 377.
³. *AED*, p. 378. The so-called 'Речи послу цесарева' have been found in only one manuscript, huz. 3271. The following phrase alone was probably sufficient to condemn the rechi:... хвали того шпансского короля пошла по всем землям по латинской вере... (Sedelnikov, 'Rasskaz 1490', p. 50).
Before closing, Gennady repeats his request to the metropolitan to persuade the grand prince to allow him to visit Moscow, yet again linking the heresy issue with the 'литовские оканные дела':

Да чтобы еси, господине, сыну своему великому князю поговорил накрепко, чтобы и мне велел быти у себя да и у тебя ... занеже здесь какие дела великие ни есть, а того дела больши нет; коли ся то дело управит, ино им, здешем великим делом укрепление будет.

A short complaint is added almost as an afterthought:

Да жалуюсь тебе, своему отцу, на Захара на черньца на стригольника.

- who, like the 'judaistically philosophizing' heretics, had been troubling Gennady for more than three years. But whereas in the case of the heretics Gennady's call was always for an attack, here he is appealing for protection. Zakhar, it seems, had been sending out letters to the clergy of the sees of Novgorod and Moscow accusing him, the archbishop, of heresy:

... а пишет в своих грамотах: 'послав, деи, есми по всем городом на еретика грамоты'; ино, господине, все велено терпети, опрочи еретика, а язы не еретик; ныне паки моему старцу Ионе прислав на мне слайбою с великою, и язы с тое грамоты список тебе, своему господину отцу, послал, и ты без меня пожаловал оборонил от того Захара стригольника.

What is an afterthought in Gennady's letter to Zosima becomes a major issue in his letter to the bishops, a large part of which is devoted to an explanation of his conflict with the monk:

А по Захара есми посылали того для: жаловались мне на него чрычи; перестригл их от князя Федора от Бельского, да причастия три года не давал, а сам, деи, не причащал же сл.

On being given the reason for this refusal, Zakhar apparently replied that none was worthy of giving communion because the entire hierarchy of the Church was tainted with simony. To Gennady this was sufficient proof

2. ibid., p. 378.
3. ibid., pp.378-9. Since Zakhar was condemned by the Council of October 1490, after the letter to Zosima was written, it is strange that Gennady here appears to be thanking the metropolitan for having defended him against Zakhar. Could it be that без is a misreading of бы?
4. ibid., p. 380.
that the monk was guilty of the heresy of the Strigol'niki and he exiled him; however, thanks to the intercession of the grand prince Zakhar had been enabled to escape to Moscow:

... A ведь то о нем некто печаловал ся: а чему тот стригольник великому князю?¹

Our information on the Strigol'niki is very limited, but we can be reasonably certain that the attack on simony was a crucial aspect of the teachings of this late XIVth - early XVth century Novgorod and Pskov heresy.²

One of the six known tracts against the heresy criticises the attacks of the Strigol'niki on the Orthodox church in these words:

Кой бо церкви прилеzите? Ни убо латынская церкви ... тако и сия же по мяze ставление, тамо и сия бывает: поистине отпродажает церкви папа.³

The practice of simony had been condemned by the Russian Church as early as 1274 at the Council of Vladimir,⁴ but any attempt to enforce abolition was strongly opposed by the bishops (who alone had the power to ordain), since the ordination tax formed a large contribution to episcopal revenues - just thirteen years after Gennady's letter the practice was again declared contrary to canon law, by the Council of 1503. Zakhar must have been but one of many who campaigned against simony, and Gennady was perhaps hoping to gain the sympathy of his colleagues by his long disquisition on the monk's heresy.

He must indeed have felt in need of allies, for this letter reveals that he had enemies:

А ныне на меня ляжу шивает {ют?}, моему обыску веру не имут. А то ведь чье печалованье? Еретиком ли было облагати наше святительство? .... А се аз святитель, да два боарина великого князя, да мой боарин, да опрочь того неколико детей боарских великого же князя, да к тому игумены да священники: имо тому не верят, да мимо тех всех, да на меня со ляет.⁵

1. AED, p. 380.
2. ibid., pp.7-73, pp.230-256. For a summary of the discussion on the meaning of the name attached to the heretics by contemporary sources, see Poppe, 'Eshche raz'.
3. AED, p. 234.
5. AED, p. 380.
As we have seen, one of the accusations Gennady had to defend himself against was of obtaining his evidence through torture. In answer he laid the blame for the torture of Samsonko on the grand prince's representative and turned quickly to the results of this interrogation. This allowed him, as in the letter to Zosima, to refer to the role of Fedor Kuritsyn in fostering the heresy in Moscow, but in the letter to the bishops Gennady's attack on the grand prince's d'yak is far more direct:

A потому ино Курицин начальник тем всем злодеем.

The letter to the bishops is altogether more strongly worded than the letter to Zosima. It is clear that Gennady, prevented from going to Moscow by the grand prince:

ино ему как по мене послати, а доколе ересь не докончается, да от Захара мене не оборонят.

decided to prove to his fellow bishops that without him the synod could not function. His method was simple: he refused to send his 'proxy vote' for the election of the bishop of Kolomna until the Council agreed to deal with Zakhar and the heretics. To this piece of blackmail Gennady added threats:

А владыки бы есте не спелиши ставить, доколе ересь не искорените. А толко ныне с тех еретицих конца не учините, ино то уже явственно вере нашей попранне; а иного чего части что толь долго еретиком управы не учинят?.... А ваши архимандриты, и игумены, и протопопы, и попы соборные се еретики служили: ино ведь иному отлучение, а иному извержение писано ...

А однова въхсатсобору быти о вере, а вы бы на то не дрзнули: занеже изложена нам православная вера на прывом соборе, да и на втором о Святем Дусе, да и прочии соборы вси прывому собору последовали, а на седмом соборе запечатлели ...

The second paragraph of the above quotation is most interesting. Whether Gennady is reacting to actual moves for a conciliar examination of dogma or trying to forestall such moves, it is impossible to say - but among the members of the synod there must have been some who would have wished to

1. See above, p. 56.
2. *AED*, p. 381.
3. ibid., p. 381.
4. ... прислал письмь великий ко мне грамоту, а митрополит другую, о постановлении коломенского владыки ... а велят ми отпись дати безъимяно ... и яз не дал такой отписи; (*AED*, p. 379) ... а доколе ересь не докончается, да от Захара мене не оборонят, и мне отписи нелзя дати (*AED*, p. 381).
5. ibid., p. 381.
examine the grounds for Gennady's doctrinal accusations against Zakhar and the heretics. As we have seen, Gennady cites very few concrete instances of heretical malpractices and these are almost entirely examples of disciplinary rather than doctrinal heresy. Even his interrogation of the heretics, from the small fragment quoted in his letter to the bishops, sounds like an examination whose motivation was more political - 'Ведаешь ли, что говорят на Москве?' - than doctrinal.

Gennady's fellow churchmen may have been disturbed not only by the procedures and reasoning behind his accusations, but also by the punishments he demanded for the heretics. For after pointing out that the Iconoclasts anathematized for trying to alter the tenets of Orthodoxy as defined by the Seven Oecumenical Councils, he goes on to say:

Якоже иконоборцы проклятию предаша, также и ныне иконоборцы появились: коли щепляет иконы, режет, безчестует - им проклятье ему тоже, а любо и сугубо подобает их проклятию.

The one thing that Gennady proved by concrete example was that cases of desecration of icons had occurred in his See. Thus, condemnation of iconoclasts of the day was perfectly appropriate. But Gennady did not want the new iconoclasts to receive the same treatment as the iconoclasts of old:

А и казнь им не ровня же с сущими еретикы: понеже от еретика человек бережется, а от сих еретиков как ся уберечи? А они ся зовут христиане, да человеку разумному - и они ся не являют, а глупого - и они съели: того для им казнь вдое надобе, да и проклятье. А о вере не велено приложити или уложити ... Да еще люди у нас простые, не умеют по обычным книгам говорити: таки бы о вере никаких речей с ними не подлили; токмо того для учинити собор, чт их казни - жечи да вешати!

With the demand for the severest punishment for the heretics, and an

1. Gennady himself, it must be remembered, had been accused of heresy by Zakhar. We do not know the nature of Zakhar's accusations, but Gennady evidently considered them serious enough. It may well be that he found himself accused of breaking not only canon law on simony (for this was, indeed, given as one reason for his dismissal in 1504; PSRL, vol. 6, p. 36), but also canon law on the limits of a bishop's jurisdiction. Gennady had sent Zakhar into exile (see above, p. 61) before the monk was officially tried by a Council, thus contravening Rule 9 of the Council of Chalcedon which deals with disputes between a bishop and his clergy (Мерило праведное, f. 100 v.)

2. See above, pp. 56-7.
3. At the examination of Vassian Patrikeev, tried for heresy in 1531, the questions were entirely on religious matters (Kazakova, Лестницы, p. 381 et seq.).
4. AED, p. 381.
5. See above, p. 61.
6. AED, p. 381.
exhortation to the bishops to eradicate the heresy of the 'new iconoclasts'\textsuperscript{1}

Gennady closes this, his last known letter on the subject of the Judaizers.\textsuperscript{2} His letters to Zosima and the bishops were written after the 26th September 1490.\textsuperscript{3} On the 17th October of the same year the Council made its decision on the matter of the heresy,\textsuperscript{4} publishing its findings in an Edict\textsuperscript{5} (Prigovor) and an Instruction\textsuperscript{6} (Pouchenie) issued in the name of Metropolitan Zosima and the Council.

The Edict and the Instruction give an identical list of those accused:

Захарья чернца, Гаврила, протопопа новгородского, попа Дениса, попа Максима, попа Василья, Макара диакона, Григо диака, Васюка дьяка, Самуху диака и их съветников еретных и единомышленников ...

The inclusion of Zakhar in this list is an indication that the evidence of both of these documents must be treated with caution. In his letters to the metropolitan and the bishops, Gennady had drawn a careful distinction between Zakhar and the other heretics: his accusations against the former are so specific as to leave no doubt that the monk was under accusation of heresy because of his criticism of simony within the Russian Church and his attacks on the archbishop. Yet neither the Edict nor the Instruction separate Zakhar from the other heretics when enumerating the 'heresies' for which they were tried and condemned:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edict</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>злоу вашу оканную и проклятую ересь, что есть чинили в Великом Новгороде злая и проклятая дела неподобная: мнози от вас ругалися образу Христову и Пречистые образу, написанны на иконах, а инии от вас ругалися кресту Христову, а инии от вас на мнози святых иконы хулные речи глаголали, а инии от вас святых иконы щепляли и огнем сжигали, а инии от вас крест силоюем зубы искусили, а инии от вас святыми ...</td>
<td>зовущеся священницы, да крыющеся от людей тайно, да пишут и учатся и держат книги отменныя, и похваляют в себе отреченный Ветхий Закон, и веру жидовскую хвалят, и поношайшь речами, глаголюще хулу на Господа нашего Христа Сына Божия и на Его Пречистую Богоматерь, да и святью иконам не кланяются, а зовут иконы идолы; а великих святителей русских Петра и Алексия и Леонтия и Сергия чудотворцев и иных святьих преподобных отецъ многих</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. AED, p. 382.
2. For a discussion of the authorship of Poslanie neizvestnomu ascribed to Gennady by Lur'e (AED, pp.390-391), see below, Ch. III, p.85-6.
4. ibid., pp.331-2.
5. AED, pp.382-4.
7. ibid., pp.383, 385.
This list of heretical beliefs and practices must have been based almost entirely on Gennady's letters and reports, for such witnesses as were present at the Council's examination of the heretics, testified only to their iconoclasm:

The accused men, as we can see, again resolutely refused to admit to the heresies ascribed to them. Was this simply because they feared the consequences of such an admission (though, in canon law, confession and recantation might have improved their chances of a more lenient treatment), or because they were, indeed, not guilty? This question cannot be resolved from the evidence available to us, but certain aspects of the Council's findings suggest that they should not be accepted without reservation.

1. AED, p. 380.
2. Ibid., pp. 7-73, pp. 230-256. For a summary of the discussion on the meaning of the name attached to the heretics by contemporary sources, see Poppe, 'Eshche raz'.
3. AED, p. 234.
5. AED, p. 380.
The heretical malpractices listed in the Edict and the Instruction are of two types: disciplinary and doctrinal. Desecration of icons and of the cross, non-observation of fasts, use of uncanonical books and observation of the Jewish sabbath belong to the first type. That cases of desecration of icons and of the cross did occur in Novgorod cannot be doubted (they were condemned already by the Council of 1488), but the only man actually named as committing such acts in Novgorod in Gennady's known letters, the subdeacon Alekseyko, is not listed among those tried by the Council of 1490. On the other hand the Council's list of heretics does include the d'yak Gridya, whose only crime, as far as we can establish from Gennady's evidence, was a family relationship with a d'yak who carved a heretical cross. Another man named by Gennady as a desecrator of the cross, this time in Moscow, was the priest Denis. He is not only listed among the accused at the Council of 1490, but is given special mention in the Instruction. It is interesting to compare the reports on Denis in Gennady's letter to Zosima and in the Instruction:

Денис поп - тот в Архагелле служил, да на литургии, ден, за престолом плясал, да и кресту ся наругал ...  

... ту в храме обретеся поп Денис новогородец, стояще в ризах, хотя ... служить. И реша ему от всех епископов слово поносно, рущи ему: "Изыди, человече, изо олтаря, недостоин еси соборне служити с святыми епископы: пришли на вас речи речи недобры еще при Геронтии митрополите всея Руси, а и не на одного тебе, да и списки дел ваших и грамоты от Генадия ... пришли на вас."  

Gennady wrote about Denis for the first and only time to report the heretical acts he was supposed to have committed in Moscow, yet these are not mentioned in the Instruction, which instead vaguely refers to the archbishop's reports from Novgorod, на вас. 

Though iconoclastic acts were committed in Novgorod, they were not

1. Several other malpractices of this type listed in Gennady's reports, such as false swearing, are omitted in the Edict and Instruction.  
2. AED, p. 313.  
3. See above, p. 57.  
4. AED, p. 384 (the italics are mine.)
necessarily committed by the men who appeared before the Council. Yet all were accused of iconoclasm - even Zakhar, as can be seen from the report of the Council's examination of the monk:

(Захарие) 'нреспущаешь закон Божий и не велишься плянить иконам святым?' Он же отвечав изрече хулу на Господа нашего Иисуса Христа и на Его Пречистую Богоматерь ... Петра и Алексия и Леонтия чудотворцев, и ... многих святых преподобных отец ... всю седьмь соборов святых отец ... 1

It is unlikely that the *Instruction* is here quoting Zakhar's own response: this is not an answer to a question, but a deduction from an answer.2

The accusation that heretics wrote and used heretical books and the uncanonical books of the Old Testament does find some support in Gennady's letters.3 But in the case of the two remaining disciplinary malpractices listed by the *Edict* and the *Instruction* we are once again faced with the problem of separating fact and deduction, for in Gennady's known letters there is no reference to the heretics' non-observance of fasts or observance of the Jewish Sabbath. As we have seen from the archbishop's correspondence, Gennady did, wherever possible, support his accusations against the heretics with concrete and detailed descriptions of their malpractices (e.g. Alekseyko's desecration of icons). Non-observance of fasts and observance of the Jewish Sabbath were serious disciplinary offences. It seems unlikely that, if Gennady did have concrete evidence that these had been committed, he would have failed to cite it in his letters. In the case of observation of the Jewish Sabbath, especially, we are probably dealing with a 'deduced'

1. AED, p. 385. Zakhar's views, as reported here, are ascribed to all those condemned by the Council (see above, p. 64).
2. Since *khula* against the Russian miracle-workers Petr and Aleksey (metropolitans of Moscow) and Leonty (bishop of Rostov) is given as a corollary of Zakhar's answer we can make a conjecture as to what this answer actually was. For if he returned to a defence of his refusal to take communion in a simoniac church, a deduced accusation could be that his attitude towards the act of Communion implied blasphemy against Christ, hence also against the Virgin, and against the Seven Councils which established the Creed; while his attitude towards his own church implied *khula* against the saintly hierarchy of that church.
3. Gennady does refer, if only once, to heretical Psalms - hence the uncanonical Old Testament (see above, p. 29) and to the heretics' study of books to use against the Orthodox (see above, p. 57). It is unlikely that this accusation refers to the books 'which the heretics have' (see above, p. 53), since had any of them been considered heretical, Gennady would not have asked Iosaf whether the northern monasteries possessed them (AED, p. 320).
4. The nearest to this is Gennady's claim 'И попы их завтраков и пив до обеда, обеднюю служат' (see above, p. 52).
accusation, an identifying characteristic of 'judaizing' heretics.1

The difficulty of separating fact and deduction is even greater when considering the doctrinal accusations against the heretics. There is little evidence that Gennady enquired into the beliefs of the heretics; he was content to deduce them from observed \textit{ritual} malpractices. Nor is there any evidence that the Council questioned the heretics on the beliefs ascribed to them by Gennady in any but the most perfunctory manner. We cannot say that the heretics were not guilty of denial of the Resurrection, of blasphemy against the Virgin, or any of the other doctrinal errors for which they were condemned. However, we can say that all the doctrinal accusations could have been deduced from two disciplinary offences of which some of the heretics were guilty. Desecration of icons and denial of the effectiveness of communion in a simoniac church would provide sufficient grounds for all the doctrinal accusations listed in the \textit{Edict} and the \textit{Instruction}.2

The Council, headed by the grand prince and the metropolitan, went a long way to satisfy the demands made by Gennady. It condemned the heretics on the evidence provided by him, but only for:

\begin{quote}
злу вашу оканную и проклятую ересь, что есте чинили в Великом Новгороде злая и проклятая дела неподобная ...
\end{quote}

stressing, as in 1488, that the heresy was a Novgorod matter.

While willing to endorse Gennady's opinions regarding the punishment deserved by heretics guilty of blasphemy against Christ and the Virgin, and other such heresies, the metropolitan and the Council did not apply such punishment (\textit{i.e.} anathematization) to the heretics who appeared before them:

\begin{quote}
Да выслушав списки, да и грамоты, да и московских людей, да и священников свидетелств на тех ересников, и велел князь великий своему отцу Зосиме митрополиту взврети в святая правила о их ересех, что о них пишет.
И господин Зосима, митрополит всея Руси с всем божественном собором взврел в правила святых отецъ: и Божественная правила таковых
\end{quote}

1. Whereas all other accusations in the \textit{Edict} are prefaced by 'some of you', 'others', or 'many of you', observation of Saturday as holy day is ascribed to 'all of you'.
2. See above, pp. 64-65.
The Council's members, it seems, felt that the case against the heretics who appeared before them was insufficiently grave to merit a reiteration of the anathema already imposed in 1488.2

Canon law punishment - removal from office and excommunication - could be imposed upon the heretics by the metropolitan and the Council. On civil law punishments they could only make recommendations by reference to precedent: 'imperial and civil law decrees that such heretics should be punished and imprisoned and have deserved the capital penalty.' In order to see what civil law penalties were imposed by the grand prince we must examine the chronicle accounts of the Council of 1490.

There are four different versions of these. In the first the announcement of the election of Zosima as metropolitan under the year 1490 is accompanied by the following account:

This version appears in the official contemporary (Moscow: c. 15th c.) chronicle compilation,4 and in many derivative versions.

1. AED, p. 385.
2. Lur'e (AED, p. 130) suggests that the heretics were anathematized, but this was not mentioned in either the Edict or the Instruction because of a 'certain reticence' on the part of the authors. It seems unlikely that such official documents as the Edict and the Instruction, whose purpose was to ensure that the findings of the council of Moscow were put into effect throughout the Church, would omit mention of the gravest punishment in canon law, if it had been enacted. c.f. IB, p. 139.
4. Shakhmatov, Obozrenie, Ch. 21.
The second account found, for example, in the Khronograf MS. of the Novgorod IVth chronicle, mentions Zosima's election by the Council and enumerates the Council members (adding the names of Nil Sorsky and Paisy Yaroslavov to the list as given in the first version). It goes on to list the accusations raised against the heretics:

... хотя их развратили чистую и непорочную православную веру еже в Христа Божа нашего, в Троицы славимаго, и погубили Христово стадо ... Глаголящим же им про Господа нашего Иисуса Сына Божия: 'како может Бог на земли снить и от Девы родиться яко человек? но ни есть тако; яко пророк бе подобен Моисея, а не равен Богу Отцу'; и не вероваху еже от пречисты Девия Богородица рождеству ея, ни въскресению Его, ни на иконах написанному образу по человечеству Господа нашего Иисуса Христа Сына Божия не покланяяся, ни Пречистым образу, ни святым его Угодником, но хулюще и ругающеся глаголаху: 'то суть дела рук человеческих, уста имуть и не глаголоть и прочее, подобни им да будут творящи и вис надлежащих на ня'; и также и божественную службу неподобно сървывающе ядще и пивше, и тело Христово всячко вменяюще яко прост хлеб и кровь Христову яко просто вино, и иные ереси многи творяще противу правилом Святых Апостол и Святых Отец, но болши Ветхаго Закона держающася, по Иудейскы фаску праздноваю, в среду и пяток мясо и мое лядающе и иные дела неподобны еретичесkaя творяху, иже не мощию и писанию предати ... и на съборе ... тех своих ересей скверных дел запрещаю и быша яко во иступлении ума.

The verdict of the Council is here expanded:

Благоверный же и христолюбивый истинный православию поборник ... князь великий Иван Васильевич, государь всея Руси самодержец, со отцем своим Изосимою ... обыскав их скверны ереси по архиепископовым Генадиевым подлинником и по Московскым свидетельством, тех еретиков ... отлучиша, и из саму извергишу и проклятию предяща, и в заточение послаша их, а чистую и непорочную православную крестианскую веру ясне утвердиша ...

The third version of the 1490 Council, found only in the Novgorod IInd chronicle (Arkhivsky MS.) and entered there under the year 7993, follows the announcement of Gennady's appointment to the archbishopric of Novgorod with this account:

Сей убо Енадеи архиепископ лето 6999 еретиков изъяска и обличи в Великом Нововероде и повелением великаго князя Ивана Васильевича вся Руси и по благословению пресвященаго митрополита Зосимы Генадеи владыка одних велел жечи на Духовском поле, иных торговые казни предали, а иных в заточение послала, а иных в Литву збекали, а иных в Немцы.

The fourth account is found in the Stepennaya Kniga and in the Nikon chronicle (Shumilov version). This need not be considered here,

2. ibid., vol. 30, pp.175,200. The year 7993 should read 6993 (loc.cit.,n.d)
3. ibid., vol. 21, p. 567
4. ibid., vol. 12, p. 224
since it is not based directly on sources connected with the Council of 1490, but on a much later source, Joseph's *Skazanie o novoyavivsheysya eresi*, and merges information about the Councils of 1490 and 1504.

The first version of the chronicle account adds little to our information about the Council except confirmation, from an 'official' source, that the heretics were not anathematized by the Council in Moscow. Neither were they given the severest civil law punishment; imprisonment was evidently considered sufficient.

The second version of the account is contained in a Novgorod chronicle probably written at Gennady's court. It expands the list of accusations in the *Edict* and the *Instruction*.

The accusations listed stress doctrinal error and present a picture of a grave anti-Christian heresy; evidently the account in Gennady's chronicle was intended as a reference work on the heresy of Zakhar, Gavrila and their associates, in the manner of the *pravila* to which Gennady turned when he first 'discovered' the heresy. The account gives not only the 'identifying characteristics' of the heresy but also indicates the treatment proper to its adherents - anathematization, altering, for this purpose, the official verdict of the Moscow Council.

The intention behind this account explains the difference between the evidence of the Novgorod IVth chronicle and other contemporary sources on the heresy. Gennady's letters written before the Moscow Council of 1490 concentrated, as we have seen, on evidence of disciplinary errors in order to prove the existence of a grave heresy in the Russian church. When the existence of such a heresy was officially established and its adherents

1. See below, Ch. III, pp.132-3.
2. AED, p. 117; *IB*, p. 140, n. 216.
3. See above, p. 26 et seq.
4. Lur'e suggests that the conciseness of the 'official' chronicle account, as compared with the detailed account in the *Khronograf MS.* of the Novgorod IVth chronicle, reflects the grand prince's reluctance to deal with the heretics in the manner advocated by Gennady. (IB, p. 140, n. 216). But there is nothing unusual about the 'official' entry for 1490 (cf. chronicle accounts of the 1504 Council against heretics, equally concise). What is unusual is the detailed entry in the Novgorod IVth chronicle.
condemned, all that was necessary was to provide the appropriate account of
the heresy and measures taken against it for the guidance of future
generations.

The reason for the appearance of this account solely in a source based
on Gennady's archiepiscopal chronicle can be seen if we consider reasons
behind the apparent contradiction between the two contemporary versions (the
first and second version) of the chronicle account as regards the
athanematization of the heretics in 1490.

The Novgorod IVth chronicle is not the only source to mention
athanematization of the heretics in 1490. The 'Skazanie o eresi naugorodstey
kak sluchisya o ney urazumeti'\textsuperscript{1} tells us how Gennady discovered in Novgorod:

who escaped from him to Moscow, where:

Despite the 'Skazanie o eresi naugorodstey' is found in a relatively late
MS, it was probably written soon after the Council of 1490.\textsuperscript{3} Though this
source also contradicts the verdict of the Moscow Council as recorded in the
Edict and the Instruction, it confirms the evidence of the Novgorod IIInd
chronicle\textsuperscript{4} on the fate of several of the heretics after their trial in
Moscow. It appears that, as in 1488, the grand prince and the Council were
willing to give conciliar support to Gennady's findings, but sent the
heretics back to Novgorod for another trial, leaving their fate in Gennady's
hands.

What this fate was we can judge not only from the Novgorod IIInd

1. RIB, vol. 6, No. 116, col. 787-8, n.2. This 'skazanie' was found in a
MS of the mid-XVIth century.
2. ibid., vol. 6, No. 116, cols. 787-8, n.2.
4. The Novgorod IIInd Chronicle is a late work, but the fairly detailed
account of the punishment of the heretics in Novgorod is probably reliable.
chronicle, which shows that Gennady had the heretics publicly burnt at the stake\(^1\) on \textit{Dukhovskoye pole},\(^2\) but also from two XVIth century MSS. of the 
\textit{Synodicon}, which contain the following anathema:

\begin{quote}
Новоявившиеся еретики новгородцы и глаголящий хулу на Господа нашего Иисуса Христа и пречистую Его матери и на святых чудотворцы: Захар чернец, Софейский протопоп Гаврило новгородский, поп Денис Архангельский, поп Максим Ивановский, поп Василь Покровский, Макар диак Никольской, Грица диак Борисоглебской, Васюк попов, зять Денисов, Самуха диак Никольской, Ивашко Максимов сын попов и с их поборники да будут прокляты. И все еретики да будут прокляты.\(^3\)
\end{quote}

It has been suggested that this anathema was pronounced by the Moscow Council of 1490.\(^4\) Muscovite evidence on the Council makes this unlikely, as does the list of heretics named in the anathema, which includes Ivashko Maksimov (presumably the son of priest Maksim Ivanovsky), not named in any other source connected with the Moscow Council of 1490.\(^5\) This anathema may have been entered in the \textit{Synodiki} after the Moscow Council of 1504 or even later, but as this is the only version to condemn the 'newly appeared Novgorod heretics' rather than just newly appeared heretics\(^6\) and is found in the \textit{Synodiki} of the Novgorod and Vologda-Perm\(^7\) eparchies it is probable that this anathema was pronounced by a Council convened by Gennady in Novgorod soon after October 1490.

The Khronograf MS. of the Novgorod IVth chronicle thus only partially altered the facts in recording the anathematization of the heretics tried in 1490. They were anathematized: not by members of the Moscow Council, who

\begin{enumerate}
\item Much has been made of Gennady's 'Spanish methods', primarily because of the descriptions of this execution in the \textit{Prosvetitel'}. This late, and in our view fanciful, account by Iosif of Volokolamsk will be discussed later, but it should be noted that execution by fire was not uncommon in Russia. Thus in 1493 Prince Lukomsky and one 'Mathias the Pole' were burned in a cage, presumably for treason (Fennell, \textit{Ivan the Great}, pp. 146-7) and in 1508/9 the sexton of the Trinity Cathedral in Pskov was burned to death for the expropriation of 400 roubles from the cathedral treasury (\textit{PL}, vol. 1, p. 92; see also \textit{RFA}, vol. 2, p. 171).
\item Probably the field lying between the Pokrov and Dukhov Monasteries on the Sofiyskaya сторона.
\item Zimin, 'Соборные приговоры', p. 215. The older of the two MSS. is dated 1534-6.
\item ibid., p. 217.
\item He was condemned for heresy by the Moscow Council of 1504. See below, Ch. III, p. 79.
\item Zimin, 'Соборные приговоры', p. 215.
\item ibid., pp. 215, 218.
\end{enumerate}
considered it unnecessary to renew the anathematization of the adherents of an already *proklyataya eres'*, but by the Novgorod Council.

The Novgorod Council imposed far harsher punishments than the Council in Moscow, but it should not be assumed that this was done in defiance of the 'grand prince's policy'\(^1\) or against the wishes of Metropolitan Zosima.\(^2\) None of the sources connected with the Council of 1490, including the Khronograf MS. of the Novgorod IVth chronicle, provide any evidence that the grand prince or the metropolitan were in any way opposed to the condemnation and punishment of the heretics tried by that Council. The retrial and execution in Novgorod was carried out, as the Novgorod II\(^{nd}\) chronicle clearly states, on orders from Moscow.

This is not to say that Ivan III and the Council did all that Gennady wanted. Though the condemnation of Zakhar removed one serious obstacle to Gennady's attendance in Moscow, he was still not allowed out of Novgorod. In 1488, he was required to convene a local Council there and in November 1490 the Bishop of Kolomna was inducted in Moscow without the consent of Gennady.\(^3\) As we have seen, the Moscow Council did not, as Gennady had demanded in his letters to Zosima and the bishops, inquire into the case of the grand prince's *d'yak* Fedor Kuritsyn and his associates, nor did it carry out a 'purge' of the church hierarchy.

It may well be that the Council did not deal with Fedor Kuritsyn because of the intercession of the grand prince. But it must be remembered that Gennady had given little proof that Kuritsyn was a heretic: his evidence only made him (like the members of the church whom Gennady wanted dismissed) guilty by association. The Council was willing to rely on the archbishop's reports on the *proklyataya eres':* что ест синьи в великим Новеороде: this heresy it condemned, but no more. Whether Gennady was

1. *AED*, p. 131; *IB*, p. 140; *RD*, pp.201-2.
3. *PSRL*, vol. 4, p. 159.
satisfied with this decision we do not know, but after 1490 references to any 'judaistically philosophizing' heretics are conspicuously absent from his correspondence.¹

The final list of those who, by 1490, had been accused of heresy consists of twenty-two names:

1. Priest Naum: provided the evidence for Gennady's first report; no further information.

2. Priest Grigory: one of the heretics on Gennady's original list; punished in 1488, further fate not mentioned. Priest of St. Simeon's, a small church in the Pokrov Monastery.

3. Priest Gerasim (Eresa, Eresim): also on Gennady's original list; punished in 1488, further fate not mentioned. Priest of St. Nicholas. Several institutions consecrated to this saint are known to have existed in XVth century Novgorod - the Monastery of St. Nicholas; the Church of St. Nicholas Bely, in the Pokrov Monastery; and the St. Nicholas Cathedral in Yaroslavovo dvorishche.

4. Archpriest Aleksey: little is known except his rank; by 1490 he was no longer alive.


7. Priest Maksim: first mentioned among those condemned for heresy by the Moscow Council of 1490. Priest of the Church of St. John. Three churches consecrated to St. John known to have existed in XVth century Novgorod - St. John 'Na Opokakh', owned by the congregation of the poshlye, the hereditary guild of merchants; St. John 'next to the Nemetsky dvor'; and the Church of St. John the Merciful 'na Myachine'.

¹. See below, Ch. III, passim.


11. D’yak Gridya Kloch: first mentioned in Gennady’s letter to Nifont and Filofey. Tried in Moscow, 1488, but found not guilty owing to insufficient evidence. Tried again the same year by Gennady; condemned for heresy, Moscow 1490. D’yak of the Church of SS. Boris and Gleb.


13. Priest from Oyat’: name unknown, fate unknown.


18. D’yak Istoma: in Moscow in 1488. Information about him obtained from Samsonko.


20. Ivan (Ivashko) Cherny: information about him obtained probably in 1488. Gennady reported in 1490 that he escaped in company with Zubov, but does not state where.


22. Fedor Kuritsyn.
As we can see from this list, 'heresy of the Novgorod priests' is the most appropriate description for the heresy condemned in 1490. All the Novgorodians named here were members of the clergy: nine priests, one deacon, four д’які, one под’ячы and one monk.

How accurate, on the basis of sources written before and during the year 1490, was the 'judaizing' label attached to the beliefs of these men? The reasoning behind the choice of this term and the lack of concrete evidence for 'Jewish malpractices' suggests that this was a label dictated by anti-heretical convention. Neither is there solid evidence that two other heretical doctrines condemned in 1490, anti-trinitarianism and iconoclasm, were characteristic of the beliefs of the 'Novgorod priests', as has been generally accepted by modern historians.

Gennady was appointed to the Novgorod archbishopric with a specific brief from Ivan III: to watch for and report any signs of departure from orthodoxy, whether political or religious. The atmosphere of the period also prompted the archbishop, who was concerned with the problem of the seventh millenium, to expect signs of the 'coming of Antichrist'. It was not difficult to find such signs in the Novgorod see, where, as his early letters show, disciplinary malpractices were not uncommon. The cases cited by Gennady cannot, however, be seen as evidence of a conscious denial of dogma, nor do they present a consistent picture of an identifiable heretical movement.

It is the inconsistency of the evidence presented by Gennady which makes his correspondence such a valuable source on the 'heresy of the Novgorod priests'. At first Gennady described the heresy 'discovered' by him 1. See above.

2. Five of the Novgorod heretics are quite likely to have officiated in churches of the Покров and Zverin Monasteries. This may explain Gennady's choice of Dukhovskoe pole as the execution ground in 1490 (see above, p. 73)

3. Lur'e includes the Poslanie ikonopistu and the three 'discourses' on the worship of icons appended to it among the sources written before the Council of 1490. In our view these could not have been written by Iosif of Volokolamsk before 1503 (see below, Ch. III, pp. 89-90)

4. AEP, pp.120-3; IB, pp.158-60; Begunov, 'Sbornye prigovory', p. 211; Smirnov, 'Tserkov' i obrazovanie', p. 81; RD, pp. 191, 202.
as Messalianism and Marcionism. When he saw that this label was insufficient
to persuade his fellow churchmen of the gravity of the heresy (possibly
because they failed to understand the reasoning behind this description) he
switched to iconoclasm and 'litovskie okannye dela', each time carefully
altering his evidence to support his case. Most of his accusations and
deductions were incorporated in the verdicts of the Moscow and Novgorod
Councils of 1490 and applied to all the heretics condemned by them. Among
these was Zakhar, who found himself on trial because of his opposition to
simony; there is little proof that the other heretics condemned in 1490 were
any more guilty of propounding the heretical doctrines attributed to them
than was Zakhar. But before we draw any conclusions about the reasons which
brought the 'Novgorod priests' to trial for heresy, we must consider the
evidence of later sources.
CHAPTER 111- THE EVIDENCE OF THE ACCUSERS: 1490-1504

If we accept the evidence of those sources closest to the Council of 1490, it follows that Gennady's opinions regarding the treatment proper to the 'judaistically philosophizing' heretics were not wholly endorsed by the Council of the Church in Moscow. Although the distinction between death by public execution and death in prison may have seemed unimportant to Denis and Zakhar, who both suffered the latter fate, the Moscow Council's unwillingness to anathematize the Novgorod heretics or to condemn them to death was indeed proof that Novgorod and Moscow were 'not one Orthodoxy'.

Only in 1504, ten years after the removal of Zosima from office and a year after the arrest and imprisonment of Gennady himself, did the grand prince Ivan Vasil'evich, together with his son and heir Vasily, convene a Council which:

The argument concerning the relationship between the persons condemned in 1504 and the Novgorod heretics who 'philosophized judaistically' is one of the most contentious in the historiography of the heresy. The distinction drawn between the so-called Moscow and Novgorod groups of heretics is most commonly a social one. Thus, Smirnov and Klibanov see the Moscow group as a sort of 'moderate wing' of the Judaizers, sharing the ideas of the Novgorod group as regards dogma but, because of their involvement in the social and political concerns of the court, less radical in their criticism of the church hierarchy (which, these authors suggest, would have implied criticism of feudal society as a whole). Lure sees the social distinctions between the Novgorod and Moscow groups as giving rise to

1. RIB, vol.6, No.116; AED, p.520
2. AED, p.317
3. PSRL, vol.6, p.244
4. Smirnov, N.A, 'Tserkov'iobrazovanie', pp.80-83; RD, pp.204-5
differences in ideology: while the Novgorod heretics were opposed to such basic tenets of Christian belief as the dogma of the Trinity,\textsuperscript{1} the outlook of the Moscow group was characterized by a 'criticism of the Christian post-evangelical tradition',\textsuperscript{2} and especially of monasticism.\textsuperscript{3} But even so, the Moscow heresy is regarded by Lur'e as a continuation of the Novgorod heretical movement.

Zimin,\textsuperscript{4} on the other hand, considers that the social standing and the ideas of the Moscow heretics (who in his view were more, not less, radical in their criticism of dogma and of the Church), divides them and the Novgorod heretics into two distinct groups. Stökl is even more categorical: 'The distinction between the Moscow and Novgorod heresies is so clear that one can speak of two different heresies with different origins'.\textsuperscript{5} And in two recent studies of the work of Fedor Kuritsyn (whom Gennady described as a nachal'nik of the Moscow heretics\textsuperscript{6}), it is suggested that the accusations levelled against the members of the Moscow group may have been prompted by the Church's distrust and incomprehension of certain of the ideas that such men as Kuritsyn had brought to Russia from the West.

These differences of opinion as to the nature of the heresies in Novgorod and Moscow may in part be due to the great variety of sources originating after 1490; they range from official condemnations in the form of chronicles, anathemas and polemical works, to writings ascribable to those who found themselves among the accused. This chapter re-examines the sources for the campaign against heresy after 1490, with the aim of establishing the attitude of the Church subsequent to that year; we may thus hope to understand why the Moscow Council of 1504 was prepared to impose the spiritual and corporal penalties decreed by the tsarskaya pravila i gradsky zakon, as quoted and disregarded by Zosima's Instruction.\textsuperscript{8}

1. \textit{AED}, pp.122-6, 169-203; \textit{IB}, pp.178-81
2. \textit{IB}, p.178
3. cf. Fennell, \textit{Ivan the Great}, p.332
4. Zimin, 'Sobornye prigovory', pp.221-4
5. Stökl, 'Das Echo von Renaissance und Reformation im Moskauer Russland', p.418
7. \textit{AED}, p.381
8. See above, ch.11, pp.68-69
Although the volume and variety of sources available to us is much greater for the later than for the earlier stage of the heresy, it is the works of Iosif of Volokolamsk that form the bulk of the anti-heretical writings. Chronicle entries covering the Council of 1504 are uninformative on the beliefs of the heretics and we possess no documents, such as the Edict and Instruction of 1490, giving any account of the accusations raised at the later Council. Whatever the shortcomings of Gennady's correspondence as a source for the ideas of the Novgorod heretics, the fact that it provides a fairly continuous picture of the campaign renders it extremely valuable as evidence of the attitude of the Church towards heresy.

Apart from the writings of Iosif of Volokolamsk, the dating and relevance of which will be discussed below, evidence of the continuing campaign against the Judaizers is hard to find in sources originating in the decade after 1490. Metropolitan Zosima's Index (1490-94) contains several cautionary references to heresy and heretical writing:

... суть же и мученическая словеса криво складена ... ложных
писания у попов по молитвеником ... еретици были исказали
предания апостольска и учения отчеаска, нови Собор обыскав
окусил и изчистил ...3
... а еже безумнин попы печатали с народом двери царские в вечер
суботы великия, уже позде суще, подобая жидом, сего не подобает
творить ...4

It is clear that the errors mentioned here had been the subject of condemnation and that anyone perpetrating them would be dismissed from office.

Indeed, a work such as the Index, with its warnings against uncanonical books and practices, would seem to be a particularly suitable vehicle for an allusion to the instructive example of the heretics of Novgorod, and the absence of any specific mention of the Judaizers is noteworthy. Even more surprising, if we accept the view that 'millenarian heresy' was a crucial aspect of the ideology of the Novgorod and Moscow heretics, the lack of precise reference to the Judaizers in the works of various churchmen concerned with the

1. See below, pp.121-2.
2. RIB, vol.6, No.117, cols. 792-4
3. Ibid., col.792
4. Ibid., col.794
5. Zhmakin, Metropolit Daniil, p.36; AED, pp.156-9; RD, pp.206-10;
   IB, pp.164-8, 383
compilation of new Paschal tables after the end of the 7th millenium, in
the year 1492.

From the pen of Gennady we receive the earliest evidence of work on the
new tables. It was the Archbishop of Novgorod, as we have seen, who first
voiced concern over contradictions in 'writings' on the question of the end
of the world, and by the time the Metropolitan Zosima requested him to pro-
vide new Paschal tables (sometime between 1490 and 1492), Gennady had in
fact been working on the problem for several years.

However, on 27th November, 1492, at the annual Council of the Church,
it was not Gennady's but Zosima's own Paschal tables that were adopted
together with his Izveshchenie o paskhalii and sent out to all the eparchies.
And since Zosima became the target of some of the most virulent attacks in
Iosif's writings and was himself accused of denying the possibility of the
Second Coming and of life after death, his Izveshchenie must be examined
carefully for evidence of ideas or sympathies which might have attracted
these attacks.

Lur'e finds such evidence in two passages of the Izveshchenie. The
first of these is Zosima's homage to Ivan III, in which Ivan is likened to
the Emperor Constantine of Constantinople, the New Rome, and to Grand Prince
Vladimir. The aim of this comparison is not, however, to glorify Muscovy,
or the Grand Prince in his capacity as secular ruler, but to stress his role
as protector of the Faith, through whom God

веру православную, еже в Христа Бога, утвердив, еретичествующих же
на православную веру Христову отгна, яко волкы.

The second of the passages cited by Lur'e was evidently considered
uncanonical by Zosima's contemporaries, for in all but one of the MSS. the
words:

Трудолюбиво потщаясь написати пасхалию на осмую тысячу лет, в неи
же чаем всемирного пришествия Христова

1. See above, ch.11, pp.35 et seq.
2. RIB, vol.6, No.119, cols. 802-6
4. AED, p.473, see below, p.99
5. RIB, vol.6, No.118, cols. 797-9
6. IB, p.379
7. RIB, vol.6, No.118, col. 799
8. ibid., col. 800
are altered to:

понеже чаем всемирного пришествия Христова на всяко время."  

Lur'e suggests (and he stresses that this can be no more than a hypothesis) that in his ideas Zosima was close to the western chiliasts. On the basis of available evidence this is not easy to prove or disprove; what is clear is that Zosima is here being no more heretical than was Dmitry Trakhaniotes in his pursuit of the sedmorichnoe chislo which was to define the Second Coming. Zosima may quite possibly have been a chiliast, but the chiliast belief in the imminence of the end of the world was diametrically opposed to the heretical ideas attributed to him by Isosif of Volokolamsk.

In our view, neither the two passages quoted above, nor Zosima's invocation:

علومات имея въложи на Господа Бога и на пречистую Его Богоматерь и ... молитвами святых отец седьмаго събора ... и иже в святых отец наших новьих чудотворцев пресвященьных митрополит всєя Руси, Петра и Алексия, и преподобного отца Сергия ...

permit us to deduce evidence of heresy in the Izveshchenie o paskhalii. Nevertheless, there is little doubt that this work, and especially its closing sentence:

и аще где обрщутся иныя слогы ... сим же несъгласны и развратны, да обрятся и не приемлюся, и от святъ съборныя и апостольския церквѣ отлучатся такова мудрствующие ...

must have seemed to Gennady a denigration of his own podvig, for less than a month after the meeting of the Council of Moscow the archbishop convened his Council in Novgorod and there decreed that his eparchy should receive not only Zosima's but also his own redaction of the Paschal tables.

1. RIB , col. 800  
2. IB, p.380 et seq.  
3. See above, ch.11, p.36  
4. See below, p.99  
5. RIB, vol.6, No.118, cols. 799-800  
6. ibid., No.118, cols. 801-2  
7. ibid., No.119, col. 803
Gennady was perturbed because Zosima's tables gave calculations for twenty years only:

... егда изойдет та 20 лет а Бог благоволит еще миру стояти... и понеже век седемричным числом исчитаем есть и мы того ради поставили тако на 70 лет.¹

Although the archbishop announced that he was circulating both versions of the Paschal tables, he left no doubt as to which of them he considered more correct, for he ordered that his version be copied by all priests and all Christians:

... дабы им о том мятежа не было.²

Gennady's decree is followed by an Introduction and by the tables themselves. The Introduction opens with an explanation of the reasons why people had come to believe that the end of the world would occur in the year 7000, and why Gennady's tables had been compiled kolovratno, in a circle 'which has no end'.³ Then after giving instructions for the use of his Paschal tables, Gennady continues with an admonition against doubts, such as those created by uncertainty over the date of the Second Coming:

... понеже седьмь тысячное время прейде... а не ци мнеша яко скончаваеме седмои тысячи быти скончание миру... ино о том молва была в людех не токмо простых но и в преимущих о сем многим сумненя бысть... Сие уставлено коловоратно а конца не имат того ради что скончание миру будет безвестно...

Again, all reference to the Judaizers is notably absent - and this despite Gennady's warnings against those who hold to the heresy of the Sadduccees by denying belief in the Resurrection, angels or the Holy Spirit. The mention here of heretical dangers serves primarily as a preamble to an exhortation to the priests to carry out their duties conscientiously, in order that their congregations should not dwell upon worldly matters. Then, having favourably compared the Pharisees with the Sadduccees, the archbishop warns that, if the priest does not take proper care, some members of the congregation will not only corrupt their fellow-worshippers:

1. RIB, vol.6, No.119, col. 803-4
2. ibid., col. 805
3. ibid., col. 806
4. ibid., col. 810
The danger of *zhidovskaa mud'm* *stvuyushchii* was replaced by the danger from those who criticise their brethren.

There is another *Introduction to the Paschal tables* of the late XVth century which also omits any mention of the Judaizers - a short piece in a Lenin Library MS., *BIL, Muz.* 3271. This, too, may possibly have been the work of Gennady, but its style (and humility) make such authorship unlikely.

The same MS. contains a further work written after 1492 and concerned with the problem of the 7th millennium - an anonymous fragment described by Sedel'nikov as a 'special redaction of the corresponding passage from Gennady's letters to Prokhor and Joasaf'. Lur'e considers that this redaction is Gennady's, but the argumentation and fondness for opprobrious epithets suggest that the *Poslanie neizvestnomu*, as the fragment is called, is by another hand.

The very first paragraph of the fragment so contradicts Gennady's words that it could almost be an attack on the archbishop himself:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Посланіе неизвестньому</th>
<th>Посланіе Іоасафу</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>А кто о летах еретици смущают простых людей, что уже нашей седмыя тысяча лета изошли, а иных вер еще лета не изошли - и они то лжут, а лета всех вер ровно пришли, а то неверныя з собою прикладывают.</td>
<td>Да и то ми ся мнит: однова будут еретици у нас укрыли лет. Занеже у латыни нашего больши осмио леты .... А татарове сказывают: еще у них до скончания мира ... 100 лет да два.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gennady had expressed certain doubts about the prophecies of Enoch concerning the end of the world. The *Poslanie neizvestnomu* defends them:

1. *RIB*, vol.6, No.119, col.817
2. Full text published by Sedel'nikov, 'Rasskaz 1490 ob inkvizitsii', p.46
3. *ibid.*, p.46
4. Although *BIL, Muz.* 3271 is a *sbornik* of works mostly of Novgorod origin, it also contains one item 'close to the Vologda-Perm Chronicle tradition' (Lur'e, 'The London and L'vov MSS. of the Vologda-Perm Chronicle', p.89).
5. *AED*, pp. 390-1
7. *AED*, p.390
8. *ibid.*, pp.319-20
The argument used in defence of the 7000-year arrangement of the Paschal tables suggests that the author of the Poslanie neizvestnomu may have been losif of Volokolamsk:

The style of the attack on archpriest Aleksey lends colour to such a suggestion:

Gennady mentions Arius only once in his letters, in his survey of heresies in the Byzantine church, whereas in losif's writings references to this heretic are very frequent. Thus he uses the example of Arius to support his demand for severe punishment for heretics:

Only once does Gennady compare a specific 'Novgorod heretic' with a 'heretic of old', when he describes Zakhar as a strigol’nik; however, this is intended not only as a term of opprobrium but as a direct pointer to

1. ibid., p.390
2. ibid., p.319
3. AED, p.390
4. ibid., p.396. The Skazaniya have been attributed to Dmitry Trakhaniotes. Though they do quote from the latter's Poslanie, there is no proof that they were not written by losif (see below, pp.91-2).
5. AED, p.390. cf. Gennady's references to Aleksey quoted above (ch.11, p.38, n.3; p.58)
6. AED, p.316
7. ibid., p.495 (the italics are mine). Cf. AED, pp.496 and 519
Zakhar's beliefs. Losif, on the other hand, frequently likens the 'newly-appeared' Russian heretics to their odious Byzantine antecedents, as in this attack on Metropolitan Zosima:

... змий тьмоглавый, огню геоньскому пища, Арие новый, Манента злений, сатанин первенец, Зосима прескверный.¹

As we have seen, with the exception of the Poslanie neizvestnomu and works from the pen of Losif of Volokolamsk, none of the writings that appeared after the introduction of the new Paschal tables in 1492 make any connection between the Judaizers and doubts about the 8th millennium or about the Second Coming of Christ.

The view that 'rationalist critique of Christian dogma'² was an identifying feature of the heresy in Novgorod owes much to the evidence of Losif of Volokolamsk, and we are also heavily dependent on his writings for information about the Judaizers' heresy after 1490. Thus a problem central to the present study is the question of the reliability of Losif's works as a source.

'Losif wrote much and willingly', as I.P. Eremin says³ - but he also borrowed willingly, from his own works and those of others. This makes evaluation of his evidence an extremely complicated matter, especially as it comes down to us mainly in writings directed at a very wide audience. Even a cursory comparison between Losif's 'private' letters (such as the letter to Ivan III concerning the heretic Klenov⁴) and his 'epistles', loaded with erudite polemic (e.g. Poslanie ikonopistsu⁵), indicates how much easier it is to extract and evaluate information from writings in the former category. Not only are the 'private' letters more lucid; they are usually more easily dated.

Although widespread use has been made of Losif's evidence, the dating of his works has, in fact, received little attention. Yet this is a matter that we have to consider with great care in assessing their value as sources
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for the history of the Judaizers. In this respect the work of Ya.S. Lur'e on the *Prosvetitel' and its sources has been particularly valuable, though certain of his conclusions as to dating need to be re-examined. This, as we shall see, applies especially in regard to Iosif's writings on the subject of the 7th millenium.

Lur'e has shown that of the two major redactions of the *Prosvetitel', the so-called short redaction, consisting of the *Skazanie o novoyavivsheysya eresi (hereinafter referred to as S), and ten or eleven *Slova, or chapters (hereinafter P₁, P₂, etc.) represents the original version, while the so-called expanded redaction (S and sixteen *Slova) is a later re-working.¹ His archeographic research has demonstrated that both redactions were compiled by Iosif from his own and others' epistles and tracts² which he incorporated, with minor alterations, in the 'book against Novgorod heretics',³ as Lur'e terms it.

The sources of the short redaction of the *Prosvetitel' have been identified by Lur'e as follows⁴:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*Prosvetitel'</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Gennady's letters to Prokhor and loasaf; 's letters to Nifont of Suzdal' and to Vassian Sanin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₁ - P₄</td>
<td>No known prototype. Probably specially written for the *Prosvetitel', though P₁ is close to Iosif's letter to Archimandrite Vassian.⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₅ - P₇</td>
<td>Iosif's *Poslanie ikonopistsu with three Discourses on the worship of icons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₈ - P₁₀</td>
<td>Iosif's (?)⁶ three *Skazaniya on the 7th millenium.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. *IB*, pp.111-21
3. *AED*, p.438
4. For a schematic representation see *IB*, p.119
5. *AED*, p.442
6. Klibanov considers that the three *Skazaniya may have been written by Gennady or by Dmitry Trakhaniotes (*RD*, p.206). Lur'e does not exclude this possibility (*AED*, p.393)
This consists of four chapters, the second of which is based on losif's *Reflection on monastic life*. Lur'e postulates a common source for $\text{P}_{11}$ and the *Reflection*, which he calls a *Tract in defence of monastic life*.

Lur'e considers the original version of the *Prosvetitel'* to have been written between 1502 and 1504, prior to the Council which finally pronounced sentence of death on the leaders of the heresy, following the fall in 1502 of those who protected the heretics at the court of Ivan III. The 'protectors' here referred to were Elena, daughter-in-law of Ivan III, who was arrested in April 1502, and Fedor Kuritsyn, who is commonly thought to have 'disappeared from the historical scene' around the year 1500. The question of Elena's involvement in the heresy, based as it is entirely on the evidence of losif, will be discussed later; here we may query the dating of Fedor Kuritsyn's 'disappearance', for in an account of an embassy from Ivan III to Alexander of Lithuania, written sometime between 7th May and 27 September 1503, it is stated:

... послан в подьячих Алексейко Малой Гридим сын Щепкина, Феодоровской подьячей Куритцына.

It seems unlikely that an official diplomatic record would refer thus to an individual whose activities had ceased more than two years earlier.

Further objections to the ante-quern date proposed by Lur'e are based on the *Poslanie ikonopista* and the three *Discourses*, which appear in the *Prosvetitel'* as its 5th, 6th and 7th *Slova*. That the independent redaction of these works pre-dated the *Prosvetitel'* cannot be doubted, but were they— as Lur'e maintains — written nearer to 1490 than to 1504?

1. *AED*, p.416; *IB*, p.117
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4. *AED*, p.205
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10. Lur'e does not assign a specific date, but in both *AED* (pp.323-73) and *IB* (pp.216, 239-41) he places the *Epistle* earlier than works written in 1490.
The introductory epistle is based on Nil Sorsky's *Poslanie nekoemu bratu*, to which losif added references to 'Novgorod heretics' and an introduction to the three tracts which follow.¹ This may enable us to establish an ante- quem date, for the letter is addressed to:

самому ти начало-художнику сущу божественных и честных икон живописанию.²

Such phraseology indicates that Nil's letter was probably addressed to the famous painter Dionisy.³ The writer's reference to the proximity of death may be hyperbole:

Ты же сия благоразумне прочитай и о моей худости Владыце Христу помолися ... и по смерти моей не забуди, яко лета уже к старости приближишася и смертнаа чаша была растворена уготовляется.⁴

- but may equally be a statement of fact, as Nil died sometime around 1508.⁵

But perhaps the most useful pointer to the date of this letter is the very practical reason that prompted it:

Обаче Божественных Писаний избах, и в малех многаа съвокупив, тебе послах. Вем бо, яко не имаши ты у себе многих книг.⁶

Bearing in mind that Gennady had discovered in 1489 that the northern monasteries were short of books,⁷ and that among these was the Kirillo-Belozersk monastery⁸ where Dionisy was working between August 1502 and September 1503,⁹ Nil's letter was most probably written between those dates. It is thus unlikely that losif could have made his redaction of the letter before 1503.
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Although only minor 'editorial work' was done by losif on the Poslanie and the three Discourses prior to their incorporation in the Prosvetitel', and although the 5th-7th Slova could conceivably have been written before the first execution of heretics in December of that year, the same could hardly be true of the entire work. Yet there can be no doubt that the Prosvetitel' in its original form - Skazanie o novoyavivshейся eresi (hereinafter Skazanie), together with eleven Slova - post-dates all its component elements: the Skazanie, as Lur'e has already noted, could only have been written after completion of all the Slova.¹

The Skazaniya o skonchanii sed'moy tysyachi (8th-10th Slova of Prosvetitel') also suggest that the dating of losif's work should be reconsidered. Lur'e dates the Skazaniya to 1495,⁴ on the evidence of a reference to the author of the Dioptra, who wrote 'in the year 6603 - four hundred years ago.'⁵ But on the matter of dates the first Skazanie (in which the reference to the Dioptra is found) is self-contradictory, for it concludes:

Аще бы на седьмь тысяч лет сложена пасхалия святыми отцы, то в седьмътысячное лето скончался бы миротворный круг: никт же еще осмьдесят лет и четыре уйде миротворнаго круга, а лето седьмъ тысячное скончалось.⁶

The krug mirotvorny, described by Gennady as the only correct instrument for calendrical calculations,⁷ consisted of cycles of 532 years each.⁸ These were reckoned from the date of the Creation; in the year 6916 the 13th cycle had passed, and the Skazanie was written, according to this quotation, in
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яко не подобает поклоняться рукотворию

precedes the claim that they say:

яко не подобает писать на святых иконах Святую Троицу

(6th Slovo)

(5th Slovo) (AED, p.470)

2. AED, pp.394-414
3. Prosvetitel', pp.333-404
4. AED, p.392
5. ibid., p.400
6. ibid., p.401
7. RIB, vol.6, No.119, col. 806
8. AED, p.400
the year 6916 + 84 = 7000, or 1492.\(^1\) The author of the Skazanie evidently did not understand the contradiction between the calculations he cites; it seems, therefore, that he was drawing on two sources written in 1492 and 1494, and the Skazanie post-dates them both.

If the MS. on which Kazan's edition of Prosvetitel' is faithful to Iosif's original, Iosif was probably not the author of the original Skazaniya, since a comparison of the passage cited above with the conclusion of 8th Slovo of Prosvetitel' shows an utter incomprehension of the meaning of its source:

> Аще бы на седьмь тысяч лет сложена пасхалия святыми отці, то вседмьтыщное лето скончальбы миротворны круг: ныме же еще 80 лет и 4 у входи миротворного круга, а лето 7 тысячное скончалось.\(^2\)

Before considering the evidence of the Prosvetitel' we must therefore consider the evidence of its sources, as well as that of other works having a bearing upon the heresy and written before 1504.

The earliest of these is Iosif's letter to Archimandrite Vassian, dating from before 1478. As already noted, there is little reason to suppose that this is anything other than a treatise on the dogma of the Trinity;\(^3\) a comparison with P\(^1\)\(^4\) confirms this view, for the differences between the two are far greater than the similarities. If Iosif did make use of his letter to Vassian in composing the 1st Slovo of the Prosvetitel' it must have been for purposes of reference, for apart from Biblical quotations there are few textu coincidences.

The same cannot be said of the Poslanie ikonopista and the three Discourses on the worship of icons appended to it,\(^5\) for the Discourses were incorporated almost word for word in the Prosvetitel',\(^6\)

1. This is the date suggested by another passage in the first Skazanie:

> Того ради устремишься нецевы реци ... яко по Христове воскресении 1000 лет до Антимаристова прихода .... Аще ли же бы тако было ... отселе за 500 лет не покланяем бы был ... Христос Бог наш.

5500 + 1000 + 500 = 7000, AED, p. 396.


3. see above, ch.11,pp.22-4

4. Prosvetitel', pp.55-93

5. AED, pp.323-73

6. Prosvetitel', pp.170-333
The letter is a very important example of that 'editorial style' which permitted the insertion of references to heretics into a gentle, brotherly context, thus transforming it into an anti-heretical tract. It is an indication that the original purpose of a work thus utilised by Iosif could have been very different from that which he gave it.

The three Discourses which follow the introductory Poslanie are most probably the work of Iosif himself. They are not, however, original writings, but 'original compilations' from the Bible, from John of Damascus, Kozma Presviter, Zlatoust-Margarit and other sources. To what extent are the Discourses a polemic against the 'newly-appeared heresy of Novgorod heretics', as suggested by two of their headings? It is interesting that throughout the entire voluminous text there are only three passages in which a specific group of heretics is named. The first of these occurs immediately below the heading of the first Discourse, forming its introduction:

Мнози убо от еретическ ьующих, паче же ныне в роде нашем, прельстившимся новгородских еретиков, же безумие и неистовне немало божественную и апостольскую церковь смутиша, и много вноситца жидовская учения ... глагольют, яко не подобает поклонитца ... образу Господа Нашего Исуса Христа, и Пречистая Богородица и всех святых, и честному и животворящему кресту ... Но безачествующе элхранвым словесы и скверными руками, яко и пси беснии и зубы кусашие и в скверна места пометаша честныя кресты и божественны иконы ... и глаголюще - не подобает рукотворению поклонитца ...

The accusations set out here are clearly based on the Edict of the Council of 1490:

Мнози от вас ругалися образу Христову и Пречистые образу ... а инии от вас на многа святия иконы хулные речи глаголали ... крест силолоен зубы искусили, а инии от вас святимы иконами и крестами о землю били и грязь на них металы, а инии от вас святия иконы в лохане металы ...

1. AED, p.322; IB, pp.239-41
2. Prosvetitel', p.81; text
3. For this information I am indebted to an anonymous reader in the Library of the Academy of Sciences in Leningrad, who made careful annotations in the Library's copy of AED, giving the sources and references. cf. IB, pp.261-3.
4. AED, pp.325, 360. The term novoyavivshayaayera ерес' is common in anti-heretical literature (see above, Ch.11, p.6).The wording of two of the headings is also close to John of Damascus λόγοι ... ἀπολογητικοί προς τους ἄδικα διέβλητος τάς ἁγίας εἰκόνας. (MPG, vol.94, col. 1231)
5. AED, p.325
6. AED, p.383
There then follows a discourse on icons based on John of Damascus' *De imaginibus orationes* and *De fide Orthoda*xa, in which references to heretics, alternating with vague allusions to 'some who say ...' provide a starting point for a new line of argument:

Еретик же, жидовскаа мудръствуа, глаголеть ... 3
То како глаголют еретици, яко не подобает поклонятся рукотвореным вещем? ...
Аще ли же кто глаголеть: 'Пochtе не мнози сведетельствуют осем яко не подобает поклонятася рукотвореным вещем' ... 4
Паки жидовскаа мудръствуа, глаголеть еретик ...
Паки еретик глаголеть ...

The second of the *Discourses* contains no direct reference at all to the Novgorod heretics. It is the most derivative of the three, 8 and gives general instruction concerning icons, the relationship between sacred and secular authority, and the qualities of a true Christian. As Lur'e points out, this second Discourse is very close to losif's monastic *Ustav* (1st redaction), and from this he concludes that the *Ustav*, like the Discourse, is anti-heretical. 9 But in the whole of the second Discourse there appears only a single reference to heretics:

Свят же и Дух Святый, истинный и животворящий Бог, свершен и единосущен Отцу и Сыну ... и от Отца исходя, а не от Сына, яко же латынскаа мудръствуа еретици глаголют.10

1. *MFG*, vol.94, cols. 1231-1420
2. *ibid.*, vol.94, cols. 789-1228
3. *AED*, p.326
4. *ibid.*, p.331
5. *ibid.*, p.332
6. *ibid.*, p.334. This phrase and the entire paragraph which follows is an almost literal rendering of the XIVth paragraph of the 1st *logos* of John of Damascus' defence of icons (*MFG*, vol.94, col. 1243).
7. As Lur'e shows, the independent redactions of the *Epistle* and *Discourses* (*D*,*D2,D3*) ante-dated the *Prosvetitel* ' when they became *P6,P7,P5* respectively (*AED*,p.321). But as we have already pointed out, (see above, p. 91, n.1) the list of heretical reah given in the *Introduction* suggests a different order for the *Discourses*: *D1,D3,D2*. Since the headings of *D1* and *D3* describe both as 'slova', while *D2* is described as a 'sказание' and provides a kind of synthesis of all that has been said in *D1* and *D3*, there may have been yet another separate redaction of the *Discourses*.
8. *IB*, p.262
9. *ibid.*, pp.266-6
10. *AED*, p.348
- and it is noteworthy that this, unlike the reference to the Novgorod heretics in the opening passage of the first Discourse, is very much an integral part of the text, of the instructive purpose of the work as a whole.

In our view, the second Discourse may only be considered anti-heretical insofar as it is an exhortation to a true Christian life.\(^1\)

The opening paragraph of the third Discourse is an almost literal quotation from Yozma Prezviter, used to introduce a reference to the Novgorod heretics:

```
Подобает ведати, яко вся убо заповеди Господа Нашего Иисуса Христа дивна суть и полезна, понеже спасения ради нашего речена суть ... Враг же наш дьявол не престает всегда искать кого поглотить и от праваго пути отвести ... Яко же и ныне се мноязи пострадаша ... и в многы ереси впадоша, ибо развращенно протльковаша многих от Божествных Писаний, того ради от непорочныя христианския веры в жидовство отступили: Алексея глаголю пропопа и иже единомудрствующих с ним, иже прежде в Велицем Новегороде, потом же в мноєых грады и места разсеевше жидовское учение ...
```

```
Вся убо заповди Господа Нашего Иисуса Христа дивны суть и любы почитающим я, понеже спасения ради нашего беседованы суть ... Се видыши искоре враг наш дьявол не поживаешь, блазняя рода человеческааго.
```

The rest of this Discourse is no more polemical than is the second; the nearest losif comes to an attack upon heretics is when he writes:

```
Пакы съпротивнаа мудрыеугюя глаголеть ...
```

In neither content nor style do the Epistle and Discourses, written more than a decade after the condemnation of the Novgorod heretics, add anything to our knowledge of their beliefs. The primary purpose of the work is not polemical but instructive, and to this end it refers, in time-honoured tradition, to heretical errors merely in order to point a contrast with Orthodox belief. Nor can it be regarded as evidence of losif's campaign

1. see below, pp.133-5, for a discussion of the purpose behind Prosveritel'.
2. AED, pp.360-1
3. Begunov, Kozma Prezviter, pp.297-9; cf. ibid., p.78
4. AED, p.372
against the Judaizers' heresy in Moscow. To suggest that a defence of Orthodox views against heresy necessarily implies that they were being threatened is to ignore the Orthodox theological tradition which permitted the Patriarch Photios to attack iconoclasm well after the liquidation of the heresy, John of Damascus to write, in the century, a tract against the fifth century Nestorian heresy, and, in the Russian Church, prompted the Metropolitan Daniil to write a work in the late 1530's attacking the heresy of the Judaizers.

This should not, however, be taken to mean that losif did not conduct a campaign against heresy. But the reasons for, and objects of, this campaign must first be sought in his 'private' correspondence- and even here there are problems of dating and interpretation, as can be seen in the controversy over losif's letter to bishop Nifont of Suzdal', a letter that comes down to us in numerous MSS.in two major redactions. The principal difference between the two (apart from length) is that in the short redaction the growth of the evil of the 'Novgorod heretics' in Moscow is simply lamented, whereas the expanded redaction attributes this evil to the occupant of the metropolitan's throne:

на престоле святем ... ныне седит скверный злобесный волк ...
иже оскверни и святительский великий престол, овех убо ...
In Zimin's view, the short redaction antedates the expanded redaction; he considers that it was written after 1488 (when the Novgorod heretics were first anathematized), during the interregnum which followed the death of Metropolitan Geronty in May 1489; his successor, Zosima, was appointed in September 1490. Zimin bases this view on Iosif's appeal to Nifont:

ныне, господине, отом стати накрепко некому, опроче тебя, государя нашего ... глава бо еси всем ...

- and he considers that the attacks on the metropolitan (aimed at Zosima), were inserted into the expanded redaction only after 1504, as a result of Iosif's campaign against the 'Non-Possessors', to whose cause Zosima had been sympathetic.

Lur'e points to the frequent illogicalities in the text of the short redaction, evidently the result of bad editing of the expanded redaction. In his view the expanded redaction was written sometime between 1492 and 1494, having as its aim the removal of Zosima. After the latter year, when Zosima vacated the metropolitan's throne, the short redaction of the letter to Nifont was written.

There is little reason to disagree with Lur'e that the expanded redaction represents the original version; to his argument we could perhaps add that, of the two, the expanded redaction makes it far more evident that Iosif's letter was written in response to one from Nifont:

А сказалъ ти и самому государю моему брат мой Василен ...
А что еси, господине, ко мне писал ...

- and not simply as an anti-heretical tract directed at a wider audience.

It is the expanded redaction, therefore, that shall be considered here.

Both redactions, in fact, clearly constitute an attack upon the metropolitan - the expanded redaction explicitly, the short by implication:

1. *AED*, p.425 (short red.) and p.428 (expanded red.). The words in italics are in the expanded redaction only.
2. *AED*, pp.421-2
3. *AED*, pp.423-4; *PIV*, pp.251-4; *IB*, pp.148-50
5. Klibanov may be right in suggesting that the short and expanded redactions are contemporary works whose textual differences can be explained by a difference of purpose. (*RD*, pp.211-2)
6. *AED*, pp.428-33
It does indeed seem strange that losif should have addressed Bishop Nifont as glava vsem with the Metropolitan's throne not yet vacant, and even more curious that he should have appealed to Nifont:

... Молю, яко да наказауешь и учиши все православное христьянство, еже не приходити к сквернителю оному и отступнику, ни благославения от него не принимати, ни ясты, ни пить с ним.2

With the metropolitan still in office Nifont could hardly have been expected to exhort the metropolitan's flock to obey the canon law on relations with Jews,3 as quoted here by losif. Zimin is therefore probably correct in claiming that the letter to Nifont was written during an interregnum — though not before, but following Zosima's term as metropolitan.

We learn from the chronicles that Zosima estavi mitropoliyu on 17th May 1494 for the Simonov Monastery in Moscow, from which he then went on to the Trinity Monastery.4 His successor, Simon (the former abbot of Trinity) was appointed more than a year later, on 20th September 1495.5

Zosima may have chosen the Simonov Monastery because this was the institution of which he had been archimandrite before his elevation. But it is interesting to note that in 1482 Zosima's predecessor, Metropolitan Geronty, had made the Simonov Monastery a retreat during his quarrel with Ivan III. In that year Geronty's threat of resignation had brought an apology from the Grand Prince;6 perhaps Zosima was trying the same tactic in 1494. Before formally resigning office sometime in 14957 Zosima may have retired to Simonov in the hope of being recalled; only when this hope was not realised did he move away from Moscow to the Trinity Monastery.

In our view, losif's letter to Nifont was written between May 1494 and January 1495.8 With Zosima in the Simonov Monastery, though still formally

1. AED, p. 322; IB, pp. 239-41
2. Pросветител', p. 239-41
3. For this information I am indebted to an anonymous reader in the Library of the Academy of Sciences in Leningrad, who made careful annotations in the Library's copy of AED, giving the sources and references. Cf. IB, pp. 261-3.
4. AED, pp. 325, 360. The term н.новоявившася ересi is common in anti-heretical literature (see above, Ch. 11, p. 236). The wording of two of the headings is also close to John of Damascus λόγος ... ἀπολογητικός προς τούς διαβάλλοντας τας άγιας εἰκόνας. (MEG, vol. 94, col. 1231)
5. AED, p. 325
6. AED, p. 383
It would also have been quite safe to attack Zosima as:

skvernyy zlobesnyy volk, obol'kyshy v pol'tryskuyu odежду, ije
chinnym svyatitel'y, a Pprouzvleniyem Iuda predatel' i "prisatschnik
besom", ije oskverniy i svyatitel'skiy velikiy prestop, obese ubo
jizhestvo ucha, imen 'e sockomskymi skvernymi skvernya;
"pogubyuy, " "mesta sacrificium in loco sancto, " "uspitschnik
Kristov", ije ne tochno sam ostopit' ot' Krista i dvigol'vu prilipit'sya,
no imen ucha uchit' otv'ryshch' Khrista, " pervyy ostopitik v svetitelyx
v nashoy zemli, " " antagonisty Kristov predchaya, imey antichrista zhdets',
" "svitizhskim ka'nyem zhizni, " "syn poglobzhenyi, ije Syna Bohiya popora,
" " Prechistuyu Bogoroditsyu poxuli, i vse svatyia uniychiki, i ikonu Gospoda
nashego Isusasa Krista i Prechistyja Ego Matere i vseh svatyh bolvan
naricya, i vse nojeshche i prytjkanie i el'blazi na npeporonuyu
krish'tyskuyu veru polagaya, i euangel'skaya predanija i
apostol'skaya usvaya i vseh svatyh pisaniya omtse: Net, de,
" " vtorago pristwystva Kristova, net, dey, cara nesbenaya svatym!
Udem, dey, in, to uder, - po ta mestya i byly. Ni vdeyvet
ereichets' i ostopitiky takov zlovy byval! A kazhachil' ti i
samomu gosudar' moemu, bret' moj' Vas'yan.1

How much credit can be given to accusations suggesting that the head of
the Russian Church rejected the basic tenets of Christian dogma? Most his-
torians have accepted losif's claim that Zosima was a heretic,2 and even Lur'e -
though wary of so 'denunciatory' a source as the letter to Nifont - assumes it
to be evidence for Zosima's heresy, for his negation of the dogma of eternal
life.3

In his textual analysis Lur'e notes that several of the epithets applied
to Zosima in the passage cited above (a - a) are derived from a Byzantine
anti-Ikonoclast tract, the Epistola ad Theophilum Imperatorem.4 Looking
closely at the letter, we find not only these epithets but the entire style

1. AED, p.428
2. Zhmakin, 'Mitropolit Daniil', p.48; Golubinsky, Istorinya russkoy tsyerkvi,
p.567 et seq.; Stokl, 'Das Echo', p.425; RD, pp.211-7. But see Fennell, 'The
Attitude of the Josephians', SEER, p.493, n.25, for arguments against this view.
3. AED, pp.151-3; IB, pp.143-53. See above, pp.22-3, for a discussion of
Zosima's views as expressed in the introduction to his Paschal tables. Regard-
ing the hypothesis of Zosima's chiliasm as having inspired losif's attack, it
is interesting that in the letter to Nifont it is losif who lays himself open
to such a charge:

cero paAH noAo6aH o CCM (defence of Orthodoxy) naMe nwne
p.Hoe
AO
noABHsaiMCfl, B nocncAHwfi CMFI nera M BO BpeMena ... o HUX we pe^e
"AnocTOJi flaBon: 'B nocneAHnfi A H HOCianyT Bp-bMCHo /iioia , npmiAGT npew
OTciynneHHe M TorAa WBHTCfi CWH nornGcni>nbiM . '
(A^D ^20)
**. PIV, p.257. The Epistola ad Theophilum is a spurious work (Vasiliev, 'The
Life', pp.345-85) known in Russian MSS. as the Inogosloznyy niter.
and content lean heavily on the anti-Iconoclast writings of Theodore of Studio, to whom the Epistola ad Theophilum is sometimes attributed.\(^1\)

Theodore, too, had exhorted his correspondents to rejoice in the persecution they suffered for Christ,\(^2\) when the Son of God was denied, the Mother of God and the saints blasphemed against and their icons destroyed,\(^3\) when the Church of God suffered great indignities\(^4\) and even the 'great altar' was defiled,\(^5\) and when the Holy inspired writings were rejected\(^6\) by the Judaizing Iconoclasts, who denied the doctrines of redemption and eternal life\(^7\) and bred many blasphemies and insults against the Christian faith.\(^8\)

The one accusation that appears to lack a prototype in Theodore's denunciations is that Zosima 'defiled some with sodomite filth' - a seemingly superfluous addition to an already grave catalogue of charges. Iosif's evident determination to heap every possible evil upon Zosima renders the whole of his evidence suspect. However hard he tries to link Zosima with the 'accursed' Novgorod heretics:

... вси о вере пытают ... от еретиков и от отступников Христовых, и от поклятых на соборе, от протопоповых детей, и его зятя, и от их учеников, и с ними дружаться, и пить и ядьть, и учиться от них животству, и от самого того сатанина сосуда и дияволова, митрополита, не выходят и спят у него.\(^9\)

- the connection between them remains tenuous in the extreme, for the only definite claim that Iosif is able to make is that many who had contact with the Judaizers were also given hospitality by Zosima.

As we have tried to show, there is little evidence in contemporary sources that Zosima in any way obstructed the prosecution of the Novgorod heretics in 1490.\(^10\) And it is clear that even in 1494 there were many who

1. MPG, vol.95, cols. 345-6; MPG, vol.99, p.8
2. 'Theodorus ubique dispersis fraternitatis', MPG, vol.99, col. 1231
3. 'Theodorus omnibus ubique dispersis fraternitatis', MPG, vol.99, col. 1230
4. ibid.; 'Epistola ad Theophilum', MPG, vol.95, col. 365
5. ibid., col. 375
6. ibid., col. 362
7. 'Praeposito', MPG, vol.99, col. 1190
8. 'Stephano o Secretis' MPG, vol.99, col. 1310. Phrases (b - b) in the passage cited above are all found in this letter.
9. AED, p.429
10. see above, ch.11, p.74
did not consider Zosima's orthodoxy to be in doubt:

A иные, господине, говорят: 'Мы у него не слыхали ничего ...'\textsuperscript{2}

The ostensible occasion for losif's letter was Nifont's question whether an anathema pronounced by a heretic could be effective. The reply, in which it is suggested that those of true faith were in danger not only of spiritual but also of physical persecution, gave losif the opportunity to conclude with a challenge, of which the metropolitan is the target:

Явственно бо есть, яко егда нас проклинают еретици, тогда есмыя от Бога благословен и ... Се есть рать и нож: егда отецъ, или мати, или сынъ и дщерь съвратится от праыва веры, подобает ненавидети их ...\textsuperscript{2}

The letter to Nifont offers little information as to the dogmatic failings of Zosima. Nor do we learn anything of his beliefs from an attack made on him in another work of losif's, the Easter epistle to his brother Vassian Sanin.\textsuperscript{3} It is thus impossible to prove the case against Zosima on the basis of sources originating during his term of office; therefore, in the absence of any definite link between the Judaizers and the metropolitan, we should perhaps consider if there could have been other reasons for losif's hostility.

Most chronicle accounts of Zosima's deposition are not very illuminating: Zosima ostavi mitropoliju ne svoey voleyu\textsuperscript{4} on the orders of Ivan III. Only in sources associated with the see of Novgorod are more details given. Archbishop Gennady's letter of consent to the appointment of Simon as the new metropolitan states that Zosima left svoeya radi nemoshch\textsuperscript{5}, and the khrонograph MS. of the Novgorod 4th Chronicle explains this nemoshch as follows:

митрополит Зосима остави митрополию не своею волею, но непомерно питаия држашся и о церкви Божии не радяще;\textsuperscript{6}

1. \textit{AED}, p.430. It is an interesting point that in a mid-16th century MS. of the letter, from losif's own monastery in Volokolamsk, this sentence opens with the words:

A иные, господине, на Москве ...

\textit{(AED, p.430, n.9)}

2. \textit{AED}, p.433
4. Lur'e, \textit{Obshoherusskie letopisnye svody}, p.251, n.17
5. \textit{RIB}, vol.6, No.121, col. 835
Gennady, at whose court this chronicle redaction was probably written, had good reason for satisfaction at Zosima's disgrace, for the sources - beginning with his letter to Zosima in 1490 - indicate a steady deterioration in relations between the two. Shortly after the Council of 1490 Gennady refused his assent to the appointment of Avraam to the bishopric of Kolomna - presumably out of pique at the grand prince's continuing refusal to allow him to visit Moscow. In 1492 Zosima consented to the removal of Vologda from Gennady's jurisdiction (with consequent loss of prestige and revenue), transferring it to the Perm' eparchy. And later that same year, as we have seen, Gennady made an oblique attack on Zosima in his Introduction to the Paschal tables.

Up until 1503 Gennady pleaded in vain for permission to journey to Moscow: prevented from attending the annual Church Council, he had little chance of making his views felt among fellow churchmen. So it is not unlikely that in these circumstances he decided to enrol the abbot of the Volokolamsk Monastery (which belonged to the Novgorod eparchy) as his ally and spokesperson. And while there is small evidence that losif played any notable part in church affairs before 1503, his organisational and theological capabilities were well-proved (prior to founding his own monastery at Volokolamsk in 1479, he had been abbot of the influential Pafnuty-Borovsk Monastery where he probably wrote the first of his many works, the Poslanie o troitse). That Gennady was a good patron to losif's monastery, and that the two men were very friendly is certain - but this, admittedly, is not sufficient evidence that they collaborated in the campaign against Zosima.

Such evidence must be sought in the letter to Nifont - at least one MS. of it clearly shows it was written from the 'Novgorod versus Moscow' position.

1. AED, p.117; Lur'e, Obshcherusskie letopisnye svody, p.250, n.16
2. see above, ch.11, pp.31-42
4. ibid., pp.287-8
5. see above, p.84.
6. PIV, p.243. See above, ch.11, pp.22-4
7. IB, p.48
8. see above, p.101, n.1
so typical of Gennady's attitude. The exhortation to Nifont to be zealous in applying the anti-heretical measures decreed by canon law\textsuperscript{1} is a restatement of similar passages in the archbishop's letters to Zosima\textsuperscript{2} and the bishops.\textsuperscript{3}

Finally, there is the sentence that tells us that many now learn

от проклятых на соборе, от протопоповых детей\textsuperscript{4}

Before 1504, as we have tried to show, the archpriest's disciples\textsuperscript{5} and his son-in-law Ivashko Maksimov could have been anathematized only in Novgorod.\textsuperscript{6} Iosif is here obviously referring to the Novgorod Council which, unlike Zosima's Moscow Council, did anathematize and punish the heretics.

Whether or not the letter to Nifont was written at Gennady's instigation (and it was Nifont to whom Gennady himself had turned with an appeal for help in his anti-heretical campaign in 1488\textsuperscript{7}), it is certainly written from a Novgorod standpoint. Iosif does not claim first-hand knowledge of Zosima's heresy: involved as he was in 1494 with the affairs of his newly-founded monastery and its patron, Boris of Volokolamsk,\textsuperscript{8} it is unlikely that he, any more than Gennady, would have had any direct knowledge of events in Moscow.\textsuperscript{9}

It would seem that Iosif's contemporaries were not prepared to accept the testimony of 'two or three witnesses'\textsuperscript{10} (one of whom was Iosif's brother Vassian) against Zosima. The metropolitan's retirement was 'honourable'.\textsuperscript{11}

1. \textit{AED}, p.429
2. \textit{AED}, pp.375-6
3. \textit{AED}, p.381
4. \textit{AED}, p.429
5. see above, p. 98.
6. \textit{AED}, pp.312-3; see above, ch.11, p.40
8. According to the anonymous \textit{Zhitie} of St Iosif of Volokolamsk, he never left his monastery until summoned by Ivan III and his son Vasily to a Council convened on the initiative of Gennady:

Оному же аще и никогда же изшедшу от манастыря своего, но утвержения ради благочестия ... приде в град Москву.

This must have been the Moscow Council of 1503. ('\textit{Zhitie prep. Iosifa Volokolamskogo, sostavlennoe neizvestnym}', ChOIDR, 1903, vol.3, part II, p.34)
9. \textit{AED}, p.430
10. \textit{IB}, p.153
and, moreover, we know that in 1496

Зосима не только не был допущен к причастию в Третий Монастырь, коли он в соборе святительском, был допущен к причастию в Третий Монастырь, коли он в соборе святительском.

Zosima would hardly have been allowed to take Communion in the Trinity Monastery, let alone v vsem svyatitel' skom chinu, had losif's accusations found support within the Church.

That losif saw in Zosima the fulfilment of the millenarian prophecy that Antichrist would reign before the Second Coming, there seems little doubt. Zosima himself was perhaps guilty of little more than of having been elected Metropolitan during the last year. The hypothesis that he was a heretic cannot be disproved, but the available evidence suggests that it can be dismissed.

To losif, the appearance of heresy in Russia was, like the appearance of Antichrist, 'a sign of the times'. Unlike Gennady, losif was not concerned, in his earliest references to the Judaisers, with describing the characteristics of a heresy already condemned: he tells us nothing new about the beliefs of activities of the heretics. But the letter to Nifont shows that from the very beginning he viewed the heresy with the fear that had been voiced by Gennady: that any discussion of questions of faith would undermine the authority of the Church as sole custodian of the immutable tradition, as sole arbiter in religious matters.

As a source for the heresy of the Judaisers, losif's letter to Vassian is even less informative than that to Nifont, with which it is probably contemporary. Closely modelled on Theodore of Studio exhortations to the 'brethren in exile', it is little more than an example of losif's consummate rhetorical skill. But it would be wrong to assume that the vagueness of his references to the zhidovskaya burya is merely a matter of style: as is shown

1. PSRL, vol.15, col.503
2. see above, p. 99, n.3
3. AED, p.429
4. AED, pp.434-5
5. ibid., p.434
6. ibid., p.435
by his letter to Mitrofan,\(^1\) the grand prince's confessor, when losif had concrete information to convey he did so in a concise and direct manner.

This letter, addressed to

Государя нашего великого князя Ивана Васильевича всея Руси духовнику, господину ахиманьдриту Андроникова манастиря Митрофану.\(^2\)

opens with an account of a private conversation between Ivan III and losif - a conversation which started with a discussion of church matters in general. But soon the grand prince

почал говорить о новгородских еретиках, да молвил мне так: 'И яз, деи, ведал новгородских еретиков, и ты я мя прости в том, а митрополит и владыки простили мя.'\(^3\)

losif's response was uncompromising:

Государь! Только ся подвижешь о нынешних еретиках, ино и в прежних тебе Бог простит.\(^4\)

Unfortunately, he was unable to take this matter further because the grand prince sent him na dele.\(^4\) This dele commissioned by Ivan III was, as shown by Zimin and Cherepnin,\(^5\) the will of Prince Ivan Borisovich of Ruza, who fell ill in November 1503, died shortly after and was buried in losif's monastery at Volokolamsk. By this will, witnessed by losif alone, Ivan Borisovich's appanage (Ruza and half of Rzhev) was bequeathed to Ivan III. The will was evidently drafted in Moscow at the grand prince's chancellery and it was losif's task to ensure that the final document was a faithful reproduction of the draft.

Some time following the death of Ivan Borisovich, losif was again summoned by the grand prince, this time to discuss dukhovnye dela.\(^7\) Not long after his wife Sofia died, in April 1503,\(^8\) Ivan III himself fell ill, as the Sofiysky 1st Chronicle so unsympathetically records:

Того же лета князь великий Иван Васильевич, государь всея Руси, начал изнемогати; его же Бог любит наказует.

1. AED, op.436-8
2. ibid., p. 436
3. ibid., p. 436
4. ibid., p.436
5. Zimin, 'K vospolzhie dukhovnye gramoty', pp.270-3
6. RFA, vol.1, pp.217-8
7. PSRL, vol.6,p.48
8. PRSL, p.49
9. ibid., p.49
On 21st September 1503 Ivan left Moscow with his son Vasily for a short visit to the Trinity Monastery, Pereyaslavl', Rostov and Yaroslavl. It was probably his illness which prompted the grand prince to undertake this pilgrimage and to summon Iosif for a discussion of spiritual matters. Iosif seized the opportunity to persuade the grand prince of the need for another campaign against heresy:

И яз ему поша бити челом, чтобы послал в Великий Новгород, да и в иные города, да велел бы обыскать еретиков.  

Ivan readily agreed, and even reiterated his confession of guilt:

'... И яз деи, ведал ереси их.' Да и сказал ми, которую дръжал Алексей протопоп ересь, и которую ересь дръжал Феодор Курицин. 'А Иван, деи, Максимов и сноху у мене мою в животство свел ...'  

Nonetheless, it seemed to Iosif that the grand prince, despite his willingness to renew investigations into the activities of heretics, feared that further executions would only add to his sins. Iosif attempted to reassure him, quoting the Scriptures:

И яз пошёл говорятъ, что апостол Павел къъеем писал: 'Аще кто отрьжется закона Моисеева ... умирает; колми паче, иже Сына Божия поправ и дух благодати укорив.'  

Like his patron Gennady, Iosif considered that ends justified means in the struggle against heresy. Eradication of the evil was a fairly simple matter:

и только бы государь восхотел их искоренити, ибо бы вскоре искоренил, понимав двух или трех еретиков, а оне всех скажут.  

In the eyes of those historians who see Ivan III as at first sympathetic and protective toward the heretics, the letter to Mitrofan affords

1. PSEL, vol.6, p.49  
2. AED, p.436  
3. ibid., p.436  
4. ibid., p.437. Iosif subtly twists the meaning of St Paul's words by citing only verses 28 and 29 of ch.X of the Epistle to the Hebrews. Verses 30 and 31 show that St Paul was speaking of God's vengeance, not of man's. Of this Iosif was well aware, for he quotes verse 31 at the end of the letter to Mitrofan:  

Страшно бо есть еще впasti вруще Бога жива!  

- though this time without attribution (AED, p.438)  
5. AED, p.438  
6. see above, ch.11, p.46
evidence of a turning-point in his attitude - evidence of his readiness to make concessions to the oblichiteli in the hope of gaining support among the church leaders for the plans for secularization that he laid before the Moscow Council of 1503.1

That Council, and the dispute between the two factions who respectively defended and attacked the right of the Church to own property in general and land in particular (the so-called Possessors and Non-Possessors), has attracted as much attention from historians of late XVth - early XVIth century Russia as has the heresy of the Judaizers.2 Many share the view expressed by N.A. Kazakova, that the Possessors, as representatives of the 'church militant', were able to turn their energies to the defence of Church property only after 1503, since, until then, their main preoccupation had been the struggle against heresy.3

In letters written before 1503 Iosif's references to the Judaizer's heresy are extremely vague: his early writings are in no way comparable with the letters sent out by Gennady from Novgorod before 1490 - persistent, and filled with reports and complaints against the heretics. Iosif's pre-1503 correspondence does not provide sufficient indication of a continuous campaign against the Judaizers, and before reverting to the information contained in the letter to Mitrofan we should consider whether evidence of such a campaign between 1490 and 1503 is to be found in other contemporary sources.

On 7th March 1490 Ivan Ivanovich, the grand prince's eldest son and heir, died after being attended by a Jewish doctor,4 who had staked his life on the successful outcome of the treatment. In October the same year the Moscow Council condemned the 'judaizing heretics', who were anathematized at Novgorod soon afterwards.5 It would seem that the militant churchmen were in a strong position to pursue their anti-heretical campaign to a

1. AED, pp.205-6; IB, pp.408-9, 419-20; RD, p.220
2. see Fennell and Stokes, Early Russian Literature, pp.144-73, for a summary of the discussion
3. Kazakova, Vassian Patrikeev i ego sochineniya, p.34
5. see above, ch.ll, pp.73-4
victorious conclusion. Yet there is little evidence that they were aiming to do so - and in this connection Gennady's activities in Novgorod are of particular interest.

The work of Gennady's 'circle' - scholars invited to execute commissions for the archbishop - is well known. This included translated and original tracts on various subjects related to the life of the Church, and translations of Scriptures and of scriptural exegesis for the first complete codex of the books of the Bible to be compiled in Russia.

In about 1491 Dmitry Gerasimov reported to Gennady on the results of his enquiries in Rome as to the relative merits of the double and triple alleluia. These were not very conclusive:2

... здесь в книгах не показано, как говорить - трегубо или сугубо ... у нас о том спор бывал между великими людьми и они судили, что то и другое одинаково ...

In the years immediately before and after 1492, Gennady and his scholars were preoccupied with the compilation of new Paschal tables and the translation of texts to aid calendrical calculations.4

In 1497, Vuniamin, a Dominican friar in Gennady's service, wrote a work entitled:

Слово кратко противу тех иже в вещи священныя, подвижныя и неподвижныя, соборныя церкви вступают.5

a 'manual for the secular ruler'6 which, as its title indicates, sought to defend the Church's immutable right to property7 long before the Soborny otvet of 1503 attributed to Isosif of Volokolamsk.8 The Slovo kratko stresses the

1. cf. IB, pp.266-84
2. Klibanov dates Gerasimov's letter somewhat earlier, RD, p.196. The Stoglav report would suggest that Gennady chose the triple alleluia (Stoglav p.149)
3. BIL, Troits. 730/304, f.485. 4. see above, Ch. II, p. 35 et seq.
7. IB, pp.225-7; 244-6
8. cf. Kazakova, Vassian Patrikeev, p.34. Lur'e suggests that the Slovo kratko possesses 'anti-heretical' tendencies, which, however, he does not discuss (IB, p.270). Apart from its dedication to Gennady, na vragi tservkovnye i eretiky ratovatelyu krepchayshemu, the Slovo kratko shows few signs of such tendencies except in the most general sense: defence of the established Church is indeed anti-heretical.
obligations of temporal to spiritual power, of the State to the Church—an ethos that permeates another work written, in part at least, at Gennady's court: the *Povest' o novgorodskom belom klobuke*. This legend concerning the origins of the head-dress worn on ceremonial occasions by the archbishop of Novgorod is a fascinating mixture of history, polemic and invention.

The story begins in the reign of Emperor Constantine I, when the *bely klobuk* belonged to Pope Silvester. Because of the disrespect shown by 'Karul and Formos'—who, according to legend, were instrumental in the departure of the Church of Rome from the true faith— the *klobuk* is miraculously translated to Constantinople, and from there is sent by the Byzantine emperor John VI Cantacuzenus to Russia. There at last it finds a worthy resting-place in Novgorod. The *Povest'* wonderfully combines anti-Catholic polemic with propaganda for the superior authority of spiritual power in general and of the Novgorod archbishopric in particular.

The list of commissions executed at Gennady's court closes with the 1499 Bible and related works. Compilation of the Bible began sometime before 1493 and was a monumental task: those Books available in Slavonic

1. Rozov, 'Povest' o novgorodskom belom klobuke', pp.181-203. Lur'e (IB, pp.229-34) has serious objections to Rozov's dating, but concedes that the *Povest'*, the earliest MSS. of which are of the mid-XVIth century, may be based on a written or oral legend originating from Gennady's court (IB, p.234).
2. Rozov, op.cit., p.195. It is interesting that the *Povest'*, in spite of its anti-Catholic bias, makes great use of the *Donatio Constantini* legend (Rozov, op.cit., pp.185-93). According to this, Constantine I granted Pope Silvester the right to rule over Italy (the *Donatio* became one of the most important weapons in papal claims to sovereignty). The *Donatio Constantini* was also made use of by the author of the *Slovo kratko* to demonstrate that the Church's claims to property rights were based on authoritative precedent (CHIDR, 1902, vol.3, part 2, pp.30-1). This use, in Gennady's circle, of works originally produced for the Church of Rome (as well as the activities of Veniamin the Dominican) has given rise to the suspicion that Gennady may not have been as anti-Catholic as his sovereign. But even Ivan III, while justifying his aggressive policy towards Lithuania by the need to defend Orthodoxy against Catholicism, recruited specialists in Italy for Muscovite service (The Lübeck chronicle of Reymar Kokk even recorded that Ivan III promised to embrace Catholicism, and that only the greed of the pope prevented this from happening; Raab, 'Novye svedeniya', pp.339-40). It is as if an unspoken distinction existed between the neighbouring and dangerous Catholics of Lithuania and the distant, and often useful, Catholics of Rome (cf. IB, pp.276-7; 281-4; Lur'e, 'K voprosu', pp.68-77)
3. GN, vol.1, pp.1-137
4. IB, pp.273-4
translators were copied, while others had to be translated from the German and Latin versions of the Vulgate; the annotations included commentary also translated from the Latin.  

The 1499 Bible was not the only fruit of the scriptural labours of Gennady's scholars and scribes: several of the translations of scriptures and exegesis made during preparation of the Codex were copied and survive as separate works. Among these was the Protiv iudeystva, one of the discourses in the annotated Bible of Nicholas of Lyra. Translated in 1501 by Dmitry Gerasimov, it is one of the few known writings produced by Gennady's circle which could be seen as an indirect attack on the 'judaizing heretics'.

In the archbishop's own post-1490 writings there is even less evidence of any preoccupation with the Judaizers. The absence of any reference to the heresy is especially conspicuous in two letters written sometime after 1499 to Metropolitan Simon. Like so much of Gennady's correspondence, the first of these letters open with a complaint:

Пришол ко мне диак Великого Князя Иван Суморок, сказывает: прислал к нему Князь Велики Василий Иванович весь Руси грамото о диаке о двожене; а в грамоте пишет, что посылал к тебе Князь Велики Василий въпршашат, достоин ли дияку двожену у церкви пети, и ты деи отказал Великому Князю Василью, что дияку двожену достоин у церкви пети; а ведь тот смерд еще был и неставлен диак, да как у него умерла жена, и он понял другую жену, вдову же ...

1. Probably from a Bible printed at Cologne and supplied to Gennady by the Lübeck printer and book dealer Gotan (Raab, 'Germano-slawisches im Ostseeraum', p.58)
2. Gorsky and Nevostruev identified the source of two of the commentaries as the Bible 'with discourses' by Nicholas of Lyra (1270-1340). This Bible was first printed in Venice in 1481. GN 9 vol.1, pp.79 and 129; IPT t p.605, n.2; Deanesly, A History of the Medieval Church, p.158
3. see above, n.2
4. Sobolevsky, 'Perevodnaya literatura', p.191
5. Only two other known tracts against the Jews were translated during Gennady's reign in Novgorod: the Vera i protivlenie krestivshikhsya iudey, translated ca. 1491 by Dmitry Gerasimov and the Styazanie byushee vkratse ... o vere khrisitan' stey i sakone evreyskom (Begunov, Kosma Presviter, p.90). Another anti-Jewish tract, Uhitelya Samoila Evreina na bogootmetnye zhidove, translated in 1504, is commonly thought to have been commissioned by Gennady. However, as he was removed from his see in that year, such a provenance is doubtful.
6. AI t vol.1, No.101, pp.144-5. The editors date this 1490-1494 because in the XVIth-century MS. on which the published letter is based, Gennady addresses himself to 'Metropolitan Zosima'. This would appear to be the result of a copyist's error, since Zosima's name occurs only once, while there are three references to Grand Prince Vasily Ivanovich. Vasily was given the title of grand prince of Novgorod and Pskov in 1499 (PSRL, vol.20, p.368), the year in which we find the first reference to Ivan Sumorok, d'yak of Grand Prince Ivan III in Novgorod from 8th December 1499 to 30th May 1501. (Bernadsky, Novgorod i Novgorodskaya zemlya, pp.332 and 335; Veselovsky, D'yaki i pod'yachie, p.102)
The archbishop makes it quite clear that he considers Simon's decision
to be uncanonical:

Διακίς ведь у церкви велено ставленые дръжати, простому ни чести
ми пети.⁴

and that he has not given up hope of being summoned to attend a Council in
Moscow:

И ты бы, господин Отецъ, от тех неподобных дел наших безсмерных
dуш поберегл, занеже велено съжидаться на всяк год к тебе своему
Отцу, да соборе исправление учиниш недоведомым вещем с нами с
своими детми и сослужебники ...²

In the first known report on the heresy in Novgorod, i.e. his letter to
Prokhor, Gennady has stressed that the evil had been spread throughout the
Novgorod see by the priests appointed - apparently without his consent² - by
heretics. Yet, neither in this nor in the next letter to Simon does he make
any use of this example of the dangers of leaving nestavlennye to officiate
in church.

Evidently Simon's response to his first letter only partially satisfied
Gennady. He wanted far more than the rectification of one mistake: he wanted
a reform of the whole system of education and appointment of the white clergy:

Что, господине, говорил еси о подьяческом ставление, которые
подьяки малы ставлены, неженаты, и которые обещаются девствовати
тем ослобожено и диаконский и ерейский сан ... а подьяки ведь
ровятся глупые, над собою того не ведали ... А пущи того
беззаконие в всей Руской земле ведется, мужикы озорные на крылосе
пойют, и паремью и апостол на амбоне чтут, да еще и в отларь ходят;
ино бы то беззаконье вывести. А яз, твой сын, ныне у себя ставлю
dиявы да и грамоты им ставленые даю, занеже изобрел еси в
Новгороде на крылосе поют диакы двоеженци; да и к тебе еси о
Федке о двоеженце посылал грамоту, и ты, господин Отецъ нашъ, ко
мне о том и отписал ... Да бил еси челом Государю Великому
Князю, чтобы велел училища учнини ... а мой совет о том, что
учити во училище, первое азбука граница истолкована совсем, да и
подательные слова, да псалтырь с следованием ... А чтобы и попов
ставленных велел учнити ... А ныне у меня побежали ставленники
четыре, Максимко, да Куземка, до Ононосо, да Омельанко мяеник, а
тот с неделью не поучившись ступил прочь с ними ж; а и православны
ли те будут?³

1. AI, vol.1, No.101, p.144; cf. Golubinsky, ИРМ, vol.2, part 2, pp.89-90,
for a discussion of the difference between stavlennye and nestavlennye d'yaki.
2. AI, vol.1, No.101, p.145
3. see above, ch.11, p.32
4. AI, vol.1, No.104, pp.146-7. The editors date this letter 1498-1504, since
it is addressed to Metropolitan Simon. But is must have been written after
1499 (see above, p.116, n.6) and before the 1503 Council which dealt with the
question of widowed priests.
Gennady's campaign did have some effect on the decision of the Council of 1503. We do not know how the grand prince responded to the suggestion for the establishment of schools, but we do know that within his own see Gennady took steps to improve standards among the lower clergy. He tried to ensure that all who officiated in the churches of his diocese applied to him for stavlentie, which they were awarded only after they had passed a test of their moral and educational fitness for the cloth. He even seems to have prepared candidates for the test, along the lines advocated in his letter to Simon. Dmitry Gerasimov's translation of a German glossed Psalter may have been commissioned for this purpose, and it appears that Gennady himself may have been the author of the Pouchenie svyashchennoslushitelyam for this anonymous work on the qualities and duties of a good cleric contains the following words:

Аз смиреный Архиепискop вся си рекох вам ... а кто въспрятится вашему правоверию, мне повеждьте, яз обличу его и от церкве отжену.

1. Some schools may have been established, either by Ivan III or his son Vasily, for in chapter 25 of Stoglav, dealing with the education of d'yaki for the priesthood, it is stated:

А прежде сего училища бывали в росийском царствии на Москве и в великом Новеграде ...

(Stoglav, pp.91-2)
2. IB, p.272
3. AI, vol.1, No.109, pp.159-164. The editors date this a. 1499.
4. ibid., p.160. That this was probably Archbishop Gennady can be seen from a comparison of two passages, one from the Pouchenie svyashchennoslushitelyam, the other from Gennady's first letter to Metropolitan Simon:

Pouchenie svyashchennoslushitelyam First letter to Simon

олтарь бо токмо попом и дьяконом, а четцем и певцим предолтаре; при-имшим рукоположение от Епископа верх прострижен, нося краткий фелонь, чести чтения и апостол ...

(AI, vol.1, No.101, pp.144-5)
conclude this brief review of the work of Gennady and his circle after the year 1490. The suggestion that the literary activities of Gennady's court were a response to the Judaizers' heresy - and that works such as the 1499 Bible owed their existence to the fact that 'heretics used the scriptures' - appears to be an underestimation of Gennady's aims and achievements. The cleansing of the Church of heretical beliefs and practices was but one aspect of the archbishop's programme of reform.

Prior to 1490 the campaign against heresy dominated Gennady's activities, but after the conciliar trial of the heretics he turned his attention to wider issues. His pre-1490 correspondence evinces an awareness of the role of the Russian Church as inheritor of the Byzantine theological tradition. The fall of Constantinople, however, and the grand prince's distrustful attitude toward the captive patriarchate meant that the Russian Church was no longer able to draw on the experience of Byzantium: that it would have to develop its own theological resources must have become particularly clear on the eve of the eighth millennium and this was the task to which Gennady applied himself with such zeal. As a good administrator he did not forget the practical aspect of reform and the need for a consistent policy on matters of ritual (e.g. the double or triple alleluia) and church government (e.g. rules for the induction of d'yaki and priests).

Gennady's attempts at reform did not always go unresisted; his second letter to Simon shows that his priests thought ill of his desire to educate...

1. Bychkov, Katalog, p.35
2. Sobolevsky, Perevodnaya literatura, p.226
3. IB, p.283
4. See letter of Ivan III to Iona, archbishop of Novgorod (RLE, vol.6, No.100 cols.707-12)
them:

... да тем-то на меня брань бывает от их нерадения, а моей силы нет, что ми их не учив ставити.

In 1499 there even occurred something like a revolt among this flock. The Novgorod II chronicle (Arkhiivsky MS.) gives a detailed description of a procession led by Gennady around the new fortifications of the city, on 8th December 1499. It is recorded in the chronicle that the archimandrite of Yur'ev Monastery and the abbots of many other Novgorod monasteries did not participate in the procession. Ivan Sumorok may have been among those who declined to attend (the wording of the chronicle entry is not clear).

On 15th December the archbishop headed another procession, this time round the old city walls, attended by the archimandrite and the 'entire Synod'. Unfortunately the chronicler does not tell us why the first procession was boycotted.

The route taken by the procession and described in such detail in the chronicle may be the answer, for it followed an east-west direction, posolon'. In 1481 Ivan III had been in dispute with Metropolitan Geronty over the question of the proper direction to be taken by sacred processions, and in insisting on posolon' he was supported only by Gennady and the archbishop of Rostov. At the time the grand prince was obliged to give way to Geronty and the majority of the churchmen, but it seems that in 1499 Gennady decided to reintroduce this change in ritual, again in the face of opposition.

But all this is necessary hypothesis. The refusal of the abbots of the Novgorod monasteries to participate in the procession around the new fortifications, which were built on the orders of Ivan III (with one third of the cost paid by the archbishop - and therefore, presumably, also the Synod, of Novgorod) may have been politically motivated.

1. AT, vol.1, No.104, p.148  
2. PSRL, vol.30, pp.152-4  
3. see below, pp.130-1.  
4. PSRL, vol.30, p.152  
5. see above, p.  
7. PSRL, vol.6, pp.233-4
Since the works of Gennady and his circle after 1490 contain no specific reference to the Judaizers, and do not even cite the example of the heresy as proof of the need for reform, perhaps to Gennady at least, the heresy ceased to be an important issue after the executions of 1490.¹

Nor does anyone, apart from Iosif of Volokolamsk, make any further mention of the Judaizers before 1504.² In fact, if Iosif's letter to Mitrofan³ is to be credited, it was Ivan III himself who revived the issue of the heresy, for it was obviously he who raised the subject in his first conversation with Iosif.⁴ The grand prince had asked Iosif to grant him

1. It seems unlikely that Gennady, apparently on good terms with Ivan III (see the account of the visit of the grand princes Ivan and Dmitry, in PSRL, vol.24, p.213) whose cause in the Novgorod see he served so faithfully both before and after 1490 (see above, ch.II, passim PL, vol.1, p.83; PSRL, vol.30, pp.153-4), should have failed to try to stem the 'revival of the Novgorod heretical centre' postulated by Klibanov (RD, p.218).

2. There is one work at least in which a reference to the opprobrious example of the Novgorod heretics would have seemed apposite. In August 1501, Metropolitan Simon addressed two letters to the Permian Eparchy, the first of which reproaches the clergy of Perm with lax performance of their duties and with certain malpractices, among them:

ο διομένου αποβλητου μεταξύ των ερωτημάτων ... 

σαμι δει θυγατρες αιι νερραθεντες ... 

(ΑΗ, vol.11, No.112, pp.166-7)

The second letter, addressed to the Permian congregation, criticizes them for improper observance of Christian customs and reminds them:

Α θυμίζεται της εποχής της ημερήσιας καθαριότητας, και αν μεταξύ των ερωτημάτων, αποφαίνεται αρέσκαλο τον συνοδό του ερωτημάτος και της καθαριότητας, που επικρίνεται στο δεύτερο της επιστολής.

(ΑΗ, p.168)

Eating and drinking ne v podobno vremya and non-observance of fasts were among the evils mentioned as characteristic of the heresy of the 'judaizing' Novgorod priests. (AED, pp.316 and 383; see above, ch.II, p.52).

3. see above, pp.105-7.

4. The date of this conversation (and of the letter to Nifont) has not been discussed (cf. PIV, p.256; IRT, p.574, n.2). It seems that Golubinsky's dating of the letter to 1505 is the more probable since in spring 1503 (the date of the conversation according to Lur'e)

a) Fedor Kuritsyn was still active (see above, p.89)

b) Ivan III told Iosif he had been forgiven for knowing the heresy of Aleksey and Fedor Kuritsyn. It is unlikely that such an absolution could have been granted for an as yet uncondemned heresy.
absolution (already granted by the metropolitan and the bishops) because 'he knew the Novgorod heretics' and 'their heresies'. This should not necessarily be seen as an admission of heretical sympathies. Ivan had had contact with the Novgorod heretics; the Edict of the Moscow Council of 1490 accused the Novgorod priests:

... И вы паки, приехав на Москву здесь били есть челом государю великому князю на Генадия архиепископа о том, что, рекши, он вас имал и ковал и мучил изо имения, да грабил животы ваши.¹

It is also very probable that Ivan III would have attended services at the Archangel Cathedral, where the heretic Denis officiated until his expulsion; any contact with heretics - and especially participation in a service at which a heretic officiated - was considered a taint requiring confession and absolution.²

That the grand prince was familiar with the beliefs of the Novgorod heretics and of Aleksey and Fedor Kuritsyn is not surprising, since he had been informed of them before 1490 by Gennady's podlinniki³. And judging by Iosif's list of these heresies in the letter to Mitrofan,⁴ Ivan had not told him anything new, for the list is a paraphrase of the accusations contained in the Edict of the Moscow Council of 1490.⁵

Iosif spoke to Ivan III of the need to investigate and eradicate the Novgorod heresy,⁶ but what the grand prince wished to talk about was heresy in Moscow, and he turned the discussion to the heresy of his daughter-in-law:

А Иван, деи, Максимов и сношу у мене в жицовство свец.⁷

And here, perhaps, was the real reason for his desire to discuss the subject of heresy with Iosif: the unnamed daughter-in-law seduced into heresy by Ivan Maksimov was Elena, widow of Ivan Ivanovich and daughter of Stephen IV of Moldavia.

1. AED, p.383
2. Beveridge, Synodicon, pp.466-7
3. AED, p.377
4. ibid., pp.436-7
5. ibid., p.383
6. see above, p. 106.
7. AED, p.436
When Elena, daughter of an Orthodox ruler, became the wife of Ivan's eldest son and heir in 1483, the marriage set the seal on the alliance between Muscovy and Moldavia, 'the most fruitful of Ivan's Western alliances'.

And when Ivan Ivanovich died, in March 1490, there were two candidates for the succession to the throne of Muscovy: Elena's son, Dmitry, and Vasily, Ivan's eldest son by his second marriage to Sofia Palaeologa. It seemed that Ivan III had made his choice when Dmitry was ceremonially crowned Grand Prince of Vladimir, Moscow and all Russia, in February 1498. But on 11 April 1503, after some skilful manoeuvring on the part of Sofia and Vasily, Dmitry and Elena were arrested and imprisoned; three days later Vasily became 'autocrat of all Russia', and was assured of the succession. The fall of Dmitry and Elena has never been satisfactorily explained: they were probably the victims of circumstance and of their rivals' superior powers of intrigue.

When Ivan III told losif about Elena's heresy she was already in prison, where she was to die in December 1504. Under these circumstances, it is surprising that historians have so unhesitatingly accepted that the Orthodox daughter of an Orthodox monarch should have embraced a 'judaizing' heresy on the sole evidence of one sentence in losif's letter to Mitrofan; Elena's 'heresy' provided a perfect excuse for Ivan's treatment of her, and ensured that he would not have to ask forgiveness for killing her svoim grekhom, nestorozheyu, as he had been obliged to do in 1498 after the death of his brother Andrey.

1. Fennell, Ivan the Great, p.107
2. PSRL, vol.20, pp.366-8
3. ibid., vol.6, p.48
4. see Fennell, Ivan the Great, pp.334-52, for aspects of the 'dynastic crisis', such as the virtual uselessness to Ivan III of the Moldavian alliance after 1500.
5. PSRL, vol.20, p.375, According to the Tipografsky Chronicle was murdered. Like Sofia, she was interred in the burial place of the female members of the royal families of Moscow: the Cathedral of the Assumption (PSRL, vol.24, p.215).
Since losif's letter to Mitrofan was written for the express purpose of reminding the grand prince that over a year had passed since their conversation, during which Ivan had not fulfilled his promise to renew investigations into the heresy, it is to be doubted whether this promise was made in good faith. We have to ask whether there was, in fact, a heresy to investigate.

Without doubt, if the grand prince had followed losif's prescription and had 'arrested two or three heretics', it would not have been difficult to amass sufficient evidence for a trial and execution - as Gennady demonstrated so well before 1490. But if the Church really considered the 'judaizing heretics' to be still a potent threat in 1503, it is strange that, as far as can be judged from contemporary sources, the subject of heresy was not discussed at all at the Moscow Council of that year.

Contemporary chronicles carry a similar laconic account of the proceedings of this Council:

Того же лета был архиепископ новгородский Генадей на Москве, и собороваша с Симаном митрополитом всю Русию и со епископы, и повелеша вдовым попом и дияконом не петь, ни священству касаться. Того же лета уложиша и от ставления у попов и у дияконов и от мест церковных по правилом святых отец мады не имати ...

The two Edicts issued in the names of the grand princes Ivan and Vasily, Metropolitan Simon, Archbishop Gennady, the bishops of Suzdal', Ryazan', Tver', Kolomna, Saray and Perm' and the entire Holy Synod, provide more details of the Council's decision. These

1. AED, p.438
2. Early sixteenth century
3. PSRL, vol.28 (Stod 1518). The same account is used in the Sofiysky 11nd and L'vov Chronicles (PSRL, vol.6, p.244; vol.20, p.374; for the relationship between these three chronicles see Lur'e, Obshcherusskie letopisi, p.232). The date of the Council is not given, but the account is found between entries for May and September. The date given by the Novgorod 11nd (Arkhiivsky) Chronicle (PSRL, vol.30, p.175) - 1 September 1503 - is contradicted by the dating of the Council's Edicts (see below)
4. AAE, vol.1, Nos.382-3, pp.484-8. The first Edict is dated 6 August 1503; the second, September 1503.
1) outlaw all simony;

2) declare that priests anddeacons should cease to perform the duties of their office should they become widowed (disregard of this regulation to be punished by state, not church, authorities);^2

3) regulate the rights of, and payments due to, widowed priests anddeacons;

4) outlaw habitation of monks and nuns in mixed monasteries;

5) declare that priestly duties in men's monasteries be performed by the abbot, and in convents by whiteclergy;

6) forbid any priest who gets drunk to officiate on the following day.

Little is known of the Council's discussion of the rights of the Church to land and other property; according to available sources the question of heresy did not enter into it.

Consideration of the dispute supposed to have taken place between Nil Sorsky and losif of Volokolamsk at the Council of 1503 does not have any

1. This, like the condemnation of simony, was a reminder of an old prohibition; cf. Metropolitan Foty's letter to the Pskovites, reproaching them for allowing widowed clergy to officiate (AED, p.25). The reaction of the lower clergy to this piece of legislation can be judged from the Foslante of the widowed priest Georgy Skripitsa of Rostov, which appeals to the leaders of the Church:

Не оскорбляйте и не осуждайте священников кроме богословных вин: теми писано осуждать грехи их, а не собою и не своим разумом. Вы же, господа, осудили еще всех еретов и диаконов настоящих и будущих смертью жен их; Положили еще в Церкви врагу между собою, со священники, во веки, и како сами держаете входить во святый олтар? .... И в Латинской вере ино ереем их были всем без жен, они бо, кроме Божия Писания изобрели себе ересь своей погибели.

- and reproaches them for administering the church:

земнаго царя бояры и дворецкими, недельщики, тиуны и доводчики, своих дела прибытков, а не по достоянию святительскому ...
direct bearing upon the subject under discussion. However, some objections to the accepted view of this dispute may be mentioned here:

a) The hypothesis that the dispute occurred in 1503 is based largely on one passage in Vassian Patrikeev's *Prenie*;¹

b) Recent studies of autograph MSS. of works by Nil Sorsky and Isosif of Volokolamsk suggest that their views were not as divergent as has been supposed;²

c) *Soborny otvet,* thought to be the response of the Council to the idea of secularization,³ is addressed to Grand Prince Ivan Vasil'evich alone; all dated sources on the Council of 1503 make it clear that the Council was headed by both Ivan III and his son Vasily;

d) By 1503 Ivan III had confiscated a considerable amount of Church land.⁴ He may even have introduced legislation to limit further acquisition of land by monasteries.⁵ Why he should have felt impelled to obtain the consent of the Church in 1503 for measures in which he had been apparently successful is not clear. It is interesting to note that *Slovo inoe* (published by Begunov and dated by him 1506-9)⁶ alleges that Archbishop Gennady, when reproached for not speaking out against Ivan's plans, retorted:

Глаголете убо сами, аз бо ограблен уже прежде сего.⁷

As has been mentioned, in spite of the known participation of Archbishop Gennady and the presumed participation of Isosif of Volokolamsk⁸ — the two most celebrated scourges of the Judaizers — the Council of 1503 did not attempt to deal with the heresy.

2. *IB,* pp.312-4; Kloss, *'Nil Sorsky i Nil Polev','* pp.150-67
3. Its authorship has been attributed to Isosif by Moiseeva, *Valaamskaya beseda,* p.30, n.76
5. *AAE,* vol.1, No.227, p.218
6. Begunov, *'Slovo',* pp.361-4
7. ibid., p.352
8. *PIV,* pp.371-4
It was only after Ivan III removed Gennady from his see and imprisoned him in the Chudov Monastery that a Council was convened for the purpose of dealing with the heretics. According to the chronicles, Gennady fell victim to a law promulgated by the same Council which had brought him victory in his campaign against widowed clergy:

Того же лета, июня, Генадеи, архипелископ Великого Новагорода и Пьскова, остави престол свои за немощь, неволею: понеже бо приеха с Москви и начят маду имати у священников от ставления на съеи престол Новгород Великии найпаще первого, чрез свое обещание ... и обыскав то князь великии и митрополит, и сведаша его со престола на Москву, и пребысть в манастире у Михаилова Чуда на Москве полтретя году, ту и преставись.¹

The heretical priests had accused Gennady of robbing them,² and the Pskov Ist chronicle suggests that the archbishop was avaricious:³ Gennady was probably in the habit of taking payment for ordination, continuing an old Novgorod tradition,⁴ and trying, no doubt, to compensate the archbishop's treasury for the losses resulting from the demands of Ivan III. However, as the proceedings of the Stoglav Council show, the removal of Gennady did nothing to stop the practice of payment of an ordination tax in the see of Novgorod.⁵ His contravention of the Council's decree does not satisfactorily explain his deposition just before the conciliar trial and execution of heretics (several of whom were from Novgorod), which took place in December 1504.

This is one of the few items of knowledge we have concerning the trial of the heretics in 1504. The chronicles confine themselves to stating that such a trial took place, and to listing the names of some of those found guilty:

1. PSRL, vol.28, p.337. Gennady was removed from office on 12th June 1504 (PL, vol.1, p.89)
2. ASD, p. 383.
3. PL, vol.1, p.83
5. Stoglav, pp.134-5. According to Golubinsky the prohibition of an ordination tax only remained in force for just over two years, until the death of Ivan III (IHT, p.617)
While the sources for the Councils of 1490 and 1503 list the names of the bishops who attended them, we have no such information for 1504. But an analysis of the retirements and deaths among bishops after 1490 reveals that of the six who, together with Metropolitan Zosima, tried the 'Novgorod priests' in 1490, only two - Nifont of Suzdal and Vassian of Tver - could have been present at the Council of 1504.  

In preparation for the Council of 1490 Gennady carefully amassed evidence against the heretics, and although the condemnation was a foregone conclusion, convention was observed: Gennady's reports were read to the Synod and the heretics cross-examined. But there are no reports prior to 1504 on those put on trial in that year. The chronicle account of the Council offers no clue as to the accusations raised against them: it is noteworthy that it does not assign to those condemned in 1504 any of the epithets (such as zhidovskaya mudr' stvuyushchy) associated with their predecessors, but terms them simply 'heretics'. On what grounds, then, were these 'heretics' tried?  

This, it seems, was felt to be something of a mystery as early as 1554; in that year the elder Artemy, former abbot of the Trinity Monastery and patron of Maksim the Greek, defending himself at his trial for heresy explained his refusal to anathematize the 'Novgorod heretics' thus:

... не ведаю того, что ересь; сожгли Курицына да Рукового и нымеча того не ведают, про что их сожгли.

2. see above, ch.11, pp. 69, 118.  
3. Nifont was Bishop of Suzdal from 1484 to 1508. Vassian was Bishop of Tver from 1477 to 1508 (Stroev, Spiski ierarkhov, pp.441 and 656). Of the remaining four, three resigned and one died.  
4. AAE, vol.1, No. 4, p.251
According to Lur'e, the 'case for the prosecution' was presented by Iosif of Volokolamsk who, for this purpose, made the first redaction of his Prosvetitel'. But Lur'e admits that there is no conclusive evidence that Iosif was present at the proceedings of the Council and, as mentioned above, it is unlikely that even the first redaction of the Prosvetitel' was made before 1504. Further objections to Lur'e's dating (1502-1504) of the original version of this work arise from a consideration of the sole 'official' source for the Council of 1504.

This, the so-called Poslanie o soblyudenii sobornogo prigovora, was written sometime after the Council of 1504. No Edict of that Council survives and in fact, to judge from the Poslanie o soblyudenii, none was ever issued. The Poslanie is a defence of the verdict of the Council, justifying it against the claim that execution of a repentant heretic is uncanonical by arguing that those executed were not heretics but renegades.

Еретик убо есть, иже верует Богу быть Христу, ереси же некия имея в себе .... Отступник же есть, иже в православной вере християнства родился и в совершеном возрасте ... самовольно отвергся Христа...

Therefore they were unprotected by scriptural and canonical writings. The justification of the verdict forms an introduction to an account of the origins of the otstuplerie, whose adherents were executed in 1504:

1. AED, p.211; IB, p.421
2. IB, p.421. It seems unlikely that Iosif would have failed to mention his role in the extermination of the heresy in any of his numerous references to the subject.
3. see above, pp.89-95.
4. From a purely practical point of view, a work as lengthy and involved as the Prosvetitel' seems an improbable vehicle for the presentation of evidence before a trial.
5. AED, pp.506-10
6. AED, p.506. In MSS. it is entitled simply Poslanie, or Poslanie o eretitsaekh (ibid., p.506, n.1). It was edited and published by A.A. Zimin.
А о нынешних еретиках да будет вам ведомо, яко вси отвергшли Христа. Уже тому тридесят и три года минули, как был в Великом Новограде Схария жидовин. Ино Денис пол, да Олексей тогда был пол же, что был на Москве после того на Москве протопоп, приходили к жидовину Схарии да училися у него жидовской вере .... Да после того Денис да Олексей прельстили в жидовскую веру Гаврила протопопа Софейского да попа Наума да попа Максима ... а от Бояр от новгородских прельстили в жидовство Григория Михайлова сына Тучина и иных многих детей боярских и от купцов и от простых людей.

А после того, как взяли на Москву Алексея протопопа да Дениса попа, - и они прельстили в жидовство Федора Курицына, да брата его Волка, да иных многих от великого князя двора да и от купцов и от крылощан и от простых людей, якож некоторым отбегнуть за море к жидовом и обрезаться в жидовскую веру, от купцов убо Игнать Зубов, от крылощан же Ивашко Черной и мнози.1

The Poslanie o soblyudenii then proceeds to enumerate the heresies of the Novgorod heretics,2 quoting from the Edict of 14903 and from Gennady's reports.4 Of the crimes of those condemned in 1504 it merely says:

Нынешним же преступницам седьмдесят седьмерицею злейших того сотворишаго; 5

- and then reverts to justifying the executions. In addition to quoting Holy writings it points to the unfortunate consequences of leniency toward heretics, by reference to the example of Gennady:

Архиепископ же Генадий ят веру показанию их и даст им ослабу. И яко прияша ослабу, и або вси на великое устремишашь: инии в Литву, инии же в немцы и во ины грады.6

The Poslanie concludes with a warning to all those inclined to oppose the Council's decision:

И того ради божественная Писания и священная правила презираете.... И творящих таковую божественную правила отлучают от приобщения пречистых тайн Христовых.7

The work is undoubtedly written in the name of Metropolitan Simon,8 but, while admitting this, Zimin suggests that Iosif of Volokolamsk was the true

1. ibid., loc.cit. If an Edict was issued by the Council of 1504 it is surprising that the Poslanie o soblyudenii makes no reference to it, explaining instead the need to enumerate the heresies of those condemned thus:

Вем убо, яко поболеете, слышаше сия. Но сего ради понудихся написати сия, яко да увесте и разумеете сих скверная дела ... (AED, p. 507)

2. AED, p.507
3. ibid., p.383
4. e.g. Gennady's letter to Prokhor, ibid., pp.312-3
5. AED, p.507
6. ibid., p.508
7. ibid., p.510
8. ibid., p.503
author. He bases this view on the fact that the 15th and 16th Slova of the Prosvetitel' lean heavily on the Poslanie o soblyudenii, and on textual similarities between this and losif's Poslanie Mitrofanu. Since the 15th and 16th Slova were written well after 1504, the argument in favour of losif's authorship is not very convincing: the textual similarities between Prosvetitel' and the Poslanie Mitrofanu (which, as we have seen, does not necessarily antedate the Poslanie o soblyudenii in the two passages compared by Zimin) are due to the fact that both are based on the Edict of the Council of 1490. There seems to be no reason to assume that the Poslanie o soblyudenii is anything but an official letter from the head of the Russian Church.

It is not only Slova 15 and 16 of the Prosvetitel' which contain passages found also in the Poslanie o soblyudenii: the introduction, Skazanie o novoya-vivsheysya eresi explains the spread of the Novgorod heresy to Moscow in the same manner as the Poslanie, albeit in far greater detail:

Сказание о новоявившейся ереси

... в лето 6979 ... прииде в Великий Новгород жидовин Сخارия. И той прежде прелест папа Денис, и в жидовство отведе. Денис же приведе к нему протопоп Алексея, еще тогда попа суща на Михайловой улицы, и той также отступник бысть ... Потом же приидоша из Литвы ини жидове, им же имена Осиф Шкюло Скварявой Мисей Хануш ... Потом же Алексей научи многих жидовствову, еще же и зятя своего Ившака Максимова и отца его попа Максима и иных ... Денис же поп тако же многих научи жидовствовати ... протопоп Гавриила Съфейскаго и Гридо Клоча. Гридя же Клоч научи Григория Тучина жидовствову, его же отец бяше в

Посланье о соблюдении

Уже тому тридесят и три лета минули, как был в Великом Новгороде Сخارия жидовин. Ино Денис поп, да Олексей тогда был поп же, что был на Москве после того на Москве протопоп, приходили к жидовину Сخارию да училися у него жидовской вере. А Христа отверглись. Да после того ини жидове, приходили в Великий Новгород. И Денис да Олексей к тем приходили да ними жидовство держали ... Да после того Денис да Олексей прельстили в жидовскую веру Гаврилы протопопа Софейского да попа Наума да попа Максима да иных многих от священников ...: а от бояр от новгородских прельстили в жидовство Григория Михайлова сына Тучина и иных многих

1. AED, pp. 504-5
2. IB, pp. 97-8.
3. see above, p. 115, n. 4.
4. AED, p. 505
Новгороде велику власть имеа. Потом же многих научиа ... 
В лето же 6988 привиа князь великий Иван Васильевич в Великий Новгород, и тогда взят Алексея попа на протопопство к церкви Пречистыя Успения, и Дениса попа к архангелу Михаилу ..., какова сътвориа сии скверны пси с своими поборники! ... многия душа погубиа, и в жидовство отведоа, яко же неким отбежаи и обретаи в жидовскую веру: от них же есть Иваахо Черной и станик его Игнат Зубовы. 

Iosif then says that after Gennady's arrival in Novgorod many of the heretics, fearing judgement, fled to Moscow where Потом же привлеаоа к своей ереси черныа Захара. Потом же от двора великого князя Федора Куринца, да дькков крестовых, Истому да Сарчка, от купцев же Семена Кленова. Федор же Курицин и Истома и Сверхчек и Семен Кленов многих научиа жидовствоа. 

Between these two accounts there is one important difference. According to the Skazanie it was Ivan III who brought Aleksey and Denis to Moscow, and who was thus indirectly responsible for the dissemination of the heresy there. The Poslanie, on the other hand, does not state exactly who caused the two priests to go to Moscow.

In its list of those converted to heresy in Novgorod, the Poslanie reproduces the names given in Gennady's reports with one important addition: Grigory Tuchin.

Grigory Mikhailovich Tuchin, son of the Novgorod posadnik boleshey Mikhail Tucha, was a posadnik himself by 1471. Four years later, he was one of the deputation of Novgorodians who met Ivan III on his arrival in Novgorod in November 1475. In 1478 Tuchin bil chelom v sluqhu and was accepted into the service of the grand prince, after which we hear no more of him until the mention in the Poslanie o soblyudeni. 

1. AED, pp.469, 478-9  
2. ibid.,pp.471, 480-1  
3. ibid., p.506  
4. ibid., pp.471,481  
5. Yanin, Novgorodskie posadnik, p.381. In that year he was one of the few Novgorod boyars to escape the severe penalties imposed by Ivan III (Bernadsky, Novgorod i Novgorodskaya zemlya, p.297).  
6. ibid., p.300  
7. PSRL, vol.25, pp.304-5
But some conjecture can be made as to his fate, for in 1487-89 Ivan III carried out a mass vyvod of merchants and posadskie lyudi, dispossessing them of much of their Novgorod property and resettling them in the Moscow region. And since it is on record in the Novgorod cadastres of the late XVth century that land was confiscated from Grigory Tuchin, it is possible that he was among those affected by the 1487-89 vyvody.

Quite probably it is in the light of what we know of the mass influx of largely discontented Novgorodians that we should understand the explanation of the appearance of the Novgorod heresy in Moscow as given in the Poslanie o soblyudenii.

Whether or not Aleksey, Denis and the other Novgorod priests actually arrived in Moscow at the time of the vyvody, it is unlikely that Isosif's account of the spread of the heresy could have been written for a Council presided over by Ivan III himself. This, and the nature of the details given in Isosif's account - which look more like invention than fact - suggests that he made use of the Poslanie o soblyudenii as a source for his Skazanie, and that none of the redactions of the Prosvetitel' was made before 1505.

Before returning to Isosif's evidence, let us examine the verdict of the Council of 1504 as recorded in the chronicles. Volk Kuritsyn, Mitya Konoplev

1. Bernadsky, op.cit., p.337. According to Veselovsky's calculations, up to a thousand Novgorodians were dispossessed and coerced into Muscovite service between 1476 and 1500 (Veselovsky, Feodal'noe semlevladienie, pp.298-9, vol.1).


3. Of Aleksey, Gennady says practically nothing. Denis is first mentioned by him in the same letter as Gavrila, only after both had arrived in Moscow. See above, ch.II, p.57.

4. e.g. the names of the Jews 'who came to Novgorod'; the claim that Aleksey had been a priest na Mikhaylovskoy ulitsi (probably the result of confusing him with Gavrila, said by Gennady to be a priest from Mikhaylovskaya ulitsa. See above, ch.II, p.57, n.2).

5. The names of those condemned in 1504 are confirmed by the Poslanie o soblyudeni and by the anathema in the Novgorod Synodikon against the 'new heretics':

Новии ереци, неверующии в Господа нашего Иисуса Христа, Сyna Божия, и в пречистую Богородицу, и похульшей седнь соборов святых отец, Касьяна архимандрит Юрьева монастыря, Ивашко Максимов, Некрас Рукавов, Волк Курицын, Митя Коноплев и их ересинахальствовавшие в русей земли ... да будут прокляты.

(Zimin, 'Sobornye prigovory', p.215)
and Ivashko Maksimov were executed in Moscow, being burnt to death in a cage; Nekras Rukavov was burnt to death too, his tongue having first been cut out - but this took place in Novgorod, where Kassian of Yur'ev, Ivashko Samochernyi, Gridya Kvashnya and Mitya Pustoselov were also executed. In 1490 it had been Gennady who testified against the Novgorod heretics and organised a Novgorod Council and the executions. But in 1504 he was prevented from testifying: the throne of the Novgorod archbishopric was vacant, and only the representatives of the grand prince could have been responsible for the executions - as well as for those in Moscow.

There was a precedent for the methods chosen for the 1504 executions: in 1488 the grand prince had ordered that one Munt Tatishchev should have his tongue cut out for treasonable slander, and in 1493:

... Тое же зимы, генваря, казнил князь великий князь Иван Лукомского да Матифаса Ляха, толмача латинского, сожгъша их на Москве на реке в клетке .... про то, что они посыпали с грамотами и с вестым человека, своего Волынца к великому князю Александру Литовскому...

Who, then, were the men singled out for equally severe sentences in 1504? Studies of the heresy have tended to concentrate on the personality of Fedor Kuritsyn (who only escaped the fate of his brother Ivan Volk by 'disappearing from the historical scene' - presumably by dying a natural death - sometime before December 1504), since his career is well documented in contemporary sources.

The Kuritsyn brothers are thought to have descended from Roman Ivanovich Kamensky, a boyar of the grand prince of Moscow whose descendants lost rank. Fedor and Ivan Volk are the first of the family known to have attained the position of d'yaki of the grand prince. Thanks to the testimony of Iosif's Skazanie:

Только же дръзвненое тогда именаху к державному протопоп Алексей и Федор Курицин, яко никто же ин

1. *PSRL*, vol.28, p.319. Munt had spread the rumour that Ivan III was planning to arrest his brother, Andrey of Uglich; he was flogged, but did not lose his tongue, thanks to the intercession of Metropolitan Geronty.
2. *PSRL*, vol.28, pp.323-4
3. see above, p. 89.
5. Veselovsky, *Issledovaniya*, p.54
6. *AED*, pp.471, 481
Fedor Kuritsyn has been seen as 'one of the most prominent statesmen of the reign of Ivan III, playing a leading role in the foreign policy of the grand prince'. Fairy von Lilienfeld has even described him as Ivan's Kanzler. But it is difficult to prove that Kuritsyn ever held anything more than an executive position. Even in the 1490's when, according to Zimin, he was 'one of the initiators of the grand prince's policy', records of negotiations with foreign representatives show that he was seldom given sole responsibility: the leading role in such negotiations was almost invariably taken by the kaznachey Dmitry Vladimirovich, whose rank gave him precedence.

Fedor Kuritsyn's career in the service of the grand prince, though distinguished, was no more so than those of many of his contemporaries among the d'yaiki of Ivan III, such as Andrey Mayko, Danilo Mamyrev and Vasily Tret'yak Dolmatov.

Fedor Kuritsyn was principally active in the field of foreign relations. He took part in most of the key diplomatic negotiations of the 80's and 90's of the XVth century, and was a member of embassies to various European courts.

Ivan Volk's career, although not so busy, was very similar to that of his brother. He too was active in the Muscovite diplomatic service, as well as being a signatory to several important internal policy documents. But if we compare the activities of the Kuritsyn brothers with those of other leading d'yaiki in the service of Ivan III, we find that the one distinguishing feature of their record was the manner of their fall. The only Kuritsyn known to have

1. IB, p.183
2. von Lilienfeld, 'Uber einige Züge', p.1
3. Zimin, 'Sobytiya 1499 g.', p.100
4. RIO, vol.35, Nos.24, 36, 56, 61
5. If Fedor Kuritsyn reached the position of influence ascribed to him, it is surprising that he never received the rank of Kaznachey. That a d'yaak could qualify for this rank we know from the example of one of Fedor's colleagues Danilo Mamyrev (Veselovsky, D'yaiki i pod'yaichte, p.316).
6. Zimin, 'D'yachesky apparat', p.94
7. Veselovsky, op.cit., p.311; Zimin, op.cit., pp.250-1
8. Veselovsky, op.cit., p.316; Zimin, op.cit., p.108
10. In the period under discussion the Muscovite administrative apparatus was not yet divided into prikazy; the grand prince's d'yaaki dealt with both internal and external matters.
been close to a grand prince of Moscow was Afanasy, Fedor's son: the
descendants of Ivan and Fedor survived their parents' disgrace remarkably
well, continuing to serve as d'yaki to the rulers of Muscovy.  

Mitya Konoplev is the second name in the list of those executed in 1504.
The only item of information we have about him is that in May 1503 he was one
of the deti boyarskie in the suite of Konstantin Grigor'evich Zabolotsky on
a mission to Alexander of Lithuania, which arrived back in Moscow in September
1503.  

Of Ivashko Maksimov we know only that he was probably anathematized in
Novgorod in 1490.  It is not known how he reached Moscow from Novgorod, or
whether he really had any contact with Elena Stepanovna.

We are better informed about Nekras Rukavov. According to the Novgorod
cadastre for 1500, Nekras Vasil'evich Rukavov was a pomeshshik from Votskaya
pyatina, owning considerable property in the Novgorod area, in several villages
that belonged to the grand prince.  

Archimandrite Kassian of the Yur'ev Monastery was also among those
executed in Novgorod. It is stated in the 15th Slow of the Prosvetitel'
(written several years after the 1504 Council) that Kassian was appointed
archimandrite by Ivan III on the advice of the Kuritsyn brothers, but this
is probably one of Iosif's inventions.

The archimandrite of the Yur'ev Monastery held a special position in the
Church hierarchy of Novgorod; he was elected, apparently for a limited term
of office, from among the abbots of the most important monasteries of Novgorod.
The 'archimandrite of Novgorod', as he was also known, was the elective head
of the black clergy of the see and, as such, was independent even of the

1. Veselovsky, op.cit., pp.279-80
2. ibid., p.279. The grandson of Ivan Volk became a Novgorod landowner, and
golova of one of the Novgorod pyatiny (Tikhomirov, Fazryadnye knigi, pp.375, 428 et seq.
3. RIO, vol.35, No.76, p.413
4. see above, p. 73.
also Veselovsky, Onomastikon, p.272
6. IB,p.468 et seq.
7. Prosvetitel', p.518
archbishop. There is no evidence that Kassian, who became archimandrite in 1494, owed his position to the grand prince. As for his 'brother' Ivashko Samocherny, we know nothing - not even whether he was a blood relative or simply a brother monk of the Yur'ev Monastery.

The Kvashnya family name is well known in Russian XVth-XVIth century sources; unfortunately, we do not know to which branch of the family Gridya Kvashnya belonged. Since he was executed in Novgorod, it seems likely that he was related to Aleksey Kvashnin, a Novgorod boyar who, like Grigory Tuchin, was accused of robbing and killing the inhabitants of two Novgorod ulitsy, Slavkova and Mikitina. Aleksey Kvashnin and his brothers were among the wealthiest pomeshchiki of the city.

We know nothing of Mitya Pustoselov, the last in the list of heretics named by the chronicles - but our information concerning those condemned for heresy does not end with him. The chronicle account is supplemented by losif of Volokolamsk with yet another name.

Sometime between December 1504 and October 1505 losif wrote to Ivan III about the heretic Semen Klenov, who had been placed in custody in his monastery. Not daring to reproach the grand prince for having transformed his monastery into a gaol for heretics, losif turns from an obligatory

1. Yanin, 'Iz istorii', pp.118-26
2. Although one of the bodies participating in the election, the veche, ceased to function after 1478, the kontsy of Novgorod continued to act as administrative units with their own representatives. That the archimandrite of Novgorod was still respected by the abbots of other Novgorod monasteries as their head can be seen from the account of Gennady's procession on 8th December 1499 (see above, p.114)
3. Following the death of Kassian in 1504 there is no record of an archimandrite in the Yur'ev Monastery until 1517. This may, of course, simply be due to the paucity of sources, but since the archbishop's seat remained vacant for a considerable period, the same may well have been true of the archimandrite's post (Stroev, Spiski ierarkhov, p.45).
4. Veselovsky, Issledovaniya, p.263 et seq.
5. see above, p. 114.
6. FSRL, vol.25, pp.304-5
7. see Ukazatel' k Novgorodskim pismovym knigam, p.34. Aleksey alone seems to have left no heirs.
8. PIV, pp.178-9
expression of welcome for Ivan's anti-heretical zeal to a lament for the fate that had overtaken other monasteries:

a ныне, госуда́рь, сказа́ли нам, что ерети́ков по монасты́рем шле́ш, ино, госуда́рь, нам вынешь́я скорбь много го́рши первой, за́неке, госуда́рь, миря́нам полову́ тво́ришь, а ино́ком поги́бель.¹

This letter is interesting not only because it confirms the verdict of the Council of 1504, as recorded in the chronicles:

а иных в за́точение розо́слаша, а иных по монасты́рем.²

It also affords fairly conclusive proof that losif did not write the Prosvétitel', even in its short redaction (Skazánie and 11 Slova), prior to the condemnation of Ivan Volk Kuritsyn and the others; it is also an indication that the story of losif's presence at the 1504 Council was probably apocryphal.

Losif writes to the grand prince:

Что еси, госуда́рь, присла́л в монасты́рь Пречистые к нам ерети́ка Семе́на Кленова, да и его́ речи ерети́ческие написа́ны, что он му́дро́ствовал, а ве́лел еси его́ држать в монасты́ре, ино, госуда́рь, о том еси́ обра́дова́лись бы́ли вси, что еси́ показа́л ревно́сть о благочестие́й и православне́й христиа́нсей вере, как прежни́ свя́тии православни́й христиа́нсей царе́.³

Had losif been present at the Council of 1504 he would have been aware that the grand prince pokazał rémnot' and his expression of delight would have been somewhat belated. As participant of a Council which condemned Semen Klenov, among others, he would not have required a copy of Klenov's heretical rechi. Finally, had he in fact been present he would surely not have felt the need to reproach Ivan for making use of the monasteries as convenient places of exile for heretics:

А в писа́нии, госуда́рь, того́ нет, кое́ ерети́ков по монасты́рем посы́пать...⁴

We have already mentioned that losif's Skazánie o novoyávivshyesya describes the spread of the 'Novgorod heresy' to Moscow in much the same terms as the Poslánje o soblyúdennit;⁵ it is of interest to make a further comparison

1. PIV, p.179
2. see above, p. 122.
3. PIV, pp.178-9
4. ibid., p.179
5. see above, p. 125.
of the two sources. This is how they list the converts of Aleksey and Denis:

Послание о соблюдении

... Федора Курицына, да брата его Волка, да иных многих от великого князя двора да и от купцем и от крылоша и от простых людей, якож некоторым отбегнути за море к жаждовому и обрезатися в жаждовскую веру, от купцов убо Игнет Зубов, от крылоша же Ивашко Чёрный и многие.²

Сказание о новоявившейся ереси

... от двора великого князя Федора Курицына, да дьяков крестовых, Истому да Сверчья, от купеце же Семена Кленова. Федор же Курицин и Истома и Сверчекъ и Семен Кленовъ, многих научиша жаждовать.

In Gennady's letters, which mention Istoma, Sverchok, Fedor Kuritsyn, Ignat Zubov and Ivashko Cherny, there is no reference to Semen Klenov, nor does his name appear in any source directly connected with the proceedings of the 1504 Council (i.e. the chronicle account, the Poslanie o soblyudenii and the 1504 anathema). There is nothing in Iosif's letter to Ivan III to contradict the view that he, Iosif, only learned of Klenov's existence and heresy after the Council was concluded and when Klenov was exiled to his monastery.

This work has tried to demonstrate that the Prosvetitel', either in its short or in its expanded redactions, could not have been written for the Council of 1504. And since this work has come to be known as The Book against the Novgorod heretics³, an attempt has to be made to answer the question why Iosif wrote it only after the condemnation and execution of the heretics had taken place. A full answer would require a separate textological analysis: a few ideas which could provide such an answer will be mentioned here.

A consideration of the Poslanie ikonopistsev with its three Slova on the worship of icons⁴ (chapters 5 - 7 of the Prosvetitel') and the three Skazaniya on the seventh millennium⁵ (chapters 8 - 10), suggests that in their original

1. AED, p.506
2. Ibid., p.471 (cf. Ibid., p.4817)
3. AED, p.438
4. see above, p. 89 et seq.
5. see above, p. 91 et seq.
form these works were anti-heretical only insofar as they constituted an instruction in Orthodox Christian beliefs on the subjects under discussion. By inserting set phrases against the Novgorod heretics and appending suitable titles to each of the chapters, losif transformed them into tracts against the 'newly-appeared Novgorod heretics'. If we examine all of the references to the heresy in the entire expanded version of the Prosvetitel' we find that throughout the work (apart from the introductory Skazanie and chapter 15, both devoted to an account of the origins and spread of the heresy), the same stock phrases recur. I

Wherever losif does not repeat the names of Aleksey, Denis and Fedor Kuritsyn he refers instead to 'Jews' or to unspecified heretics. Every time, the allusion to such otstupniki simply forms the starting-point of an argument to demonstrate the truth of Orthodox Christian beliefs. It can be argued that the Prosvetitel' is not a Book against the Novgorod heretics, but the first attempt in Russia to produce a summary of Orthodox theology, a work something in the nature of the De fide Orthodoxa of John of Damascus.

This view is supported by the words of losif of Volokolamsk himself, for, after narrating the history of the heresy in the Skazanie, he introduces the index of the chapters of the Prosvetitel' thus:

И да никто же ми зазрий, яко в всякому слове изъявих еретическъныхъ, и жидовскахъ мудрствующихъ, Алексея, глаголу, протопопа и Федора Курицина и попа Дениса и подобныхъ имъ: тако бо и святыхъ божественны Оты наши написаша на древня еретики, и въ множныхъ местахъ изъявяша имена ихъ и ереси ихъ, того ради, яко да ведома будутъ и въ древняя роды, яко сихъ учения диавольская суть изобретения. Собралъ же ведомо отъ различныхъ писаний Всвященныхъ, яко да ведающи Всвященныхъ писания прочитахъ да воспоменютъ себе, неведущихъ же прочитахъ да разумеютъ. И аще кому что потребно будетъ противъ еретическому речемъ, и благодать Всевышнюю обрещаетъ готово безъ труда въ коемъ слове, яже суть сиа .... 2

1. see below, Appendix III
2. AED, pp.474-5; ibid., pp.483-4; Prosvetitel', pp.47-8
The purpose of the Prosvetitel' as a compendium of Orthodox theology explains its derivative character and its frequent disregard of historical fact. In retelling the history of the Judaizers' heresy losif was not really concerned with presenting a historically accurate narrative, but with an account that should be, above all, instructive; in his discussion of heretical beliefs he was not concerned with the actual ideas of the Judaizers, but with any heretical beliefs, whether upheld by the heretics of Novgorod or of Moscow, by Jews or by anyone else.

This does not mean, of course, that the Prosvetitel' as a source for the heresy of the Judaizers is entirely rejected. But it is only the Skazanie and the 15th chapter that are relevant to our study.

Much of the evidence of the Skazanie has already been reviewed. losif attributes the origins of the heresy in Novgorod to the proselytizing activities of the Jew Skharia (whose name he obtained from the Poslanie o soblyudenii), and the Jew - or Jews - Osif Shmylo Skaryavey Mosey Khanush. Evidently even losif felt it unlikely that the one nameless Jew mentioned by Gennady could have wielded quite as much influence as was attributed to him. It was the Poslanie which had first named Denis and Aleksey as the original converts to the Jewish faith, but it was losif who embroidered the story of their conversion with details such as their desire to be circumcised (from which they were dissuaded by the Jews themselves), and the renaming of Aleksey and his wife as Abraham and Sarah.

After describing the conversion of Gavrila, Gridya Kloch and Grigory Tuchin, losif goes on to list the 'many others' who were converted. Many of the names in his list are known to us from previous sources, but he adds the following:

Lavresh, Mishuk Sobaka and Evdokim Lyulisha, the priests Fedor, Yakov and Ivan, and the kriloshane or members of the lower clergy Yurka Semenov Dolgy, Avdey and Stepan. It is not known whether the first three were in the service

1. cf. IB, p.111
2. AED, p.469
3. see above, ch.11, p.55
4. Possibly these names were suggested to losif by the story of Abraham and Sarah and the appearance of the three angels in the Old Testament. cf. losif's disquisition on the Trinity, AED, p.360 et seq.
of the Church, but losif's list (invention or not) does nothing to alter
the view of the Novgorod heresy as a heresy of the Novgorod priests.

losif, as we have seen, makes the suggestion that it was the grand
prince who was responsible for bringing Denis and Aleksey to Moscow.¹ His
list of those converted in Moscow (Ivashko Cherny, Ignat Zubov, Zosima,²
Zakhar,³ Fedor Kuritsyr, Istoma, Sverchev, Klenov) does not contain any
names not already known to us; but once more he implicates the grand
prince in the heresy:

Только же дръзновение тогда имеаху к державному протопоп
Алексей и Федор Курицин, яко никто же ин: звезздозаконю бо
прилежаху, и многим басноотвиением и астролоыи и чародейству
и чернокнижию.

losif evidently knew nothing of the Council of 1488 and the first
anathematization of the Novgorod heretics, concurred with by Geronty and
the grand prince. In fact he even states that, out of fear of the grand
prince, metropolitan Geronty did nothing to suppress the heresy discovered
and reported by Gennady.

1. see above, p. 126.
2. The question whether or not Zosima was a heretic will not be discussed
again: in losif's eyes he evidently was (see above, p. 99). But the first
mention of Zosima, a convert of Aleksey and Denis, may not refer to the
metropolitan of that name:

от черньев же некого, не реку архимандрита, но сыохранителя
... именем Зосиму, яко же первого еретика Зосиму Чернаго

(AED, p.471; ibid., p.481)

Zosima was indeed an archimandrite of Simonov before his
elevation, but losif compares ήία archimandrite with 'the first heretic,
Zosima'. There is no trace of a Zosima in early anti-heretical literature;
the term 'the first heretic' was usually applied to Simon, 'the source of
all heresies' (see above, ch.11, p.43, n.1). Could it be that the text has
been altered here to obviate any suggestion that losif might be referring to
the metropolitan Simon? The word 'archimandrite' may well be a later addi-
tion. The original probably read:

не реку святителя, но сыхранителя

3. see above, ch.11, p.64
4. AED, pp.471, 481
The historical introduction to the heresy ends with an account of the Council of 1490 and with a fanciful description of the method of execution chosen by Gennady. This, like the story of the renaming of Aleksey and his wife, is probably an invention: the chronicle account of the execution is too detailed for such interesting information to have been deliberately omitted.\(^1\)

With an attack on Zosima, long deceased, and with a lament for the smushchenie v xristianeakh caused by the activities of the disciples of Aleksey and Denis - and especially for the sufferings of the monks of Russia, due to the heretics' influence on the grand prince\(^2\) - losif then adverts to the subject matter of his book with the passage already quoted.\(^3\)

The fifteen chapters of the Prosvetitel', all but one headed Слово на ересь Новгородских еретиков deal with the following: the dogma of the Trinity, the Virgin birth, the superiority of the New over the Old Testament, the Orthodox justification of icon painting and icon worship, the question of the seventh millennium and the Second Coming, the virtue of the monastic life, the effectiveness of an anathema pronounced by a heretic, the right and duty of Church and Prince to punish heretics and investigate their errors. The final chapter defines the distinction between heretics and renegades, and completes the historical account of the heresy from 1490 to 1504.

As shown in chapter II above, the Novgorod heretics were charged with anti-Trinitarianism, denial of the Virgin birth, lauding of the Old over the New Testament, and iconoclasm.\(^5\) But, as has been indicated, there is no evidence that those condemned were guilty of more than minor disciplinary heresies. Although losif wrote the Prosvetitel' in order to define the Orthodox view of the dogma of the Trinity, icon worship, etc., and although the Novgorod heretics were accused of heretical views on these points of dogma, to suggest that his work was directed specifically against them is to misunderstand both the heresy itself and losif's purpose. His disregard for

1. see above, ch.II, pp.69-71
2. AED, pp.473-4. cf. Poslanie Nifontu, see above, pp.96-102
3. see above, p. 134.
4. Only the expanded redaction will be considered here; although it probably postdates the short redaction, both are post-1505 and equally valuable.
the actual ideas of those against whom he is assumed to be writing is
clear enough from his frequent attribution to them of beliefs of which no
one had ever accused them. Of the heretics condemned in 1490 and 1504 he
knew little more than what could be gleaned from official sources dated
subsequent to the trials of those years.

This we learn not only from the *Skazanie*, but also from the 15th chapter
of the *Prosvetitel'*, in which losif returns to the history of the heresy,
taking up the story from 1490 on:

Доселе убо в первом слове писано есть о еретицах, иже посла
derжавным с Москвы к великому Новуграду. А яже быша потом,
tамо не писано, но мы зде речем о сем.2

After the Council of 1490, says losif, the Novgorod heretics either
fled from the city and carried the heresy to 'many towns and villages', or
continued to practise it secretly in their homes. In order to help their
fellow dissenters, Fedor and Ivan Kuritsyn persuaded the grand prince to
send Kassian to Novgorod as archimandrite of the Yur'ev Monastery.2

Iosif had some difficulty in supplying details of the activities of
Kassian and his fellow heretics in Novgorod. He describes Kassian himself
in terms he had already applied to Zosima:

И сквернейши бо и гнуснейши всех человек ... не реку архиман-
dрита Орьева монастыря, но диаволов сосуд, антихристов
предтеча, Касиян....3

- and in writing of his activities he embroiders on the reports made by
Gennady prior to 1490:

привожаху бо блудница во своя храмыни, и скверняхуся с ними
блудом, и мясяха с ними в ложане, и скверную сию воду взимаху, и
вляяху сию в вино и мед, и посылаху то вино и мед святителем и
священиком, и к боярам и к гостем, и ко всем православным
христианом. Един же от них, именем Алексейко Костев, вынял ис
часовни икону Пречистыя Богородицы ... и покинул на землю, и
начат спушати скверную свою воду на нея. Ин же некто, Самсонко
именем, пришел к попу к Науму ... и Самсонко молив Науму попу,
возми икону да удари ея о землю, и поп взял да ударил ея о землю
... Да захотели еси, и поставили пред них проскуры да рыбы, и

1. *Prosvetitel'*., p.517
2. see above, pp.130-1.
Some of the heretics, he claims, found protection with the Kuritsyn brothers and with Ivashko Maksimov in Moscow, where they:

tаковая сотворища ... яко прежде в великим Новгороде, еще же и злейши сих. ... собиравшиеся тайно по всех местах, идех кто обретаешся, и жертвы жидовская жреху, и пасху жидовскую, и праздники жидовская твореху, на ных же и многих хулений изрекоша на Господа нашего Иисуса Христа, и на Пречистую Богородицу, и на великого Иоанна Предтечу, и на вся святая апостолы же и мученики, и преподобны и праведны, и много скровенния и поругания соделаеш а на божественны церкви ...

until
gэда державны некоторые вещей повеле испытание творит о еретиках ... в лето 7013, с Симоном митрополитом и со всеми свидетелями, и многим свидетелем истинным ставшем на еретики и обличившим их о их жидовских и скверных делах, и повеле державны, иже Христа отвергшихся и жидовская мудрствующих, овех огню предати, овех же языки изрезывать, и имены казыми казнити ...

With this quotation from the Poslanie o soblyudenii, Iosif's evidence on the heresy comes to an end. His voluminous post-1505 correspondence is largely taken up with his quarrel with Archbishop Serapion of Novgorod, and with monasterial affairs; by 1511, when he came to write the Poslanie o ereti'kakh to Vasily III, the heresy of the Judaizers (though not all heresy)

1. ibid., pp.519; cf. the anti-Latin Slovo svyatvgo Feodosiya in the redaction found in Makary's Chetii Minei:

в первую же нощь лежить с невестию поп в олахне за трапезою, положив на ковре, и прекрысть женскую срамоту ... и скверне уже изшедши из невест на ковер и измы ви и ижеь той ковер, и тою скверною кропить люди по церкви. Порою, Обзор, р. 81.

2. Prosvesitel', p.522
3. ibid., p.523
4. cf. AED, p.508
5. PIV, pp.185-229
6. PIV, pp.229-232
was evidently considered a thing of the past:

Темных онех и скверных новгородских еретиков и отступников и 
жидовская мудрствующих до конца низложил еси ...

With the exception of a few names, the Prosvetitel' of losif of 
Volokolamsk adds nothing to our knowledge of the heresy of the Novgorodians 
condemned in 1490. It is almost as uninformative concerning the beliefs and 
activities of those condemned in 1504, on which - apart from the chronicle 
accounts and the Poslanie o soblyudenii - it is our only source. It offers 
an explanation of the influence of Aleksey and Fedor Kuritsyn over Ivan III, 
but otherwise there is nothing in losif's account to distinguish between 
the beliefs of the Judaizers of 1490 and of those of 1504.

Neither do we learn anything further from contemporary works touching 
upon the heresy, since these - all written after 1505 - are concerned not 
with the heresy itself but with the debate about the treatment proper to con­
demned heretics. They are interesting only insofar as they show that the 
views of Gennady and losif on the right and duty of Princes to punish offenders 
against the Church were not without opposition in the Church itself. The 
Prosvetitel', therefore, completes the evidence of the accusers against the 
heresy of the Judaizers - evidence from which we can now attempt to draw some 
conclusions.

For the Novgorod stage of the heresy we have to rely entirely on the 
evidence of Gennady and of sources connected with the Council of 1490. The 
individuals condemned by that Council were all members of Gennady's clergy, 
whose 'heresy' he unearthed under rather special circumstances.

His appointment as archbishop in 1444 took place at a time when many in 
the Russian Church were concerned with prophecies of the imminence of the end 
of the world. Gennady, an erudite theologian, makes it clear in his writings 
on this subject that, despite his uncertainty about the exact date of the 
Second Coming, he was in no doubt that his era was the last millenium, in which 
the approaching end would be heralded by the increased influence of Anti­
Christ, manifested in the spread of heresy - a time of great danger to the 
Church.

1. PIV. p 230
He did not have to look long for confirmation of this. In his own see a combination of pagan superstition and ignorance among the clergy had bred beliefs and practices which could easily be identified as unorthodox and therefore heretical.²

But the dissent from Orthodoxy was by no means confined to religious beliefs and practices. At the time of Gennady's arrival in Novgorod, the former republic was being subjected to a series of repressive measures designed to prevent the revival of a 'separatist party', such as that which had attempted, in 1471, to place Novgorod under the protection of Lithuania. Gennady's assumption of the office was in itself part of this process: he was only the second archbishop of Novgorod to have been appointed by Ivan III. Traditionally, archbishops had been elected by the citizens and clergy of the republic, subject only to the consent of the metropolitan and Synod. The last archbishop of Novgorod to have been chosen by its people had been Feofil: he was removed to Moscow by Ivan III and replaced by a Muscovite, Sergey, who lasted merely a few months before resigning owing to a mysterious illness.

The reaction of the Novgorodians to the loss of so important a right as the election of the head of their own Church is revealed in the following 1. 'Heretical' beliefs born of ignorance were not, of course, confined to the Church of Novgorod. A contemporary MS. of the Menologion contains, among writings on questions of ritual by respected Church authorities, an article on:

дня зли в низке крові не пускати, конеи холостити, ни сеяти ни садити ни пива в дом вносити ни вина, ни купити ни продати ни порт не кроити, ни свадьбы творити ни дом строити.

(GN vol. 3, pt. 2, p 263)
entry in the Pskov chronicles,\(^1\) under the year 6992:

Feofil's successor so vsemi svoimi dvoryany had been very much hated by the Novgorodians; Gennady did little to lessen this hatred.

He was a faithful servant to Ivan III, fulfilling the promise made on his appointment that he would report to the grand prince any stirrings of dissent. And it is clear that such dissent - both political and religious - made itself felt.

Following the annexation of Novgorod, the city was not only deprived of its veche but also of its judicature and many of its 'best' citizens, whose lands and property were taken over by Muscovites. And the intervention of Ivan III in the secular administration of Novgorod was paralleled by the reforms attempted by Gennady in its ecclesiastical organisation. By insisting that no priest, deacon or d'yak should be allowed to officiate in church without having applied to him for ordination, he tried to put an end to the custom which which the congregation 'elected' its own clergy and sought the archbishop's approval of the appointment only after it had been made. Gennady undoubtedly aimed to rid his see of non-ordained and ill-educated clergy and went so far as to insist on the removal of such as failed to meet his own criteria of suitability.

Such changes were bound to arouse opposition, not only because they were impositions by a Muscovite upon Novgorod custom, but also because the archbishop's ordination tax placed a financial burden upon all who wished to join the white clergy.

1. Pskov was part of the Novgorod archbishopric; the chronicles were kept at the archbishop's court and were not likely to record any information hostile to either Sergey or Gennady.
2. PL, vol.2, pp.63-4
By 1487 Gennady was sending the grand prince and the metropolitan his reports on the dissent in his episcopacy. Ivan III treated these seriously: in 1488, the year in which a great number of Novgorod citizens were deported or executed for allegedly plotting against the grand prince's namestnik, a meeting of the Synod, presided over by Ivan and Geronty, excommunicated and anathematized the 'Novgorod priests'. This verdict, and the torgovaya kazn of three of the convicted heretics in Moscow, was a manifestation of the Council's support for Gennady: the responsibility for eradicating the heresy was, however, placed upon his shoulders.

The archbishop was instructed to carry out all investigations in the presence of the grand prince's namestnik: Ivan was making sure that he would not be relying on Gennady alone for information on the progress of the fight against the heresy. As a result, Gennady made a number of reports to the Synod and the grand prince based upon confessions and other material, evidently as indicative of political, as of religious, overtones.

In spite of, or perhaps because of, his zeal in safeguarding the interests of the grand prince, Gennady was not permitted to leave Novgorod for almost two decades. He was not even allowed this privilege in 1490, when, as a result of his reports, another Council was convened in Moscow, this time headed by Ivan and Zosima. This Council reiterated its condemnation of the 'Novgorod heresy' and condemned all the Novgorod priests (but none of the Muscovites) that Gennady had named.

Among those condemned for heretical views on the principles of Orthodox Christian dogma (Trinity, Virgin birth, icons, etc.) was one Zakhar, a monk. However, thanks to Gennady's detailed accounts of Zakhar's heresy we know that he, at least, was not guilty of the doctrinal errors named by the Council, but only of a disciplinary error not even mentioned in the verdict.

Not is there any solid evidence that the other 'Novgorod priests' condemned in 1490 were guilty of a 'judaizing' heresy: since we know that Gennady was a master of the 'deductive method' of identifying heretical beliefs, the explanation for the trial and execution in 1490 of Gavrila, Denis and others should be sought elsewhere.
Owing to the paucity of information, the reasons which shall be advanced here can only be hypothetical. They must include the possibility that some of those condemned were involved in 'evil Lithuanian matters' - i.e. treason, whether real or imaginary. Among their number was Maksim, probably a priest of St John Na Opokakh. A priest of a church such as this would have good cause for disaffection toward Muscovite policy in Novgorod, which had depleted and impoverished various prominent members of his congregation and deprived the church of much of its prestige and income, as well as of its role in the formerly independent judiciary. The inclusion in post-1504 sources, of the posadnik Grigory Tuchin among those pronounced guilty of the 'Novgorod heresy' also argues in favour of the hypothesis that an accusation of heresy could be used as a means of removing those under suspicion of treason.

The list of condemned Novgorod heretics includes several d'yaki and pod'yachie. These members of the lower white clergy probably suffered most from Gennady's reforms of the church organisation in Novgorod. Whereas formerly they had been able to officiate without ordination, the new dispensation meant that d'yaki and pod'yachie would lose their posts unless they passed the test of education and paid the ordination tax. Such men as Gridya may well have found themselves accused of heresy for having performed duties proscribed to nestavlennye d'yaki, or indeed simply for opposing Gennady's new regulations.

But whatever the real motives behind the 1490 executions, the archbishop was apparently content with the outcome of his anti-heretical campaign. Between 1490 and 1504 it was only Iosif of Volokolamsk who continued to refer to the heresy of the Judaizers, and in the vaguest of terms, as a reminder of the need for constant vigilance. After 1490 the heresy ceased to be an important issue.

1. see above, ch.11, p. 75. Since his son Ivashko Maksimov was condemned in Moscow in 1504, it is very likely that he was deported there together with the poshlye, the hereditary merchants whose guild church this was.
2. St John Na Opokakh had been the seat of one of the Novgorod courts, dealing with commercial litigation (Pronshteyn, *Veliky Novgorod*, p.94; Tikhomirov, *Drevnerusskie goroda*, pp.114-5)
It was revived, it seems, by Ivan III in the conversation with Losif, when he carefully aimed to implicate his disgraced daughter-in-law. There is no information on the nature of the case against those condemned in 1504, nor on whoever presented it. And although instances of unsubstantiated accusations of heresy are not uncommon in the Russian Church, unsubstantiated condemnations are another matter. The trials of the Novgorod heretics, of Vassian Patrikeev and of Maksim the Greek, have all left traces in contemporary sources which tell us that 'heresy' could only be proven after the formalities - presentation of evidence and interrogation before the Council - had been observed. There is no evidence that such formalities were observed in 1504.

The fact that those executed or otherwise punished had been condemned for a heresy already anathematized made this easier: the existence, at least, of such a heresy did not require proof. But the contemporary evidence is that if proof was produced of the guilt of Ivan Volk Kuritsyn, Maksimov and all the others, it did not find its way into the sources.

Two groups of heretics were executed in 1504: the Muscovites and the Novgorodians, and those of each group were executed in the city in which they had been chiefly active. Any conclusions about the Muscovite group can only be ventured after consideration of the writings attributed to the Kuritsyn brothers and their associates.

Our information on the Novgorod group - Nekras Rukavov, Archimandrite Kassian, Ivan Samocherny, Gridya Kvashnya and Mitya Pustoselov - is limited to the sources discussed above. We know something of the background of three of them, all men of standing in the city. Of these, Archimandrite Kassian is a particularly unlikely candidate for the name of Judaizer; the other two, Nekras Rukavov and Gridya Kvashnya could easily have held heretical views, if only out of ignorance. But if the Novgorod men were indeed condemned for heresy, why was Gennady, who discovered and defined their crime, not summoned to testify against them?
In 1504, Ivan III - possibly in the expectation of his own approaching death - may have wished to ensure that no one should remain in Novgorod who might form the nucleus of a challenge to the power of Moscow. Gennady had served his rule well: but maintenance of the power and influence of the Church in general and of his own see in particular was a condition of this service. This, and his willingness to deal with the West independently of the grand prince was probably what brought about his fall.

However, his removal just prior to the Council of 1504, where he would have been a key witness, could hardly have been accidental. He may perhaps have refused to testify against all those condemned by that Council; or perhaps Ivan III wanted to make sure that he would not be able to do so.

With the deposition of Gennady, Novgorod lost the head of its Church; the execution of the archimandrite of the Yur'ev Monastery removed the leader of the black clergy of Novgorod and further weakened the position of the Church as the only power capable of challenging the might of the grand prince.

The public execution of the archimandrite and of the several other men without trial by the Synod of the See, and without the consent of the archbishop, was a demonstration of the grand prince's assertion of supremacy over the Church, and over Novgorod. And the consent of the Council in Moscow to the condemnation and execution of these men for an unproven heresy was a demonstration of the truth of Grigory Skripitsa's reproach to the Church which, it appears, was willing to agree in 1504 to a verdict pronounced:

земнаго царя боляры и дворецкими, недельщики, тиуны и доводчики.
CHAPTER IV - THE EVIDENCE OF THE JUDAIZERS

The evidence of the accusers provides much information as to the circumstances in which the heresy of the Judaizers was discovered and condemned. Many questions, however, remain unanswered, especially as regards the exact nature of the Judaizer's activities in Moscow.

Answers to these questions have long been sought in the so-called 'literature of the Judaizers', a term that has been applied to four categories of sources:

1) translated works, based on Hebrew originals, which appeared in Russia in the fifteenth century;
2) original or translated Russian works dealing with astrology and related subjects which, according to the testimony of Iosif of Volokolamsk, were studied by the Judaizers;
3) works named in Gennady's letters to Prokhor and Ioasaf as being in the possession or use of the heretics;
4) works written, translated, edited or copied by those whose names are found among the accused: priest Denis, Ivan Cherny, Ivan Volk Kuritsyn and Fedor Kuritsyn.

The attribution to the Judaizers of works in the first category is based on the assumption that the heresy was the outcome of Jewish propaganda, and that Russian translations from the Hebrew which were contemporary with the Judaizers could only have been executed by them. This was the assumption that caused Tikhonravov and Evseev to conclude that several Old Testament Books in Russian manuscripts had been translated into Russian by the Judaizers, since traces of the Hebrew original appear in the language of the translation. Their arguments, applied specifically to the Books of Esther and of Daniel, were disproved by Sobolevsky, who pointed out that the oldest extant Russian

1. Sobolevsky, 'Perevodnaya literatura', p.399, n.1
2. Tikhonravov, Sochineniya, vol.1,p.32
3. Evseev, 'Kniga proroka Daniila', pp.129-36
manuscript of the Book of Esther belongs to the late fourteenth or early
fifteenth century.¹ The view that the Slavonic translation of this work
was carried out in Russia not later than the thirteenth century² - though
not from a Greek version of the Hebrew text, as Sobolevsky suggested,³ but
directly from a Hebrew original - was confirmed by Meshchersky.⁴ The Book
of Esther was the only one in Gennady's 1499 Bible based on a direct trans­
lation from the Hebrew,⁵ rather than from Greek, Latin or German: it would
seem that the theory of a Judaizers' translation of this work can be dis­
missed.

Sobolevsky also suggested that the West Russian Books of the Old Testa­
ment found in the sixteenth-century manuscript used by Evseev in his publi­
cation of the 'Judaizers' Book of Daniel were only translated from the
Hebrew in the sixteenth century. As he points out, there exists no informa­
tion as to links between this West Russian translation and the Judaizers.⁶

However, Sobolevsky's arguments against the attribution of the Book of
Daniel to the Judaizers did not prevent him from attributing to them several
other works appearing in West Russian manuscripts. Just as Evseev's search
for 'heretical' Books of the Old Testament was in part prompted by the accu­
sation that the heretics condemned by the Council of 1490 похваляют в себе
отреченный Ветхий Закон⁷, so was Sobolevsky's list of books under the
heading 'Literature of the Judaizers'⁸ based partly on the claim made by Iosif
of Volokolamsk that the Judaizers прилежали звездозаконию, чародеянию и
чернокнижию.⁹

1. Sobolevsky, op.cit., p.434
2. ibid., p.436. Hebrew words, evidently, were frequently left untranslated
in Slavonic Books of the Old and New Testaments, as can be seen from the
existence of such writings as Rech' shidovskago yazyka, a glossary of Hebrew
terms compiled not later than the 13th century. Kvtun, Russkaya leksikografiya,
p.146
3. Sobolevsky, op.cit., p.435
4. cited from IB, p.272, n.234
5. GN, vol.1, pp.53-7
6. Sobolevsky, op.cit., pp.399-400
7. see above, ch.II, pp.65, 68
8. Sobolevsky, op.cit., p.396
9. ibid., p.399
The list is extensive, and begins with the *Logika*. This is one of the works mentioned in Gennady's letter to Prokhor, and it will be discussed together with other writings in the third category of the Judaizers' literature; here it is only necessary to mention that Sobolevsky considered that Gennady was referring to a treatise on logic by Moses Maimonides, found in a West Russian translation in a mid-sixteenth-century manuscript.1 Certain of the terms used in this version of the *Logika* also appear in the second of the works attributed by Sobolevsky to the Judaizers: the *Kosmografiya*, recently identified as the Russian translation of *De Spera* by the thirteenth-century English scholar John Sacrobosco. The translation was probably made from a Hebrew version of this tract by Solomon Abigdor.2 Since the terms singled out by Sobolevsky as being common to both *Logika* and *Kosmografiya* are largely polonisms (*tychka*, *snur*), they cannot be taken as proof that the *Kosmografiya* was translated by the Judaizers. Neither can it be ascribed to them on the grounds that it appears in the same compilation as the *Shestokryl*.3 Not only is there no proof that the *Shestokryl* was in use by the Judaizers,4 but - as Sobolevsky himself observed - the *sbornik* containing the *Kosmografiya* and *Shestokryl* also includes tracts attacking Judaism.5

Another work found in the same *sbornik* and ascribed to the Judaizers is *Taynaya taynykh*,6 a Russian translation of the pseudo-Aristotelian *Secreta Secretorum*.7 Sobolevsky's identification of hebraisms in the earliest known manuscript of this work (mid-sixteenth-century, West Russian language), provides insufficient evidence for its inclusion in the 'literature of the Judaizers'.

The *Lopatochnik*8 is one of the many fortune-telling manuals that were popular in Russia despite repeated condemnation by the Church;9 it is only

1. Sobolevsky, op.cit., p.409
3. Sobolevsky, op.cit., p.409
4. see above, ch.11, pp.35-9
5. Sobolevsky, op.cit., p.399, n.1
7. Ryan, 'A Russian version of the *Secreta Secretorum*'
8. Sobolevsky, op.cit., pp.423-4; Speransky, *Lopatochnik*
tentatively attributed to the Judaizers, on the basis of certain similarities between its terminology and that of the Logika manuscript mentioned above. Such similarities are inconclusive, since the Logika and Lopatochnik manuscripts both belong to the sixteenth century and are of West Russian origin: there is little reason, therefore to accept the attribution of the Lopatochnik and of the astrological fragments which conclude Sobolevsky's list. As concrete evidence for the history of the heresy the items listed above are of little value; they are, however, interesting as examples of the wide range of writings which, though uncanonical or of dubious Orthodoxy, figure in Russian manuscripts of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

The main problem raised by the works in the first two categories is that of finding proof that they were written or made use of by any of the individuals accused of the Judaizers' heresy. Most historians of the heresy have felt that this problem does not arise with works of the third category. The Shestokryl, discussed by Gennady in his letters to Prokhor and Ioasaf, the books about which he enquired of Ioasaf:

Да есть ли у вас в Кирилове, или в Фарафонове, или на Каменном, книги: Селивестр папа Римский, да Афанасий Александрийский, да Слово Козмы проповедника на новоявленную ересь на богомилю, да Проповедь Фотея патриарха ко князю Борису Волынскому, да Проповедь, да Бытия, да Царства, да Притчи, да Менаева, да Иисус Сирэхов, да Логика, да Деонисей Арепагит? Зане же те книги у еретиков все есть.

and the so-far unidentified psalm which he sent to Moscow, have been accepted as representative of the 'literature of the Judaizers'.

1. Sobolevsky, op.cit., pp.424-8. In spite of attacks by the Church, tracts on the stars and their power over man's fate were very popular in fifteenth and sixteenth-century Russia (Ryan, Astronomical and Astrological Terminology, pp.8 and 53). It is interesting to note that Maksim the Greek's polemical writings against astrology attack it as a Latin and German, not as a Jewish or Judaizers', teaching. For a list of these writings see Ivanov, Literaturnoe nasledie Maksima Greka, pp.119-27.
2. AED, pp.311-3, 318-9
3. AED, p.320.
4. ibid., p.310
5. IB, p.186
Study of the texts of Gennady's letters to Prokhor and Ioasaf has shown the accepted view of the *Shestokryl* as a heretical work mentioned by Archbishop Gennady as one of the books of the Judaizers to be incorrect. Gennady's evidence is quite clear as to the books which the heretics possess; the one remaining question is: who were 'the heretics' here referred to?

Lur'e considers that they were, without doubt, the Novgorod heretics, but the context of Gennady's booklist indicates that this conclusion is not unchallengeable. A more detailed consideration of the works named by the archbishop may suggest an answer as to the identity of 'the heretics'.

Perhaps the most striking aspect of Gennady's list is that, with the possible exception of the *Menandr* and *Logika*, the works named appear to be irreproachably Orthodox. The very fact that Gennady enquired whether the northern monasteries possessed them suggests that he did not regard the works themselves as heretical. This is supported by the evidence available to us. In 1489 Gennady sent a copy of *Selivestr* to Josif's monastery at Volokolamsk, and copies of *Afanasy* to Volokolamsk and the Kirillo-Belozersk monastery. In 1493 and 1495, several of the books on Gennady's list were sent by Abbot Dosifey to his Monastery of the Saviour on Solovetsky Islands. These, *Selivestr*, *Kozma prozviter*, *Provoch'estva*, *Deonisy Areopagit*, had been copied in Novgorod, as stated in Dosifey's inscription:

при ... князи великим Ивани Васильевичи вся Руси при митрополите Зосиме и при архимандрите ... Генадии Новгородстем и при намеснике великого князя Якова Захарьча.

Gennady's and Dosifey's lists give only brief names; the identities of all the works to which these apply have not yet been fully established, as can be seen from an examination of the first of Gennady's titles.

*Selivestr papa Rimsky* refers to Pope Silvester I (314-355), frequently mentioned in Russian sources as a defender of the Orthodox faith at the First

1. Published by Sobolevsky, 'Perevodnaya literatura', pp.413-8
2. ibid., p.413
3. see above, ch.11, pp.37-9
4. see above, ch.11, p.5.
5. *AED*, pp.136, 140
6. Rozov, 'Solovetskaya biblioteka', pp.297-8
7. ibid., p.297
Oecumenical Council at Nicaea (against the heresy of Arius). In Lur'e's opinion, this title represents *Deyanie svyatogo Silvestra*, in which Silvester's defence of the Trinity is described in detail. The oldest Russian version of the *Deyanie* is found in Makary's *Chet'i Minei* of the mid-sixteenth century; Lur'e notes, but dismisses, the identification of Gennady's *Selivestr* with *Donatio Constantini*, one of the legends incorporated in the *Povest' o novgorodskom belom klobuke*. This identification should, perhaps, be revived: the earliest known manuscript of the *Donatio* appears in a *sbornik* written by Ивано Чрной, что книгы пишет, one of those who *khodil* to Fedor Kuritsyn - as Gennady learnt from his interrogation of the priest Naum a year before sending his booklist to Ioasaf.

The identity of *Afanasy Aleksandriysky* is easier to establish, for we know that a copy of a work of the same title was sent by Gennady to Ioasaf. Among the fifteenth-century manuscripts from the Volokolamsk library, Sedelnikov found one containing a version of St Athanasius' tract 'Against the Arians', copied by Timofey Veniaminov, a scribe at Gennady's court. In view of the fact that several Russian manuscripts of the Athanasius polemic are entitled simply *Afanasy Aleksandriysky*, it seems very likely that Gennady was referring to Athanasius' 'Against the Arians'.

It is not only at Gennady's court that versions of the Athanasius tract were copied. A seventeenth-century manuscript in the Uvarov collection...
carries the following inscription:

Благенаго Афанасия Премие со Арием еретиком ... от Рима принесеному тому в Русскую землю к великому князю Ивану Васильевичу ... он же ... повелел перевести на русский язык Мануилу гречию ... а переводил с благовещенским проповедником Феодором.  

A fragment of  

does not appear also in a abornik of the early sixteenth century, among such anti-heretical tracts as  

\[\text{\textit{castebitrya}}\] of the heretic Denis and the oldest known version of the  

The fragment begins:

\[\text{Aрх: не имеет сын ведати дне последняго. Атанасийч: како же? нам можно есть глаголать Господи Исус не весть дне скончаць.}\]

In Cenady's time it was not only Aphanasius' defence of the Trinity which was felt to be topical.  

Cennady's next title,  

\[\text{\textit{Slovo lorry prvovitca}},\] is clearly the  

\[\text{\textit{castebitrya}}\] of Denis' and the oldest known version of the  

Full texts of this work appear in Russian manuscripts  

1. "obeliss", 'per-svadny literatura', p.220. The date of the translation cannot be estimated with any certainty, but it was probably made in the 15th century. (Pray the first mention of the name of Byzantine emperor, and the name of Ivan III, St Cennady as his own. It may have come to this use. In his entourage in 1472, in 1436 he was already an ambassador (together with John Savry) from Ivan to Venice. He returned from this embassy in 1495 (Clarke, T a e, p.269-5), but must have left in 1496. The chronicles record his return from an embassy to Rome (among others, he brought with him the unfortunate Jewish physician Leon, see above, ch.111, p.101). E. V. A. vol. 6, p.37). His co-translator was probably the spiritual father of Ivan III who, according to Inno- loni's account of the last days of St. Paul of Borovsk, was present at the saint's death-bed in July 1477 (Klyuchevsky, Drevnorruski khitbya svitkh, p.149; Smirnov, Drevnorruski dakhsvyk).  

2. PAI, 4.3.15; see also: p.14: kono otdelok, vol.3, pt.2, pp.115-8  

3. See below, p.163  

4. See below, pp.171 et seq.  

5. a., p.171, 112  

6. See above, p.152  


8. CH, ch.4, esp. pp.195, 221, 249-257
from the late fifteenth century; of the four known manuscripts of this period containing the Beseda\(^1\) (or Slovo, as it is also commonly known in Russia\(^2\)), three were written in the Novgorod see and all originated in the 1490's.\(^3\) These manuscripts are very interesting. The earliest (GPB, Sol. 966/856) was copied in Novgorod sometime between 1491 and 1493,\(^4\) either by \(^5\) or for\(^6\) Abbot Dosifey and comprises:

1. BKP, copied from a manuscript belonging to 'the archbishop' (spisok vladyki)\(^7\) - presumably Gennady.

2. Mnogoslozhny svitok,\(^8\) a Slavonic version of the spurious Epistola ad Theophilum Imperatorem quoted by Iosif in his letter to Nifont of Suzdal'.\(^9\)

3. Fifteen tracts against the heresy of the Latins,\(^10\) including the Epistle of Michael Cerullarius.\(^11\)

4. A Slovo ascribed to John Chrysostom and two tracts on the Trinity.\(^12\)

5. Three tracts on canonical and uncanonical books,\(^13\) including the so-called Pravilo Laodikiyskago sobora which appears in Zosima's Index.\(^14\)

6. A hagiography of Justinian and Theodora.\(^15\)

7. Pouchenie, ascribed to John Climacus.\(^16\)

8. Menological readings for the feast-days of SS. Varlaam, Paraskeva, Catherine, Virgilius and Vitus.\(^17\)

The second of the four manuscripts (BIL, Vol. No.8) consists of two parts, written by two different scribes.\(^18\) The first is dated 1494 and signed

1. Hereafter BKP.
2. KP, p.487
3. ibid., p.74
4. Rozov, 'Solovetskaya biblioteka', pp.297-300
5. KP, p.74
6. Rozov, op.cit., p.297
7. KP, p.483
8. ibid., p.484
10. KP, pp.484-5
11. see above, ch.III, p.30
12. KP, p.485
13. ibid.
14. RIB, vol.6, No.117, cols.788-94
15. KP, p.485
16. ibid., 486
17. ibid.,
18. KP, pp.486-7
by pisar' Pavel Vasil'ev (his signature is given twice, in two codes: a numerical code and prostov litovny — a simple vowel substitution). 
Pavla, a collective term for the pentatrch, was written by Vasil'ev; we do not know who was responsible for BDP and Vera i protivlenie krastlichil'skova 
'vydel' also contained in the second part. The manuscript was probably written in the see of Novgorod.

In BIL, Und. No. 1681 BDP is accompanied by four hagiographies (dedicated to SS. Nicolas and Theodore). The place of origin of this manuscript is not known.

Because of a sixteenth-century inscription on f.2 Polaza Enod'ev'elaya 
Dzoynka, it was thought that the last of the fifteenth-century manuscripts (GPD, Kir-Bel. No. 157/1227) was copied in Belazero by the hermit Cennady. But this inscription means merely that the Polaza belonged at some time to a hermit Cennady, who may have been among the six scribes whose hand are evident. The manuscript includes several glosses written by one of the scribes presumably the one responsible for the glossation of the text. One of these glosses is in a coded sentence, which Pugachev did not transcribe: "... the text is not known."

interest:

1. Speransky, 'Taynopis', p.97
2. This is an eyewitness account of the forcible conversion of the Jews in the Byzantine Empire in the reign of Heraclius, written by the Rish Jacob from Constantinople (BIL, Vol. No 3 f.57-193v). Hezekiel himself a convert from Judaism, and his account of the fearful circumstances of the mass conversion is followed by an exposition of the Orthodox faith in a form much beloved by early theologians - a series of questions and answers.
3. ibid., p.73
4. ibid., pp.482-9
5. ibid., p.74
6. ibid., p.100.
7. ibid., p.409
8. Speransky, 'Taynopis', pp.96-7; 517, p.258. See below, p.192, n. 3.
identical with the rare one used in one MS. of the Laodikiyskoe poslanie.

Others among the many glossae made by the pravshahik are also very interesting:

Владычице ... избави нас от всякяа аптар

- especially those on the closing folio of this MS:

От великого князя Ивана Васильевича всея Руси на Мологу волостелю моему, Ивашку Скрыбу бию ти чеум; Подобает убо нам от учителев глаголема разсматряти и согласуемыя Божественному Писанию принимати, а не согласуемых, яко чужих, зелне отвращати ся ...

Зачало премудрости страх Господень, разум же Бог дал есть комуже жохет. Помилу мя, Боже, по величине милости твоей и по множеству.

Might it not be possible that Ivashko Skryba(?) or Ivashko scriba is the Ivashko Chr'noy, chto knigi pishet who edited several known MSS.

of the late fifteenth century?

Begunov divided all known compilations containing BKP into four groups, according to the convoy in which BKP is found. He places GPB, Sol.No. 966/856 in the first group (characterised by the presence of numerous polemical tracts against the Latins; he dates this group to the fifteenth century); BIL, Vol. No.8 and Kir.-Bel. No.150/1227 is the third group (containing anti-Jewish polemic: fifteenth century); and BIL, Und. No. 1081 (characterised by the presence of hagiographic works: first half of the fifteenth century). The earliest compilations of the second group, in which BKP is linked with the short redaction of the Prosvetitel', belong to the late sixteenth century.

While there can be no doubt that the 'first three groups are directly or indirectly connected with anti-Latin, anti-Jewish and anti-heretical polemic of the fifteenth-sixteenth centuries', it is not proven that the

1. KP, p.490. амтп may be a misreading of амета (I was unable to consult the original MS.), or греха, according to a variant of the 'fourth letter substitution' литорея used in the Laodikiyskoe poslanie (AED, p.265).
2. KP, p.490
3. see above, Ch. II, p. 53.
5. KP, pp.88-9
6. ibid., p.90
7. ibid., pp.90-1
8. ibid., pp.89-90
9. ibid., p.92
appearance of the *BKP* in MSS. of the late fifteenth century was due to
the fact that the Novgorod heretics and their accusers were acquainted with Cosma's *Beseda*. Admittedly the manuscript tradition of the work provides confirmation that the accusers were acquainted with the *BKP* and, like the *pravila* to which Gennady refers in this letters, made use of it as a 'reference work' in anti-heretical polemic. But there is no real justification for Begunov's hypothesis that a 'manuscript which, according to the evidence of Archbishop Gennady, belonged to the Novgorod heretics' ever existed. One of the MSS. of *BKP* (Kir.-Bel. 150/1227) may, however, be linked with one of the Moscow Judaizers, Ivan Cherny.

*Kozma Prezviter* is followed in Gennady's list by the *Poslanie Poteya patriarkha ko knyazyu Borisu Bolgarskomu*. This work was until recently unknown in Russian manuscript, but in 1965 a study by Sinitsyna revealed that several MSS., mostly of the mid-sixteenth century and from Iosif's Volokolamsk monastery, have survived. The letter, written by Photius ca. 865, 'expounds the doctrines of the church as defined by oecumenical councils, demonstrates the superiority of Christianity over paganism and, tempering classical wisdom with orthodox theology and ethics, paints an ideal portrait of a Christian philosopher-ruler'. *Poslanie Poteya* was probably one of the sources made use of by Iosif in the *Prosvetitel* - one of the MSS. (BIL, Vol. No. 506) also contains *Mnogoslozhny svitok* and *Menander*.

1. ibid., p.79
2. see above, ch.II, pp.26-31; ch.III, p. 95.
3. *KP*, p.74
4. Sinitsyna, 'Poslanie', p.96
5. Obolensky, *The Byzantine Commonwealth*, p.85
6. Especially the sections dealing with the history of the seven Councils (Sinitsyna, 'Poslanie', pp.102-110), the tenets of the Christian faith, explaining the orthodox attitude to the cross, icons, churches, graves, relics, etc., (pp. 110-1) and the duties of a Christian prince (pp.111-2).
7. Sinitsyna, 'Poslanie', p.99
8. see above, p. 92
9. see below, pp.159-60.
All the Biblical books in Gennady's list (Proroch'stva, da Byt'ya, da Te'ar'stva, da Prit'chi ... da Isus Sirakhov) were undoubtedly considered canonical; they all appear in the Kormochaya list of canonical books of the Old Testament, and were included in Gennady's Bible of 1499.

Several years before copies were made in Novgorod of Gennady's Bible (and Dosifey's Proroch'stva), the books listed by Gennady were copied in Moscow at the court of Ivan III. The Bibleysky sbornik in BIL, Und. No.1, was first identified as the work of Ivan Cherny by Klibanov, who considered that the entire MS. was in the hand of this scribe; Kloss, however, has shown that this MS., completed in 1482-3, was copied by several scribes. Cherny wrote only a part of the sbornik, but supervised the whole work and edited it upon completion.

With the exception of Ecclesiasticus (the Wisdom of Jesus, son of Sirach), the Bibleysky sbornik contains all the Biblical books listed by Gennady. The Old Testament Books of the Prophets were also copied in a separate MS. in the same scriptorium as the Bibleysky sbornik, though not with the actual participation of Ivan Cherny.

Another copy of the Books of the Prophets was made in Moscow in 1489, as shown by the inscription on the opening folio of BIL, f.173, No.20:

"В лето 6998 декабря 25 написаны сия Божественныя пророческия книги в преименитом граде Москве Василию Мамыреву диаку."

Mamyrev, one of the most prominent of the grand princely d'yaki in the reigns of Vasily II and Ivan III, has been described as a fifteenth-century Russian Maecenas; there is evidence that he was responsible for the 'library' of Vasily and Ivan - the collection of books held in the Kremlin treasury.

1. Sreznevsky, 'Obozrenie', p.65
2. GN, vol.1, pp.132-7
3. see above, p. 151.
4. RD, pp.41-56
6. RD, pp.57-8. The exact date of this 15th-16th century sbornik has not been established.
7. Kuchkin and Popov, 'Gosudarev d'yak', p.110
8. Veselovsky, D'yaki i pod'yachie, p.316
9. Popov, Zhivopis' i miniatsiya, p.50
10. Kuchkin, 'Sud'ba "Khozeniya"', pp.69-70
He wrote an Oktoikh (GIM, Uvar. No.87) for this collection, and it was to him that the MS. of Afanasy Nikitin's Khosheniie za tri morya was brought in 1475 by Tver merchants returning from a journey to Lithuania. It is also known that he commissioned icons for the Church of the Annunciation in the Kremlin, the chapel of the grand princes: two of these icons can be identified because of their unusual iconography, which outraged Viskovaty, the dyak of Ivan IV. He apparently regarded them as little short of heretical.

Mamyrev's Kniga Prorokov is magnificently illuminated in a manner showing the influence of Western printed books, 'representing, in effect, a break with tradition'.

Most of the books in Gennady's list are, as we have noted, obviously orthodox. However, the list includes two titles which, while not appearing on the Index of proscribed books, were not, on the other hand, among those recommended as istinnye. These are the Menandr and the Logika.

Lur'e cites a note which accompanies the Menandra mudrogo razum in BIL, Troits. No. 730:

Cero в правиле не повелевает чести Меландр

- in support of his theory that this collection of aphorism (which was what Gennady probably had in mind in his reference to Menander) differed sufficiently in its ethos from the religious literature common in the late fifteenth- early sixteenth centuries. Among these were the Slova Grigoriya Bogoslova (BIL, f.304, No.177), and the so-called Buslaev and Trinity Psalters (BIL, f.304, Nos. 308 and 315), (Popov, Zhivopis' i miniatyura, p.66). The name of Danila Kipriyanov Mamyrev, a relative of Vasily and, like him, a prominent dyak in the service of the grand princes of Moscow, is associated with another fifteenth-century MS. - a copy of the Shestodnev of John Exarch (BIL, f.113, No.443), with illuminations based on a Greek or South Slav original (Popov, op.cit., p.50). Danila Mamyrev was mainly active in the 'foreign service' of Ivan III, during whose reign he attained the rank of kaznachey (Veselovsky, Dyakii pod'yachie, p.316). He collaborated with Fedor Kuritsyn (e.g. RIO, vol.35, No.61, p.283).

2. Andreyev, 'O dele', pp.198, 222, 239; Podobedova, Moskovskaya shkola, p.58; Popov, Zhivopis' i miniatyura, p.66.
3. idem., p.46. Several other illuminated religious MSS. of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries emanated from the same scriptorium, or were influenced by the work of its scribes. Among these were the Slova Grigoriya Bogoslova (BIL, f.304, No.177), and the so-called Buslaev and Trinity Psalters (BIL, f.304, Nos. 308 and 315), (Popov, Zhivopis' i miniatyura, pp.45-8). The name of Danila Kipriyanov Mamyrev, a relative of Vasily and, like him, a prominent dyak in the service of the grand princes of Moscow, is associated with another fifteenth-century MS. - a copy of the Shestodnev of John Exarch (BIL, f.113, No.443), with illuminations based on a Greek or South Slav original (Popov, op.cit., p.50). Danila Mamyrev was mainly active in the 'foreign service' of Ivan III, during whose reign he attained the rank of kaznachey (Veselovsky, Dyakii pod'yachie, p.316). He collaborated with Fedor Kuritsyn (e.g. RIO, vol.35, No.61, p.283).
4. AED, p.144
sixteenth centuries to be considered dangerous. But there is little evidence that Menander was ever regarded as being outside the category of instructive writings. It survives in various fifteenth-and sixteenth-century MSS; it is found in sborniki together with such items as Gennady's letter to Ioasaf, Photius' letter to Boris, and the Mnogoslozhny svitok. In one early sixteenth-century sbornik, probably copied from a late fifteenth-century Novgorod protograph, it appears together with a version of the Beseda Kosmy Prezvitera, and excerpts from the Bible, the Fathers and other canonical literature. A Skazanie Menandra filosofa was translated by Maksim the Greek. Finally, as Klibanov noted, one Russian manuscript attributes the aphorisms of Menander to St John the Theologian.

Logika is the only one of Gennady's titles which it has been difficult to identify. In a sixteenth-century Russian MS, Sobolevsky discovered a work entitled Rechi Moyseya Egiptyanina, consisting of a Russian version (rather than a translation) of a treatise on logic by the twelfth-century Hebrew philosopher Moses ben Maimon (published in Venice in 1550 under the title Voces logicae), and of fragments from an eleventh-century mathematical treatise by the Arab philosopher Al-Gazali (Aviasaf). This, taken together with the fact that the Russian title of the work does not even include the word Logika, casts doubt on the generally accepted identification of Sobolevsky's Rechi with the Logika of Gennady's list. There does exist another treatise

1. AED, p.143-4
2. In her study of secular literature in the MS. collections of monastic libraries, Dmitrieva cites the Mudrosti Menandra Mudrogo as an example of the works most commonly found (Dmitrieva, 'Svetskaya literatura', p.150).
3. AED, p.143, n.45
5. BIL, Troits. No. 770. Begunov, Komza Prezviter, p.81
6. Sobolevsky, 'Perevodnaya literatura', p.278
9. Ryan, Astronomical and Astrological Terminology, p.54
10. IB, pp.194-5
on logic to which Gennady might possibly have been referring; the Λογική in 40 chapters, by Nicephorus Blemmid 7 (mudreyshi Vlemmida'), Patriarch of Constantinople ca. 1255. However, only one of his numerous works is known in Russian manuscripts of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the Izbranie psalom, 3 so until a Russian MS. of his Logika is discovered, this must remain a hypothesis.

The last of Gennady's titles is Decisive Areopagite. Quotations from pseudo-Dionysius Areopagite are very common in Russian sources: he is used, among others, by Photius in his letter to the Pskovites against the strigol'niki 4 and by Iosif of Volokolamsk in the Prosvetitel'. 5 A copy of Areopagite was made for Dosifey in Novgorod 6 and pseudo-Dionysius appears in several Russian MSS., the earliest from the late fourteenth century. 7 Among the many MSS. of this work is a fifteenth-century copy with a scribe's colophon ending in a doubly-coded amen: The word ariп' (amin' in prostaya litoreya) written in Permian characters. 8 Since the use of Permian as a secret alphabet is associated primarily with the Moscow scriptorium of the grand princes, 9 it is a fair assumption that this MS. originated from the same source.

Who, then, were the heretics who possessed 'all the books' named by Gennady? On the one hand, there survives no single manuscript which can be linked incontrovertibly with the heretics of Novgorod. 10 On the other hand, several of the works in Gennady's list were, as we know, copied in Moscow prior to 1490 by d'yaki serving the grand prince, and two of them at least were written with the participation of Ivan Cherny; and he, as Gennady says in the letters to the metropolitan and bishops, was an associate of heretics - if not a heretic himself. 11 The works which Gennady mentions to Prokhor.

1. MPG, vol.142, cols. 685-1004
2. Popov, Obzor, p.298
3. see below, p. 162.
4. AED, p.252
5. e.g. in his defence of icons, AED, p.349
6. see above, p. 151. See also Sedel'nikov, 'K izucheniyu', pp.223-5
8. ibid., p.37, n.15
9. Speransky, 'Taynopis', p.72
10. It cannot be assumed that all manuscripts written by heretics were dated for works signed by Ivan Cherny and Fedor Kuritsyn are still extant.
11. see above, ch.II, p.57
copied on his orders in Novgorod after 1490, had most probably been copied or acquired sometime before that year by the grand prince's scriptorium, where Ivan Cherny and other colleagues of the nachatnik tem vsem zloodem Fedor Kuritsyn were working. They were the 'heretics' spoken of by Gennady in his letter to Iosaf.

Before turning to the fourth category of the 'literature of the Judaizers', mention must be made of the psalms spoken of by Gennady in the letter to Prokhor. Objections, first raised by Sobolevsky, to the identification of these with the Psalms of Fedor the Jew seem convincing, although it is true that Gennady did send Metropolitan Geronty a copy of the tetraty, po чему они молились по-жидовски

and advised Prokhor:

и ты тамо узришь все, что ся как чинило, и как ли превращены псалмы на их обычай.

It is not known how Geronty or Prokhor responded, and no manuscript of Gennady's tetrati has been found. There is a possibility that the psalmy he sent to Geronty are the same as those contained in a manuscript of the late fifteenth century, from the Synod library collection (GIM, Sin., No.408/713). These are the Psaltyr's pesnyami bibleyskimi, and an unusual selection of psalms headed:

Никифора Бледима любомудрыца, избрание псалом на царских праздники.

There are many differences between the text of these psalms and that of the Russian printed Psalter; the selection of readings for feast days and saints' days differs also. This Izbranie psalom is followed by Metropolitan Zosima's Izveshchenie paskhalii and the manuscript in which it appears was a donation of Metropolitan Geronty to the Church of the Deposition; it is very probable, therefore, that this copy of Nicephorus Blemmid psalms came from the 'library' of the Moscow metropolitans. It may well be what we have here are the psalmy prevrashcheny na ikh obychay: not exactly heretical, but

1. see above, ch.11, p. 57
2. Sobolevsky, 'Perevodnaya literatura', pp.399-400.
3. see above, ch.11, p.32, n.2
4. AED, p.310
5. GN, vol.3, pp.426-31
6. ibid., p.427
7. ibid., p.427
8. see above, ch.111, pp. 82-3.
differing sufficiently from psalms in common use as to qualify for the
Index of forbidden books, under the heading of mirski sostavlennye psalmy.1

The only evidence we have for the existence of a 'literature of the
Novgorod Judaizers' is the tetrati alluded to in Gennady's letter to Prokhor,
whereas we are better informed of the writings of the accused Muscovites;
several MSS., copied, edited and written by them, have survived. Among
the sources directly traceable to the heretics (as authors rather than as
copyists or editors), is a fragment ascribed to the priest Denis,2 condemned
by the Moscow Council of 1490:

This admission of nevondershane yazyka, as Lur'e points out, can
hardly be classed among the literature of the Novgorod heretics4 - not merely
because of its fragmentary state, but also because there exists no proof
that Denis was guilty of heretical activities in Novgorod.5 His recantation
is curiously devoid of all reference to heresy: nevondershane yazyka is
closer to treason against the state, to the crime committed by Munt Tatishchev
who, in 1488, also suffered a torgovaya kazn, and only narrowly escaped
having his tongue cut out for spreading the rumour that Ivan III was planning
to arrest his brother, Andrey of Uglich.6

The writings of the Moscow Judaizers are known to us through their
activities as d'yaki in the service of the grand prince. Foremost among
those whose names have survived in the sources was Ivan Cherny, who - unlike
his fellow-accused, the Kuritsyn brothers - has left little trace, other than
in the MSS. he himself wrote or edited. The first mention of him occurs in
1490, in the two letters from Gennady to the metropolitan and bishops attending
the Council in Moscow.7 From these letters it is evident that Gennady had

1. RIB, vol.6, No.117, col.788
2. see above, ch.11, p.65-6
3. AED, p.388
4. IB, p.186
5. see above, ch.11, p.57
6. PSRL, vol.6, p.238
7. see above, ch.11, pp.54, 57-8
learnt of his existence in 1488, in the interrogation of Samsonko.\footnote{See above, Ch. II, pp.54, 57-8.} By
1490, it seems, Ivan Cherny was already dead:

\begin{quote}
да тех проклятья предать, которые исчезли от жития сего: Алексей протопоп, да Истома, да Ивано Чрной что збежал с Зубовым, да и в жидовскую веру стали.\footnote{\textit{AED}, p.376}
\end{quote}

It is not clear whether Cherny \textit{zbezhal z Zubovym} from Novgorod to Moscow like the other, unnamed, Novgorod heretics who, according to Gennady's testimony in the same two letters, \textit{zbezhal na Moskvu},\footnote{ibid., p.375} or whether we are to credit the testimony of Iosif of Volokolamsk, who suggests that Ivan Cherny fled from Moscow to an unspecified destination.\footnote{ibid., p.481} This latter evidence is expanded by the \textit{Poslanie o soblyudenii sobornogo prigovora}, thus:

\begin{quote}
(Aleksey and Denis) прельстили ... якож некоторым отбегнуть за море к жидовом и обрезаться в жидовскую веру, от купцов убо Игнат Зубов, от крылошан же Ивашко Черной импоси.\footnote{ibid., p.506}
\end{quote}

But if Cherny had indeed escaped \textit{za more}, how would Gennady have known of his death? It appears more probable \textbf{that}, sometime before 1485, he had left Novgorod for Moscow.

By 1485 he was definitely in Moscow, for a copy of the \textit{Ellinsky letopisets} in the Lenin library includes in its colophon the following information:

\begin{quote}
Написана быс сия книги вдни благочестиваго великаго князя Ивана Васильевича ... в преименитом и велицем граде Москве лету сущу 6993 месяца июли 22 индиктиона второго.\footnote{ibid., pp.278-80}
\end{quote}

In his analysis of the text of this \textit{Ellinsky letopisets},\footnote{hereafter \textit{EL-2}} Likhachev showed that it is in the so-called second version of the work, and is based on a Novgorod protograph.\footnote{Likhachev, 'Ellinsky letopisets', pp.109-10} This suggests the interesting possibility that the protograph of the grand prince's \textit{EL-2} was brought from Novgorod to Moscow sometime prior to 1485.
From the colophon of Cherny's *EL-2* we gather that the grand prince's scriptorium was certainly as large as Gennady's, if not larger. Kloss' analysis of Cherny's work on the MSS. produced there suggests that he was the head of the twenty-four scribes mentioned. He was responsible for distribution of work on a given MS. among several scribes, was responsible for correction and editing, and it was he who usually wrote the most important parts of each MS. - the introduction, headings and colophon.\(^1\)

In addition to *EL-2*, three further MSS. are known to have emanated from the scriptorium headed by Cherny, and two others (GIM, Uvar. No.18\(^2\) and GPB, Kir.-Bel. No.150/1227\(^3\)) can be tentatively attributed to him. Between 1482 and 1483 he completed the work on the grand prince's copy of the *Bibleysky sbornik* (BIL, Und. No.1\(^4\)), in 1487 he signed and dated a copy of the *Lestvitsa* of John Climacus (GIM, Uvar. No. 447\(^5\)), and sometime before 1490 he edited a copy of the *Kniga prorocheštva* (GPB, No. F.1.3\(^6\)). The MSS. produced in Cherny's scriptorium are characterised by careful editing and the presence of numerous glossae, many of them written in Permian.

Klibanov's deductions, made from his analysis of the texts edited by Cherny, are worthy of Gennady himself. A phrase written in Permian on f.408 of *EL-2*:

\textit{Слава съвершителю Богу}

interpreted as the 'thanks given by a Christian with monotheistic tendencies',\(^7\) he takes as one of the proofs that Cherny was a heretic, for 'if these words had not been written by a heretic there would have been no need to use Permian'.\(^8\)

Since Permian would have been readily intelligible to most of the Kremlin scribes, among whom it was in current use, we can hardly accept this proof - unless we are to assume that all, from Mamyrev\(^9\) onward, were involved in a

1. Kloss, 'Knigi', pp.61-5
2. ibid., p.61
3. see above, pp. 155-6.
4. see above, p.158
5. *RD*, p.58
6. see above, p. 155
7. *RD*, p.40
8. ibid., p.40, n.21; cf. *AED*, p.280
heretical conspiracy. Likewise, Cherny's paraphrase of Matthew, xxii, 37-40:

Вложени любящи Бога от всички души и ближайш, яко ти помиловани будут. Сие заповедам вам реч, да любите друг друга, ибо весь закон единем словом скончавается, еже любити Бога и ближняго ...

expresses, according to Klibanov, 'the central idea of the religious teaching of the Novgorod-Moscow heretics: God is love'.

The position of the glossae (mainly zri, udobno and divno, but in some cases smotri interpreted by Klibanov as proof of the desire of the Judaizers to replace Church Slavonic by their more accessible native language), also affords him evidence of the beliefs of the Novgorod heretics. The texts marked by the glossae he sees as specifically condemning false prophets, miracle workers, unworthy clergy and monks, and providing instances, from holy writ, of Sabbath observation.

Judging, however, from the glossae published by him in AED, their position in the text is primarily governed by two considerations: either to point out references to ritual, or errors in the text.

Among the quotations belonging to the first category are:

1. AED, p.280
2. ibid., p.278
3. RD, p.59
4. AED, p.280-1
5. The text of the Biblical quotations in AED had been compared with the text of j. Unfortunately I have been unable to compare the texts of BIL, Und. No.1 and BIL, Muz. No.397 with the MSS. used by Cherny for his corrections.
6. AED, p.284
7. ibid., p.285
эти

И Бог съясян да не сотвориши себе. 1 Праздник опренючий снабдиши 7 днями и да яси опресники. 2
эти

И глаголе Господь к Аарону, рекы: вина да опуда да не пийете ты и сына твоего с тобою, егда входите в храм сведения ... да не умрете закон вечные в рождении их. 2
эти о браде И да не бриете брад ваших ... 3
эти

Мертвовины и звероядны да не ясте, оскверняваетися в них. 4

- and among those of the second category:

смотри И реч Господь ... 5 муку аще будет излияние от тела его. 5

Библейский сборник

эти

О суботе. И беауху сынове израильевь в пустыни и обретоша мужа беруща дрова в день суботный ... И реч Господь к Моисею ... глаголя: Смертю да не будет человек, побиите его камениемь вси сынны израилевы, якоже повеле Господь Моисею. 6

Библейский сборник

эти

Зачало премудрости стяжати премудрость и в всем стяжании твоем стяжи разум и огради его, възнесеть тя почти 600 и обоняеть тя, да дасть твоей главе венець благодарен венцем же пища защитить тя. 8

1. ibid., p.287
2. ibid., p.288. This quote may also belong to the 2nd category, cf. from * with Lev. x,9:
3. AED, p.289
4. ibid., p.289
5. ibid., p.288. 2. The repetition of муку in the Ostrog Bible at end and beginning of two consecutive lines is evidently due to error.
The glossae in the first category are not confined to references to Sabbath observation, but deal also with other questions of ritual (e.g. unleavened bread and regulations regarding fasts). Whether or not this implies an element of criticism of the ritual accepted in the Orthodox church it is difficult to say; the one thing that can be stated with certainty is that Cherny's careful approach to his texts is very much in evidence - here as well as in the glossae indicating errors in the text.

Among the grand prince's д'ядки accused of heresy, Ivan Cherny was not the only one whose writings have survived. Ivan Volk Kuritsyn, burnt at the stake in 1504, has been identified as the copyist of a fifteenth-century manuscript of the Kromchaya (BIL, MDA. No. 187). However, as Lur'e has already pointed out, this Kromchaya, in a standard redaction employed by copyists both before and after Volk Kuritsyn, provides little evidence of the mirovovosrenie of the Moscow heretics - despite Begunov's attempts to prove the contrary.

1. AED, p.291
2. Num. xxviii, 16-19
3. AED, p.293
4. Hosea, vi, 5
5. It is interesting to note, however, that several of the references point to aspects of ritual over which the attitude of the Orthodox church was somewhat contradictory. Thus the Roman Catholics were accused of 'judaizing' because they used unleavened bread for communion and at the same time they were criticized for shaving their beards. See above, ch.11, p.30
6. Other examples of textual corrections and interpolations, some in Permian, are given by Kloss, 'Knigi', pp.65-72
7. Begunov, 'Kromchaya Ivana Volka Kuritsyna'
8. IB, p.93. Lur'e, in our view correctly, also dismisses Klibanov's (AED, pp.299-305) attempt to use one of the sections of the Bibleysky sbornik, an attack on the rigorism of an heretical sect, as evidence of the anti-monasticism of the Novgorod-Moscow heretics (IB, p.93, n.60)
Ivan Volk's brother, Fedor Kuritsyn, has been credited with the authorship of two works: the Russian version of the Tale of Dracula\(^1\), and the so-called Laodikiyskoie poslanie, a short and obscure passage of verse(?) accompanied by an equally obscure alphabetical table in squares, or Litoreya v kvadratakh.\(^2\) Kuritsyn's role in the service of the grand prince and the works ascribed to him have probably provided more material for speculation as to the nature of the Judaizers' heresy than all the sources discussed so far. His work therefore is deserving of detailed attention.

Fedor Kuritsyn, one of the most important d'yaki in the 'diplomatic service' of Ivan III,\(^3\) was sent in 1482 on an embassy to the court of Matthias Corvinus.\(^4\) On the way back from Buda, in 1484, he visited the court of Stephen IV of Moldavia,\(^5\) and while there he was taken, prisoner and held for a few months by representatives of the Sultan in Akkerman. Sometime early in 1485 he was released, thanks to the mediation of Khan Mengli Girey,\(^6\) and by August 1485\(^7\) was back in Moscow.

He probably brought with him the Russian version of the story of Dracula, or Vlad IV, ruler of Eastern Wallachia, whose legendary cruelty earned him the sobriquet Тepeш - Impaler.

The oldest MSS. of the Skazanie o Drakule voevode,\(^8\) as the Russian version of the story is called, is signed by the monk Efrosin:

В лето 6994 февраля 13 преръ писал, та же в лето 6998 генваря 28 вдругье прерписан, аз грещны Ефросин.

and consists of a series of loosely linked anecdotes about the 'acts' of Dracula. Apart from a cursory introduction to the 'hero' of the anecdotes:

бысть в Мунтьянской земли греческий вера христиани воевода именем Дракул влащеским языком, а нашим диалог. Толико зломудр, яко же по имени его, тако и житие его.\(^9\)

---

1. Published, with a commentary, by Lur'e: Povest' o Drakule
2. AED, pp.256-76
3. see above, ch.111, p.129.
4. PSRL, vol.25, p.329
5. RIO, vol.41, No.11, p.41
6. Paid for in cash by Ivan III; RIO, vol.41, No.13, p.47
7. Connell, Ivan the Great, pp.113-4
8. Texts published by Lur'e, Povest' o Drakule, p.117 et seq.
9. See Lur'e, Literaturnaya deyatel'nost', pp.139-43
10. Lur'e, Povest', p.122
11. ibid, p.117
The *Skazanie* has no beginning; neither has it an end. After the final episode, telling the story of Dracula's death, a short passage brings the reader up to the 'present day', with an account of the fate of Dracula's descendants:

Король же сестру свою взял, и со двумя сыновьями, в Угорскую землю на Будим ... а третьего сына ... тут же на Будиму видехом ... еще не женився, принял его Драчула с единою девкою .... И ныне воевода на Мунтъянской земли Влад, еще быв чернец и игумен.2

and with this the *Skazanie* is concluded.

The loose anecdotal structure of the *Skazanie o Drakule* reflects the oral tradition on which it is based,2 and distinguishes this work from other *Povesti* of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries with which it is usually classed.3 The *Skazanie* is not a literary re-working of the anecdotes about Dracula, nor a series of *novellae* as Lur'e terms the component episodes of this work:4 it simply recounts several curious stories about Dracula which attracted the narrator.

One such episode not apparently found in any other contemporary version of the Dracula tale and longer than other episodes of the *Skazanie* tells the story of a Polish envoy to Dracula's court who saves himself from the stake by acknowledging Dracula's right to impale him:

ще достойное смерти соделал буду, твори еже хощшеш. Праведный бо еси судия; не ты повинен моей смерти, но аз сам ...

and concludes:

Таков обычай имеаше Драчула: отколе к нему прихождаше послол ... неизяшен и не умешь против кознем кто отвещати, то на кол его всажаще ...

The interest of the narrator, evidently a Russian who had visited the court of Matthias Corvinus in Buda,6 in Dracula's treatment of ambassadors to his court, suggests that the *Skazanie* was brought to Russia by one of

2. Ibid., pp.14-34.
4. See Lur'e, *Povest'* (pp.32-3) for a schematic representation of the component episodes of known versions of the tale of Dracula.
5. Lur'e, *Povest'*, p. 120.
6. See above.
the men from the 'diplomatic service' of Ivan III. Since the Skazanie was written after 1481 (when Vlad the Monk became voevoda)\(^1\) and before February 1486,\(^2\) the attribution of the Skazanie to Fedor Kuritsyn or one of his colleagues seems very probable.\(^3\)

It is this attribution that has prompted literary historians to investigate the 'ideology' of the work. Two directly opposite views were the result: the Skazanie has been seen as a glorification of the terrible ruler, cruel but just, or as a condemnation of tyranny.\(^4\) Lur'e, noting the contradictions in the attitude of the Skazanie to its 'hero',\(^5\) tried to resolve them by suggesting that the Skazanie expresses 'Machiavellian' attitudes, justifying cruelty in the cause of a just autocracy.\(^6\)

Such contradictions are more easily explained by reference to the anecdotal structure of the work. The anecdotes were selected because they made interesting reading, not because they expressed the attitude of the narrator:

Глаголью же о нем, яко, и в темници седя, не остася своего злого обычая, но мыши ловя и птицы на товаре покупая, и тако казняле их, ода на кол посажаше, а иной главу отсекаше, а со иной перие ошпав, пускаше. И научися шити и тем в темници коряляшесь.\(^7\)

The Skazanie does not have an 'ideology'. That in itself is interesting, for it is one of the few truly nepolesnye povesti in early Russian literature. Hence its fate in the sixteenth century when, like so many other secular works, the Skazanie o Drakuše disappeared from manuscripts, to reappear only in the seventeenth century.\(^8\)

Laodikiyskoe poslanie, in whole or, in part, appears on the other hand in numerous manuscripts of the sixteenth century, often with the signature

1. See above
2. See above, p. 169
3. See Lur'e, Povest' o Drakuše, pp.35-44 for a discussion of the attribution.
4. ibid., pp.11-13.
5. ibid., p. 48.
6. ibid., pp.48-57.
7. ibid., pp.121-2.
8. ibid., pp.72-7.
of Fedor Kuritsyn. It is composed of four parts, not always found together in the same manuscript. The four parts are:

1. Verse

Душа самовластна, заграда сей вера,  
Вера ставится пророк наказанием.  
Пророк наказание исправляется чудотворением.  
Чудотворения дар усилияет мудростью  
Мудрости сила житие фарисейску.  
Пророк его наука.  
Наука преблажена есть.  
Секо приходим в страх божий - начало добродетелем.  
Сим соружается душа.

2. Introduction

А чорныя слова ритор, а починаются четвёртым словом, а к столповому слову ся пристоит истирик, чорныя слова суще, знамение столпом. Различна: душа, сила и плоть и столп.

This is found at the beginning or end of

3. Alphabet in squares (the so-called Litoreya v kvadratakh).

This is in the form of a table divided into squares, each square containing 2 letters, descriptions of the letters and names of diacritics. The letters in the squares are arranged in alphabetical order, with one alphabet commencing in the first square and the other in the fourth. The table thus provides a simple 'fourth-letter substitution' code. Manuscript versions of the alphabet in squares are divided into two types. The first type (described by Lur'e as the Paschal type - P in table 1 below) commences with the ritorskaya azbuka; in the second type (Grammatical -G) letters of the normal alphabet precede letters of the substitution code.

In some manuscripts the grammatical information contained in each square is presented with the letters of the normal alphabet, but not in the form of a table.

1. See Table 1. Manuscripts are hereafter referred to by their number in this table.
2. This is the text found in the oldest known MS. of Laodíkýskoe poriánie, No. 1. Published in AED, p. 265. Variations cf. ibid., pp.265 & 272.
3. Published in AED, p. 265; cf. ibid., p. 276.
4. See plate 1; cf. AED, pp.266-70.
5. See plate 2; cf. AED, pp.272-7.
6. See plate 3. (plates 1-3, pp.173-5)
4. **Signature of Fedor Kuritsyn in code.** The first part of *Laodikiyskoe poslanie* (hereafter *LP*) the *Verse*, has received numerous interpretations. It was characterised by Lur'ë as a series of aphorisms (with no known prototype) arranged according to a principle much favoured in early *Florilegium*:\(^2\) the last word of each aphorism commences the next.\(^3\) But according to Lur'ë, and on this point all opinions of the *Verse* are unanimous, the aphorisms were selected to express one central idea. He sees the *Verse* as a symbolic expression of the superiority of revelation (the faith - *vera*, emanating from the prophet - *prorok* and strengthened by wisdom - *usilyayet mudrostiyu*) over the dogma formulated by the conciliar Church.\(^4\)

Klibanov compared the *Verse* with *Napisanie o gramote*,\(^5\) a work found in several MSS. containing *LP*,\(^6\) and concluded that both were the work of Fedor Kuritsyn and express the same idea: knowledge, not faith, gives man freedom.\(^7\) Stökl agrees that the *Verse* is in praise of knowledge, not as the achievement of man but the gift of the Creator.\(^8\) This view of *LP* as a paean of praise to the *ars grammatica* based on a Christian tradition is shared by Freydank and Haney. Freydank suggests that the source of the *Verse* and the grammatical information contained in the *Alphabet in squares* is to be found in Patristic literature, and particularly the writings of Dionysius of Thrace;\(^9\) in Haney's view the origins of the ideas in the *Alphabet* should be sought in the writings of the Greek philosophers, and concludes that the idea of Kuritsyn's link with any Judaizing movement must be viewed with suspicion.\(^10\)

4. ibid., p. 177.
5. Published by Jagić, *Codex*, pp.360-85.
6. See Table 2.
The existence of such a link is supported, on the other hand, by Ettinger, Fine, Kämpfer and Maier, who drew parallels between the Verse and ideas contained in Jewish theological writings. Maier argued that the Verse is a translation of an early example of synagogal poetry: Fairy von Lilienfeld has even translated the Verse into Hebrew and obtained a rhyming poem. She concludes that this, and the Alphabet in squares are an expression of the mystic philosophy of the relation between man and God contained in the Kabbalah. The very existence of these interpretations, all of them closely argued from the text of the Verse, suggests that the central idea of this collection of obscure aphorisms (if such a central idea exists) can only be discovered if an exact prototype of these aphorisms is found.

The controversy over the meaning of the Verse will not be entered into here: it may be more fruitful to examine manuscripts of the LP to see how the Verse and the Alphabet in or out of the Table of Squares, were interpreted by the copyists of LP, thanks to whom this work has survived in at least 42 manuscripts. Of these ten belong to the sixteenth century, four to the late sixteenth - early seventeenth, twenty-two to the seventeenth and six to the eighteenth century.

5. von Lilienfeld, 'Das Laodikijskoe poslanie", p. 23: idem., 'Kakju eres' derzhal Fedor Kuricyn' (unpublished), Appendix C. There seems to be one basic objection to this theory: according to Scholem, until the expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1492 'the Kabbalists ... were a small group of esoterics who had little desire to spread their ideas ... Kabbalism was essentially a privilege of the elect'; it was only in the second half of the sixteenth century that Kabbalistic ideas became more widespread. (Scholem, Major Trends, pp.244,35 seq.). It is not clear how Fedor Kuritsyn could have become acquainted with these ideas in the late fifteenth century.
6. In his most recent discussion of LP, Lur'e lists 39 MSS; I consulted three MSS. not previously cited. (See Table I). I am obliged to Yakov Solomonovich Lur'e and to the late Vladimir Ivanovich Malyshev for drawing my attention to MSS. Nos. 40 and 41 on this table. In the much cited MS. No. 3 I found an unpublished Alphabet (see Plate 3). Jagić (Codex, p. 670) cites another MS. of LP, Rumyantseva, No. 950 containing the Verse, the Introduction and the Alphabet in squares. This I was unable to locate. There is little doubt that more undiscovered MSS. of LP exist (AED, p. 257).
Lur'e divides most of the manuscripts of LP into two types according to the convoy in which it is found. The first (MSS. No. 1-6) he names the Paschal type, since the oldest MSS. of this type contains only Paschal and astronomical information, and, apart from LP, no grammatical texts. The Alphabet in squares in MSS. of this type begins, as has been mentioned, with letters of the ritorskaya azbuka. Moreover, tables of the Paschal type contain a grammatical description of both letters in each square, rather than, as in Tables of the Grammatical type, describing only the letter of the normal alphabet. The Grammatical type of LP is found, according to Lur'e in MSS. in which treatises on grammar predominate.

As can be seen from Table 2, showing some of the texts most commonly found alongside LP, it is not the composition of the sborniki which divides MSS. of LP into two types. For example in MS. No 3 and No. 19, such a division would be somewhat artificial. In most of the sborniki containing LP, both grammatical and paschal information is found since both were part of the same learning. The popularity of the Table of squares in seventeenth century manuscripts may be partly explained by the fact that, like the vrutselemy, mirotvormye krugi and other aids to Paschal calculations with which it is commonly found, it was not only instructive but also decorative.

It is not the composition of the sborniki, but the form of the Alphabet in squares which defines the two basic types of MSS. of LP. Comparison of the two types of Alphabet in squares shows them to be

1. AED, p. 257.
2. ibid., p. 358.
3. This MS. is described, though not fully, in Jagić, Codex, pp.698-703.
4. The art of Paschal calculation without reference to written tables by the use of vrutselemy required a familiarity with the alphabet:

   Хотяще навыкути святых отец предания паасхальнаго устроения,
   первые да научится абэтке по пяти перстом левая руки ...

   (MS. No. 21, f. 140).
5. See plate 4.
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</table>
closely related to each other and to the Alphabet without squares (hereafter A):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>столп мрачный, число</td>
<td>Начальное имя человеку, приклад, сложу царь,</td>
<td>Начальное душа царь</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>нначальное человек, приклад.</td>
<td>приклад, сложу царь, апостроф, зара́тая, вария,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>царь, мужскому и женскому</td>
<td>душа, сила, женскому</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>имени съвершение, вария</td>
<td>имени съвершение.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>закрытая, апостроф, столп,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>душа и сила</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| столп, число, отрыкаль, | столп, число, отрыкаль, | столп, плоть |
| титла, вария, апостроф, | столько, вария, плоть, |               |
| самодерзней и сила, | сила |               |
| приклад |               |               |
| плоть и столп недви́жимо | | |   |

Конец столпом черным, | Приклад, мужскому и | приклад, мужска имена |
| титла, подстолп, приклад, | жемскому имени | и жемска съверение |
| мужскому имени съвершение и | апостроф, крощек, душа, |               |
| женскому, апостроф, эрок, | сила |               |
| отрыкаль, плоть и душа, |               |               |
| сила |               |               |

The relationship between A, P and G has not been established, but it seems probable that G was the protograph of P, for the presentation of the information in the squares is far more logical in G. At a glance the reader can learn the grammatical terms which described each letter of the alphabet and find out with which diacritics a letter is used and what they are called; the letters of the code stand out clearly. The information contained in P is impossible to understand without reference to G, since the arrangement of the information within the squares in P completely obscures the relationship between the letters, the diacritics and the terms describing them.2

What is the relationship between A, P and G? An answer was lie in the tract2 described by Klibanov as *Prozorovski in Téctes 8*, and thought

6. See plate 5.
7. Published by Jagić in *Četv.*, pp. 413-5.
8. *ibid.*, p. 78.
to be an explanation of the terms contained in the *Alphabet in squares*. In fact the *Explanation*, as the tract will be termed here, only discusses the terms found in A:

> и что сих различие и ни едино без единаго не может в себе быти и состояться ни же нивотворится.

and their use in coded signatures:

> Начало имени. В нем же слов шестерца, в нижне три столпи сиречь плоти, и три приклады сиречь души, от нижне два суть царие ... и тако составился сим слог имени мужеска Матфеи, в немже всего числа 854.

> Сим же подобяся второе имя изречем. Имя же в себе сие имя слов осмерцу ... в нижне число 253 ... и тако сие имя сложилось Богохеп, в немже четыре плоти, четыре же и души ...

This is the system of coding used in the signature of Fedor Kuritsyn; the calculations representing the numerical value of the letters of his surname are followed by the words:

> четыре столпы и четыре приклады.

and the numerical calculations which represent the letters of the word *dyak* are followed by:

> две плоти и две души, и самодержец. Во ино время оживление творит.

This use of the word *ozhivlenie* is found only in Fedor Kuritsyn's signature and the *Explanation*; the latter is indeed a *tolkovanie na litoreyu*, but not for the *Alphabet in squares* but for the code used in Kuritsyn's signature.

Only one manuscript containing the *Explanation* is known to me (MS. No. 13). This has the coded signature of Fedor Kuritsyn on f. 134. v., and, on the same folio, the following inscription:

> Аще хочешь уведати имя писавшаго книгу сию, нарицаемую Простословию, осмочастник, то ты написав подначальное начало и четыре десятины ... Всего же числа 253, а два нечисляемых ... А выписано из иные книги.

1. Jagić, *Codex*, p. 413; *AED*, p. 178.
3. Ibid., pp. 414-5.
5. Ibid.
The *Prosvolovic - osmochastnik* mentioned is not the text published by Jagić, but version A of the *Alphabet* (ff. 135v.- 136v.). This suggests that Alphabet A was a summary of the information contained in the *Alphabet in squares* (either P or G, but more probably the latter) to serve, together with the *Explanation*, as a reference work for the type of code employed by Fedor Kuritsyn.

The terms employed in this code may have been derived by Kuritsyn from the Patristics or the Classics, but the *Explanation* shows that without the *Alphabet* they were incomprehensible to his contemporaries. Fedor Kuritsyn's Signature and the *Alphabet in squares* were evidently written together and are parts of one whole. The same must be true of the *Introduction*, for this provides a brief instruction for the use of the *Alphabet in squares*:

... а к столповому слову се пристоит историк ...

One manuscript of the *LP* contains the following introduction to the *Krug mirotvorny*, a guide to Paschal calculations written by the priest Agafon in 1538-1540:

A чорняя слова ритор .... А к столповому слову се пристоит историк ... Историк, рекше летописец святые алфы толковые .... Преводивий толкованием семь круг миротворный на 532 лет ... многогрешный поп Агафоніище.

Divisions or columns of the *Krug mirotvorny* are often called *stolpy*.

Kuritsyn's use of the term *istorik* was probably based on the terminology of the Paschal texts. Agafon's introduction explains another term employed by Kuritsyn, whose words:

Аще кто хощет уведати имя преведшаго Лаодикійское послание.

3. In MS. No. 3 this Alphabet follows the heading: Сия азбука от книги омочастыя and ends: Конец простым письменем. (f. 84v.)
5. Usually found immediately before or after the *Alphabet in squares*.
7. ibid., p. 265.
8. ibid., p. 107.
10. MS. No. 4, f. 54.
are responsible for most of the hypotheses on the origin of the LP. The search for the source of this work in Byzantine, Jewish or Western literature was based on the assumption that Kuritsyn signed himself as the translator of LP; his words show that he was not the translator, but the compiler of this work.\footnote{1}

The question of the composition of LP in Kuritsyn's original version, vital to our understanding of the work, has received little attention. Kämpfer's argument that the separate existence of the Verses in the oldest of the LP manuscripts (MS. No. 1) suggests that this was originally not related to the other three parts of LP\footnote{2} has only been discussed by Lur'e. He considers that even in its original form LP consisted of the Verse, Introduction, Alphabet and Signature. He argues that:

1. this is the 'complex' found in the majority of the MSS. of LP;
2. some MSS. with this 'complex' are headed \textit{Voskod do lundicu} or use this title to denote this four part 'complex' in their indices.\footnote{3}

The first argument is not supported by the evidence of the sources \footnote{4} Lur'e's second argument does not provide conclusive proof of his assertion either, since it is clear from the earliest MS. (No. 8) with this heading in the text that the words \textit{Azbuka} and \textit{Poslanie lundik}"iskoe refer to the \textit{Alphabet in squares} and not to the \textit{Verse}.\footnote{5} This is confirmed by the words of the index of this MS.: \textit{Azbuka i Poslanie lundik}"iskoe v stolpah,\footnote{6} and by the title found in the text of MS. No. 39: \textit{Azbuka lundik}"iskago Poslanija.\footnote{7} Strictly speaking, therefore, the title \textit{lundik}"iskui Poslanie applies to the \textit{Verse} in context only.

1. For other examples of this use of the word \textit{posad} see Jagić, Coda, pp. 413, 455, 697
4. see Table 1
5. See photograph of f. 109 in \textit{ibid.}, p. 27.
7. ibid., p. 166.
This does not mean, of course, that Kuritsyn could not have written the Verse also. As Lur'e points out, the Verse is found together with the LP 'complex (Introduction, Alphabet and Signature) in many MSS., written within the same decorative table,\(^1\) or at least close to the Alphabet in squares.\(^2\)

Could a separate work have become so closely associated in manuscripts, without having been part of Kuritsyn's protograph? A consideration of one of the LP manuscripts of the early 7th century (No. 19 on Table I) shows that this was perfectly possible.

In this MS. the Verse is incorporated in the Table on folio 2. It fills the first stolp of the Table and is followed immediately by the first two squares of Alphabet G.\(^3\) The Introduction is found on folio 1, after the following heading:

Азбуковное учение осмочастное. А черные слова ритор ...\(^4\)

Here (and in MSS. No. 20 and 37, the latter being the oldest MS. containing part of the LP 'complex')\(^5\) LP is evidently considered to be part of the uchenie osmochastnoe,\(^6\) a grammar of the Slavonic language known as O os'mi chastekh slova and frequently found in the same MSS. as LP.\(^7\)

This grammar is attributed in Russian manuscript tradition to John of Damascus; the true author of the work is unknown, but it was not St. John. The attribution is the result of a misunderstanding: since O os'mi chastekh slova was often found together with the Dialektika of St. John of Damascus (in the translation of John Exarch; it is commonly known as Nebesa),\(^8\) copyists assumed that this Father of the Church was the author not only of the philosophical, but also of the grammatical tract.\(^9\)

1. See plates 2 and 6.
2. See plates 1, 7 and 8.
3. See above, plate 2.
7. See Table 2.
8. This work is also found in many LP MSS. See Table 2.
флебы лестные и мерила по плану писаны. Славный богослов, идущий папирусным дорогам, крестился в селе Михайловском с телом и миссионерами. Этого туче, приведя гостей и друзей, сожгли на костре, а письма, писаные и звезды, оставили в доме.
Да само владычна. Заграда
с нова, прераскачане.
сплавятеяркий, пристой
крышка. Неправедното
чудо даждяс. Изпълнеяд
творение. Изпълнението
в, мост, поусилба, епти, мъ
дротинцила. Фарисей стер
вятър и епти, пристой
в, към както говорихме.
небеса, необикновено
стърмата, пристой
на, както сказахме.
духом и материала до българи.
мъ, покрива епти седяла.
А червени слоновитор, Атоун
пеперуда е първият слом.
лъчисто, в поп, слюбопенично
съпоставя, историческата
червена слош съществуване е отпорно
правителя. Двата, силно и топло
непостоян.
Коло ученів несміється приспомінити, що
зазначається під часами. Ужитком
допомагаючого училища, можна навчати
можуть разуміти недопіддаючі
філософіює без учення нелюдські
творення, поганій разуміюючи. Не
здатній ж не єє паша присланий
анічні паше
Ано
In the same way evidently LP became known as ʻuchenic ocmochastnoe and was therefore attributed to John of Damascus, as can be seen from MS. No. 19. The Introduction on f.1 is followed, on f.2, by Alphabet G. This ends on f. 5v., and f. 6 carries another Introduction to the letter to Cosmas of Maioum:

Иже кто хочет чести грамотикское послание о осми частех ...
Прежде да взянет пропед осмоочастное о именех сказание иже въягрлеме Богоносивый.

If a work written by a man accused of heresy could become a commentary by a Father of the Church, it seems perfectly possible that the Verse became, from a separate work preceding the LP, a component part of LP in many manuscripts. The very obscurity of the Verse probably gained it the approval of the copyists of LP and its praise of wisdom and knowledge accorded well with the ideas expressed in works such as the letter to Cosmas of Maioum:

О разуме.
Разум свет есть душа словесняя, неразумие тьма ... Понеже убо не нагою душею живем, но якою завесою плотною покрываема наша душа. И ум убо зрач и разумен яко око имат и принимателем всякаго разума и художества.²

It is likely that the Verse had little to do with Kuritsyn's protograph of LP. The oldest MS. of the Verse was found in BAN 4.3.15 which contains several curious passages similar to the Verse, e.g.:

Мудрость философская:
Твой отец, мой отец, тебе дед а мне муж, ты мне брат, а я тебя мати. Неродивись умер а родивись не умер, а умер не истле. Моисей в чертозе, а Повел в девах, Соломон во внуку пошел, Давид ся женит. Река среди моря течет, а живот в огни скачет. Ад от смерти погибь, а смерть от диавола, а дьявол без вести пропран бысть. Среди моря крест, врьху горы река, под землею град; восия солнце на горе, мертвии въсташа, а живии радоша, изыде ядомое от ядовитого, от крепкаго сладкое. Гроб хожаше, а мертвец в нем поясше.⁴

It was probably from a sobornik, such as MS. 1, containing a strange mixture of works, from riddles to the lives of the saints, that the Verse was selected by a scribe wanting a short passage relevant to a grammatical

1. f. 1v. is blank.
2. See Plate 10.
4. MS. No. 1, ff. 3v.-4.
отставляющеся статья памятнику в новизне
последне - обычаи чистые сицилиано
сего - познакомив обрядности, как
големага дамаскинита. Подобравъ
мб его полосы, изображения и плача
священя ея на престоле. Дозволен
манифестом. 

Предъявленіе преще исключительно шиментъ сиданіе,
искренность сгонишций, поповѣдняя,
правда ниспровержения, аналазгнія поощрение,
цикъ - понятственно бремени начинанія
венье, ниспояне вложило шестиплеть. Иные
бобемыя пребывали собственен посвящен
шенилапа. Всему синиангогу
многимъ съ восторгомъ писаніе упомяну разумѣнны
моги, Подобно естъ сему. И тот
брошнянной черемисъ смотритъ.
Свершило лицемеріе, нападение на
брошнянной не оставляется. Проче
Приосновя грядѣшоему грядѣшн, зале
tract. As a source on the ideas of Fedor Kuritsyn the Verse is of little value; it is, however, of interest as an example of the type of writings which attracted the copyists of his period, and of their willingness to copy writings which they could not have understood.¹

Though the terms found in Fedor Kuritsyn's Laodikiyskoe poslanie are not all comprehensible, it seems clear that in its original form LP was not an obscure and decorative test of uchenost': it was probably compiled by Kuritsyn from several sources, and embellished with his own annotations as a

gramatika словенска языка, с силой верхнею, и о всякой мудрости книжной. Буквы сии речь словенская азбука, и ея вещания.²

and a guide to the use of codes.³ It was probably written for the purpose defined in the last square of the Alphabet in MS. No. 3:

Сие послание разуметь толкование его, да тако писати божественныя книги прямо и гладко.⁴

This purpose may explain the strange title of Fedor Kuritsyn's Laodikiyskoe Poslanie. This has probably no connection with any apocryphal Poslanie Laodikiytes or with the Index of books, known in Russia as the Prawilo Laodikiyskago Sobora.⁵ The introduction to the Index stresses the need to beware of nepravlenye knigi⁶ and Fedor Kuritsyn's guide to pravlenie may well have been named after the Council which was supposed to have issued the Index.

But whatever the meaning of the LP may have been, one thing is certain: in the eyes of Fedor Kuritsyn's contemporaries the LP and the Verse were not considered heretical.

¹ cf. the inclusion of the Signature alone, or with mistakes in the numerical code, which made it incomprehensible, in several MSS. (See Table 2; AEG, p. 261).
² See Plate 11.
³ cf. MS. No. 9 where the entire LP and the Verse are in a tachygraphic code.
⁴ AEG, p. 269; cf. reasons for the use of diacritics given on ff. 85v-86 of the same MS.: чтоб всякий книжник умел прочитать писания гладко и прямо ... на различие и на раздение толку писаний.
⁵ AEG, pp.172-3; Id., pp.94-5.
⁶ AEG, vol. 6, No.117, cols.766-54.
⁷ See above, p. 154.
⁸ AEG, vol. 6, No. 117, col. 766.
They were not used in his day, and therefore should not be used now, as evidence of any 'freethinking' or 'heretical' beliefs on Kuritsyn's part.

The 'literature of the Judaizers' thus provides little real evidence about the beliefs which might have brought upon them the accusation of the heresy: if their writings are heretical, this is no more evident to us than it was to their orthodox contemporaries, who kept and copied these writings for their libraries in an impressive number of manuscripts. However, this is not to say that the 'literature of the Judaizers' is without value for an understanding of the heresy.

The first conclusion to be drawn from the 'evidence of the Judaizers' is a negative one: there is little indication of the Novgorod heretics' 'astounding breadth of cultural interests'. Undoubtedly, the psalms obtained by Gennady from Naum must have differed in some way from the accepted orthodox canon, but available evidence does not permit any conclusions as to the way in which they differed; possibly they were no more heretical than, and may even have been identical with, the psalms of Nicephorus. Of other works, whether written or made use of by the Novgorod Judaizers, there is no trace to be found in the sources.

We are far better informed about the writings associated with the Moscow Judaizers. There seems little doubt that the works listed in Genn iy's letter to Prokhor were not considered heretical, and that they were mentioned because it had come to Gennady's notice that they were being copied in Moscow, at the scriptorium headed by Ivan Cherny. It is in the very existence of such a scriptorium, as much as in the nature of

1. See Plate 9.
2. IB, p. 297.
3. AED, p. 310.
4. See above, p. 162.
Cherny's editorial writings and of the works attributed to Fer Kuritsyn, that we may discover the reasons for Gennady's attacks upon them.

Clearly, Gennady saw himself as a guardian of Orthodoxy. He felt it his duty to arm the Church against heresy - by improving clerical standards in his own diocese, and by raising the level of theological education of the Church as a whole through the provision of the necessary books, books carefully translated and edited in order to ensure that they were free of any deviation from the faith.  

It was not, however, only at Gennady's court that new, prawlenye spiski of orthodox works were being produced. Such fundamental Church texts as the Bible, service books and Kormohie were being copied and edited at the court of the grand prince by men who, with the possible exception of Ivan Cherny, were servants not of the Church but of the State. And, moreover, as is clear from the manuscripts of such works as the Laodikiyskoe poslanie, copies made in the Moscow scriptorium were finding their way into monastic libraries. For someone as aware as Gennady of the necessity of 'rendering unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's and unto God the things that are God's', this distribution of manuscripts written, copied or edited by servants of the grand prince was surely sufficient ground for the accusation of heresy to be raised against those who dared encroach upon the province of the Church. But this accusation was made in 1490, yet the Moscow heretics were condemned only in 1504. Now that the survey of contemporary evidence to the year 1504 is completed some conclusions on the nature of their heresy and the reasons for their condemnation can be made.

1. Lur'e, 'K voprosu', pp.70-3.
2. Even if we accept Ivan's soubriquet, Cherny, as evidence of his having been a monk, it is clear that he was not associated with any one monastery. First and foremost he was a d'yak of the grand prince.
In the year 1488 the Council of the Russian Church pronounced its condemna-
tion of the 'heresy of the Novgorod priests who philosophized judaistic.

The wording of the charge is forceful and definite: there is no certainty as to the reasons why the men condemned found themselves facing trial for their beliefs: the evidence available does not suggest that it was because they were converts to Judaism.

A consideration of Connady's activities in Novgorod makes it clear that he was on the watch for 'departures from Orthodoxy', whether religious or political; evidence of either was probably not hard to seek, given the accepted procedure for the detection of heresy. Indeed, in 1482 Connady himself, while still an abbot of Chudov monastery, had fallen foul of the complex regulations governing church ritual: he had allowed his monks to drink for expiatory and to eat as much as they liked on the 5th January, the day before the Feast of the Baptism. He was promptly put under arrest by Metropolitan Feodosy, and the charges against him could have had grave consequences, for at least one of them was very serious: he was accused of degrading the Holy water which was to be given only once a year, in the service of Communion, to the monks, and not - as Connady had apparently done - after confession or the rite of Reprofession.

Yet Connady could have been declared guilty of blasphemy; fortunately for him, however, the grand prince interceded with the metropolitan, and he was freed. It may have been that the metropolitan was genuinely persuaded by the argument put to him by the grand prince, that the Metropolitan Ivo (1448-1461) was not austere or severe, Archbishop Fedor of Pskov a signification, it may, or the other hand, he may simply have been reluctant to involve himself in another dispute with the grand prince. For the arrest of Connady took place not long after

1. See Kirov, 'Evkne, vol 6, p.172;
2. It is not clear whether this is holy water given on the eve of the feast, or water from a Holy spring.
Ivan III had given way in the matter of the processional *posoln' - and then only after the metropolitan had threatened to resign. It will be remembered that in his dispute with the metropolitan as to the direction in which processions should proceed, the grand prince had had the support only of Gennady and the archbishop of Rostov; it seems likely, therefore, that in prosecuting Gennady the metropolitan was paying off a score.

The ease with which Ceronty was able to obtain the evidence he needed in this case is important to our understanding of the history of heresy in Russia. For, if the highly-educated theologian Gennady could so readily be accused of contravening canon 133, how much easier it must have been to discover such contraventions among the mass of the clergy, who - according to Gennady's own evidence - were often ill-trained.

The appointment of Gennady to the archbishopric of Novgorod was probably his reward for the support he had given Ivan III in 1482; it soon became clear that he was determined to prove, to the enmity he must have had in the Church, his orthodoxy and his loyalty to the grand prince. For whatever their actual beliefs, the heretics of 1488 were condemned according to accepted procedures by the accepted religious authority, the Council of the Church, headed jointly by the grand prince and the metropolitan. However, Ivan's insistence on a further investigation, in the presence of his *namestnik* in Novgorod suggests that his interest in the heresy in that city was due to more than just the desire to protect his Church.

Although the members of the Council of 1488 were ready enough to condemn most of the accused who appeared before them, on Gennady's evidence, it seems that after the punishment of these heretics in Moscow and Novgorod, there was not the same willingness to support the archbishop in further prosecutions. There were probably various reasons for this. Some of the Council members may have recalled that Gennady had opposed the metropolitan:

and most of the Council on the *erami* issue, some may have felt uneasy at his readiness to combine *liteväskie okamye dila* with the *eres Novgorodskikh* retsikh, *vikinxaka vikn'atvunyalkhikh*; while others may have been reluctant to condemn a group of men who, although they came from Novgorod, were (with the exception of Zakhar) being accused by Gennady of heresies committed in Moscow. And Gennady's call for a purge within the Church hierarchy in Moscow no doubt alerted the Council to the danger of giving whole-hearted support to his campaign.

Thus, the final decision of the Council of 1490, headed by the grand prince and the metropolitan, was a compromise. The Council condemned only those of the accused who came from Novgorod, and only for what is called in Novgorod. Evidently the members of the Council were unwilling to support Gennady's campaign against Fedor Kuritsyn and his associates in Moscow. One reason, suggested by the evidence of Isosif of Valokolamsk, was that they were protégés of the grand prince. This is not confirmed by other sources; moreover, the priest Denis, who, on the evidence of Isosif was also a protégé of Ivan III, was among those condemned. The evidence of the writings of the so-called Moscow Judaizers gives no indication that, in the eyes of their contemporaries, their work was not considered heretical. This being so, we must allow the possibility that Fedor Kuritsyn and his associates escaped condemnation in 1490 because 'accepted religious authority' did not consider them to be heretics.

It must be admitted, however, that without the protection of the grand prince they would probably not have been given the benefit of the doubt.

1. See above, ch. II, p. 58.
3. See above, ch. II, p. 68.
5. See above, ch. II, p. 64.
6. See above, ch. IV, p. 173 et seq.
and the bishops may well have been the result of a misapprehension. For the archbishop was well aware of the grand prince's distrust of everyone including Gennady himself, who had any contact with the neighbours of Muscovy, and he might have entertained hopes of utilising this distrust for his own ends. By suggesting that Kuritsyn had associations with men like Samsonko, implicated in the litovskie okannye dela, he may well have hoped to rid the Church of those who, in his eyes, were likely to taint it by their interference in matters coming within the sacred province, i.e. the copying of books.

In 1490 the grand prince had been unwilling to have Fedor Kuritsyn brought to trial for heresy. Why, then, was his name raised in the conversation between Ivan III and Iosif that took place sometime prior to the Council of 1504? In view of the paucity of sources, the hypothesis offered in answer to this must be based largely upon negative evidence, and can only be entirely tentative.

There is little evidence of a continuation of the campaign against the Judaizers after 1490. Fedor Kuritsyn's name is brought up for the first time after 1490 by Ivan, in connection with his disgraced daughter-in-law, Elizha. Of the men executed in 1504, only one, Ivan Maksimov, is mentioned as a heretic by a contemporary source not related to the Council of 1504. There is no evidence of the case presented against these men: in fact there is no evidence that their condemnation was achieved according to accepted procedure and by accepted religious authority. The sole evidence of contemporary sources is that Novgorod and Moscow were the settings of the execution of two groups of men, condemned by a Council headed by Ivan III, his son Vasily, and the metropolitan Simon. The heresy of which they were accused is not specified, neither is the composition of the Council, and, apart from a laconic chronicle entry and Iosif's later, and not very illuminating account, we know little of the proceedings of this Council. This, together with the evidence of the 1. See above, Ch. III, p. 115.
Postilla s nobilitatii, apparently written to defend the Council’s decision against attacks from members of the Church, suggests that the procedure adopted in 1504 was not entirely canonical. Perhaps it was not the Church, but the State, which instigated the prosecution.

Possible reasons for the condemnation of the men finally executed in Novgorod have already been mentioned: the heretical label could have been a convenient way of getting rid of the last vestiges of independent authority in Novgorod, and of providing another warning to any who might wish to challenge the rights of Moscow princes to rule over Novgorod. But in the case of the Moscow ‘heretics’ - Fedor⁴ and Ivan Volk Kuritsyn, Ivan Naksimov and Dmitri Konoplev - it is very difficult to understand why they were brought to trial in 1504.

There are two directions in which the available evidence points: the association, whether real or supposed, of at least two of the Moscow group - Fedor Kuritsyn and Ivan Naksimov, with the disgraced Elena of Moldavia, and the involvement of the Kuritsyn brothers and Dmitry Konoplev in the foreign service (and especially the Lithuanian affairs) of the grand prince. Perhaps the fall of the Kuritsyn brothers was connected with the fall of Elena; but not because her death removed a supporter of the ‘heretics’ from the court. It seems more likely that Ivan decided to revive the reputation of Fedor Kuritsyn as a heretic, and to organize a public execution of his associates in order to justify his treatment of Elena. He may have been helped in this decision by another consideration. The diplomatic record of the 1503 embassy to Lithuania, in which the name of Fedor Kuritsyn appears for the last time (and Konoplev’s name for the first and only time) mentions the warning given by Ivan to his ambassadors not to resemble ‘like Ryapolovsky and Patrikeev.’ In February 1499 Ryapolovsky had been executed and Patrikeev tonsured perhaps Ivan III saw, in his conversation with Iosif, an opportunity to

1. Fedor Kuritsyn is included in this list on the assumption that, had he lived to 1504, he too would have been tried and executed.
2. ibid., vol. 35, no. 76, p. 413, see above, Ch. III, pp. 85, 130.
3. ibid., p. 42.
justify his treatment of Elena, and, at the same time, to rid himself of men who had been associated with Ryapolovsky and Patrikeev in their work in his service.¹ For, by 1503 Muscovy had been at war with Lithuania for three years, and Alexander's insistence on a return to the terms of the treaty of 1494 meant that the end was nowhere in sight.²

Anyone who had been associated with the administration of Ivan's foreign policy in 1493 and 1494, and this includes Fedor Kuritsyn² and possibly Dmitry Konoplev, was likely to be regarded with disfavour by the grand prince. Until further evidence about the circumstances of Fedor Kuritsyn's disappearance⁰ and about the relationship between Ivan III and the men who administered his policy becomes available, the real reasons for the execution of Ivan Volk Kuritsyn, Ivan Maksimov and Dmitry Konoplev in 1504 cannot be ascertained. It can be said, however, that there is little reason to accept the view that they were executed for heresy, Judaizing or otherwise.

Neither is there any evidence in the sources connected with the trials of 1488, 1490 and 1504 of a heretical movement in Russia in the late fifteenth - early sixteenth centuries that cases of departure from Orthodoxy did occur; there can be little doubt: but they were no more than episodic. Whether the men condemned for heresy in 1488 and 1490 were guilty of a serious contravention of Orthodox ritual or doctrine seems doubtful; in the case of those condemned in 1504 the charge seems totally unjustified. Such links as exist between the men executed in Novgorod and Moscow are tenuous and accidental: there may have been contacts between them, but circumstances rather than shared beliefs brought them together. The heresy of the Judaizers as recorded in contemporary sources does not, therefore, allow us to postulate the

¹. Zimin, 'Sobitiya 1493 g', p. 1"0.
². Fennell, Ivan the Terrible, pp.2d0-6.
³. ibid., pp.148-57.
⁰. Zimin, 'Sobitiya 1493 g', p. 1"0.
existence of a Reformation or even a pre-Reformation movement in Russia. But this does not mean that we cannot speak of attempts at a reform of the Church in Russia in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. The evidence of the sources shows that such attempts were made; it points, however, not to the heretics, but to Archbishop Gennady.

Gennady's activities in Novgorod, including the 'discovery' of the Judaizers' heresy, were prompted by his desire to strengthen the Church by reforming it from within, by improving the education and discipline among the clergy. Whether he was satisfied with the results of his attempts is doubtful. Although he achieved the condemnation of the heresy in Novgorod, he was unsuccessful in the one aim that lay behind his efforts: the confirmation of the supreme authority of the Church.

Gennady's reports on the heresy are, from the very beginning, insistent upon the grand prince's duty in canon law to support the Church. The grand prince saw that Gennady's insistence on the participation of secular authority in Church matters gave him the opportunity for interference.

Ivan III supported Gennady's campaign against the heresy in Novgorod, but he also used it for his own ends. The public executions of the Novgorod priests in 1483 and 1490 provided a warning to anyone who might wish to disobey the authority of the grand prince and of his appointee in Novgorod. Moreover, investigation into the heresy with the participation of Ivan's namestrakh2 provided an opportunity to arrest and interrogate those who could be suspected of any disloyalty, whether to the Church or to the grand prince.

By the time Gennady was arrested in 1503 he must have realised that Ivan III was willing to support the Church, but only so long as the Church was willing to support him. As his own deposition showed, it was the Church which had to accept the authority of the State.

1. See above, Ch. II, p. 46.
It is not accidental that his name is so often mentioned in the sixteenth century during debates over the distinction between the Orthodox and un-Orthodox in matters of ritual. The wealth of regulations which constricted independent expression in the sixteenth century, in thought and in art, was the logical conclusion of the work started by Gennady in Novgorod and the main legacy of the heresy of the Judaizers.

1. See above, Ch. II, p. 42, n. 3; Ch. III, pp. 108-112.
Appendix I. Circumcision, 17th cent. Iver' region
Rublev Museum, Moscow
APPENDIX II: FAMILY TREE OF FEDOR AND IVAN VOLK KURITSYN

Grigory Romanovich Kuritsa Kamensky

Yury Volk Grigor'evich Kamensky

Ivan Volkov Grigor'evich Kamensky

Vasily Nalitka Gregor'evich Kuritsyn

Ivan Chert Grigor'evich Kamensky

Ivan Amin' Kamensky

Aleksey Obednya Kamensky

Ivan Volkov Kamensky

Fedor Vasil'evich Kuritsyn

Ivan Volk Vasil'evich Kuritsyn

Afanasy Fedorovich Kuritsyn

Ivan Fedorovich Kuritsyn

Vasily Ivanov Volkov Kuritsyn

Evdokia (m. Prince Fedor Ivanovich Striga Obolensky)

numbers in red refer to pages of Veselovsky, Onomastikon
numbers in black refer to pages of Veselovsky, D'yaki i pod'yaoite
numbers in blue refer to pages of Tikhomirov, Razryadnaya kniga
Appendix III - Typical references to heresy in the 16 Slova of the Protokolat\(^1\) of Iosif of Volokolamsk\(^2\)

I

58-59
Проклинаемся всю ересь, паче же иже ныне являющуюся иже тями проклятаго Алексея, глаголо, душетленаго протопопа, сатанина превенца, и Дениса антихристова попа, и Федора Курицина, и всех, иже такоже мудрствовавших и мудрствующих ...

62
к еретиком бо нам слово, жидовская мудрствующим .... Но иудеи съпротивляются глаголюще ...

70
Да постыдятся жидове глаголюще яко единолично и единосъставно есть Божество

II

95
ныне явленыся еретики, новогородских глаголо еретиков, глаголящих яко Христос еще не родился есть

96
проклинаемся всю ересь, изряднее же Алексея протопопа, и его станиников Дениса попа и Федора Курицина и всех, иже тако мудрствовавших и мудрствующих

III

122
Но еретики съпротивлятся, иже жидовская мудрствующе, Алексея глаголо протопопа и Дениса попа и Федора Курицина

IV

165
Проклинаемся всю ересь, изрядноже тысячами проклятаго, тками проклинаем, Алексея протопопа, и с ним Дениса попа и Федора Курицина и всех, иже такоже мудрствовавших и мудрствующих

V

171
ибо развращению протлкьковаша многа от Божественных писаний, того ради от непорочныя христианских веры в жидовство отпадоша: Алексея глаголо протопопа, и Дениса попа, и Федора Курицина, и иже единомудрствующих с ними, иже прежде в величеств Новогороде, потомж де в многых грады и места разсеявше жидовское учение

196
кто Божествена Писания укаряет, или охуждает, и полагает свои разумь, несть сего безумнешь на земли. Еллинь убо, Иудеи и еретики ... Писания укаряху, сего ради прельстишася и на всяко зло уклонишася.

VI

223
Еретик же, жидовскаа мудрствуя, глаголеть ...

243
Еретик глаголет яже

245
Пакы жидовскака мудрствуали глаголеть еретик

249
Пакы еретик глаголеть

1. Only references in the text (not the headings) are cited.
2. Roman numerals refer to the Slova, arabic numerals to pages of the Protokolot (Kazan 1903)
Пакы еретик глаголеть

ВII
Глаголют же неции
Пакыг глаголют неции
Глаголют же еретики
Щели же кто речеть

ВIII
Но еретици, иже жидовская мудрствующей, съпротивна глаголуть, Алексиа глаголю протопопа, и Дениса попа, и всех такожде мудрствующих

IX
Яжже ныне неции глаголуть развергенаа и полагать претыкания братии съсволазнь, и паче же всѣхъ сквернѣши и древних еретиков оканешии, Алексея глаголю протопопа, и Дениса попа, и Федора Курицина, и інехъ иже тако мудрствовавшихъ и мудрствующих

X
Иже сице глаголющи еретики

XI, 1
Многа убо от Божественныхъ Писаний аще не по писмени разумевают ... Того ради въ многихъ ереси впадають. Яжже и нынѣ мноющи пострадаша Новгородскихъ глаголю еретиков, Алексея протопопа и Дениса попа, и Федора Курицина и всѣхъ, иже такожде мудрствующих

XI, 2
Аще ли же кто глаголеть

XI, 3
Но еретическага уста

XI, 4
Но лукавии еретици

463
Сия же, от многихъ събрав малая, нужно съставих за недоведящихъ, когда и где и откуду иноческое начало бысть житие и чинъ. Где убо суть, иже иноческое житии съ инсим Апостольскага Церкви Божественными преданиями же и заветы еретици злочестие и несмыслене отметаше, иже явленіи идущи, по богомрѣскому и древнему таиннику ихъ Копрониму, по нынешнему же таиннику и учителю ихъ, богомрѣскому Алексею пртопопу и Денису попу, и Феодору Курицину, и всѣхъ иже такожде мудрствующих ...
XI

Понеже убо ныне новоявлявшися новгородстии еретицы, Алексей протопоп, и Денис поп, и Фёдор Курицын, и инии множи, иже также мудрствующи, много зла содеяша

XIV

Ныне же нужно о сем реши, еже еретицы паки зле мудрствуют: глаголют бо, яко не подобает много искати или истязати, или испытовати о еретицах, и о отступницих .... Мы же убо ныне о сем речем ... яко подобает ... всяко тщание и подвиж и богопремудростная коварства показати, еже еретики крыщаися испытовати и изыскати и истязати.

XV

Многа убо словеса прежде рекохом о новогородских еретицах и о отступницих ... ныне же нужно вменихом о сем реци

XVI

А иже ныне явлыхся, новогородских глаголу еретиков и отступников, о сих покаянии ни в единой же даже до нас дошедших книг писано есть.

533
Подобает царем и князем и судиам земским, еретики пачеже отступники казнем лютым и смерти предавати

535
яко же прежде Державны и архиепископ Генадие, не ведуще их лукавство, даша им покаяние и ослабу

536
Аще ли же кто он них восходит покаяться, мощно есть и в темницы кайтися

539
нынешнии же отступници, иже суть злейши всех еретиков и отступников ....

541
Некто бо бысть человек гнусных и скверных дел исполнен, именем Карп, художеством стригольник, живи во Пскове. Сей убо окаянны ересь состави
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cent.</th>
<th>L.P. in Title</th>
<th>L.P. in Index</th>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>Introduction</th>
<th>Alphabet in squares</th>
<th>Alphabet</th>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cent.</td>
<td>L.P. in Title</td>
<td>L.P. in Index</td>
<td>Verse</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Alphabet in squares</td>
<td>Alphabet</td>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>Explication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. *GPB Q.XVII .187</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. *BIL Rum., No.2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. GPB Sol., 1017/007</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. *GPB Sol., 1034/924</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. *GPB Sol., 860/970</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. GPB OLDP Q.194</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. *BIL Egor., No. 405.1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. *GPB Q.1.1468</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38. *BAN 33.4.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. BIL f.218, No. 606</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. BIL f.218, No. 715</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. *IRLI, Ust'-Tsilem'skoe novoe sobr., No. 293</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42. *BAI, Arkh. C. 210</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES:

* MSS. consulted  † new MSS.

BAN  Dept. of Manuscripts, Library of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Leningrad
BIL  Dept. of Manuscripts, Lenin USSR State Library, Moscow
GIM  Dept. of Manuscripts, Historical Museum, Moscow
GPB  Dept. of Manuscripts, Saltykov-Shchedrin State Public Library, Leningrad
IRLI Dept. of Ancient Manuscripts, Institute of Russian Literature (Pushkinsky Dom), USSR Academy of Sciences, Leningrad
TsGADA Central State Archive for Ancient Documents,1 (L) - Leningrad

COLLECTIONS

BIL  Egorova

Fundamenta'noe (f.173)
Rumyantseva (f.256)
Tikhonravova (f.299)
Undol'skoe (f.310)

1. Unfortunately I was not allowed access to this archive.
GPB Kirillo-Belozerskoe
Obshchestva Lyubiteley Drevney Pis'mennosti
Pogodinskoe
Solovetskoe

GIM Chudovskoe
Muzeynoe
Shchukinskoe
Sinodal'noe
Uvarovskoe

BAN Arkhangelskoe
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. О книгах ложных и истинных
2. Кирил словенский (publ. by Jagic, Codex, pp.670-1).
3. Предисловие Иоанна Экзарха (publ. by Jagic, Codex, pp.32-6)
4. Небеса Иоанна Дамаскина (see Jagic, Codex, pp.38-40)
5. О осми частех слова (ibid., pp.40-6)
6. Первую чашу (Proverb)
7. Signatures (not Fedor Kuritsyn's) employing same code as L.P.
8. Написание о грамоте (publ. by Jagic, Codex, pp.360-85)
9. Рука Иоанна Богослова-вруцелет
10. Словесница Аристотелева (publ. by Jagic, Codex, p. 721)
11. One or more of the Skazaniya о skonchani tsedmoy tysyachi (8th-10th Slova of Prosvetitel' - see above, Ch III, pp. 88-92). Сказания о скончании седьмой тысячи.
12. Paschal or astrological information
13. Послание Козме Мажимскому
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In the year 1504 the grand prince Ivan III convened a Council of the Church to try several Muscovites and Novgorodians accused of heresy. The Council found the men guilty and they were burnt at the stake in public executions in Novgorod and Moscow. The 1504 trial and execution was the last of three trials of a group of men accused of a 'judaizing' heresy and known to historians as the Zhidovstvuyushchie, or Judaizers.

The first trial of the heretics had taken place in 1486 and the second in 1490. The evidence compiled for these trials by Archbishop Gennady of Novgorod, who claimed to have discovered the heresy, the chronicle accounts for 1488 and 1490, the documents produced by the Councils of 1488 and 1490, and the Prosvetitel' of Iosif of Volokolamsk, a polemical work against the heresy of the 'Novogorod heretics who philosophize judaistically' provide much material for a study of the first documented heresy in the Russian Church.

Many historians have been attracted to such a study for, as a review of the historical background and historiography of the heresy in Chapter I shows, the involvement of many of the alleged Judaizers in the affairs of the Church and State during a period of important changes affecting both the Church and the State and the relationship between them, makes an understanding of the heresy important to our view of Russia in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. But the many studies of the heresy of the Judaizers undertaken by historians from the nineteenth century to the present day have failed to yield agreement on the origin and nature of the heresy. It is seen variously as the result of Jewish propaganda in the Russian Church, of the influence of Western Renaissance and Reformation ideas in Russia or, and this is the view which has dominated recent Soviet historiography, as a symptom of an indigenous Reformation (or proto-Reformation) movement affecting the whole of Russian society in the late fifteenth-early sixteenth centuries.
The present work is an attempt to resolve the questions posed by studies of the heresy on the basis of a re-examination of primary published and manuscript sources.

These fall into two categories: sources presenting the evidence against the Judaizers (evidence of the accusers), and sources associated with the heretics themselves. Chapter II examines the evidence of the accusers in connection with the trials of 1488 and 1490 (the so-called Novgorod stage of the heresy). Most of this evidence comes from the pen of Archbishop Gennady of Novgorod - consideration of the pre-1490 writings of losif of Volokolamsk shows that these do not have a direct bearing upon the subject of this study.

Gennady's evidence has not received the attention it deserves, for it provides valuable information not only about the heresy he discovered in Novgorod, but also about the procedures accepted in the Russian Church in this period for discovering and identifying any heresy. His evidence explains his choice of the 'judaizing' label and shows that heretical acts had been committed in Novgorod, though not necessarily by the men condemned in 1488 and 1490. Gennady's letters are complemented by the official documents issued by the Councils of 1488 and 1490, and it is clear that the heretics were tried according to properly accepted procedure and that evidence and condemnation was obtained by Gennady with the full co-operation of the grand prince.

Gennady remained Archbishop of Novgorod until 1503, but a study of the works produced at his court after 1490 (in Chapter III) provides little evidence of a continuation of his campaign against the heresy. For evidence against the heretics tried in 1504, historians have had to rely on the writings of losif of Volokolamsk, but an examination of his polemical tracts (later incorporated in the Prosvetitel') and letters written before 1504 yields little reliable information about the beliefs of the Judaizers. Even the Prosvetitel', written probably after, and not
before the Council of 1504, as has been generally accepted, does little more than reiterate the accusations raised originally against the Novgorod heretics condemned in 1488 and 1490.

The evidence of the accusers between 1490 and 1504 thus provides little information on the case presented against the heretics condemned by the Council of 1504. Such information has also been sought in the so-called 'literature of the Judaizers', works written by, or associated with, the men labelled by the accusers as 'judaizing' heretics.

Chapter IV examines such works, most of which are associated with the Moscow Judaizers. Several survive in MSS. of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries and it is clear that most were not considered heretical at the time. On the contrary, they belonged to the category of instructive Orthodox literature.

Chapter V draws some conclusions from the evidence of the sources. If it is accepted that a heretic is someone whom the established Church recognises as such, the Novgorodians condemned in 1488 and 1490 by a body representative of the Church and according to accepted Orthodox procedure were heretics. However, the available evidence about the Novgorod heretics and about the methods used in identifying and naming the heresy suggests that they were not guilty of a departure from Orthodox Christian beliefs: only of offences against ritual and of criticism of ecclesiastical and, perhaps, secular authority.

There is little evidence that the men accused of heresy in 1504 were condemned in accordance with the precedent established by the case of the Novgorod heretics of 1488 and 1490, or by a body representative of the established Church. The accepted view that they were heretics is not substantiated by the evidence available and the reasons for their condemnation were probably not religious but political.